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The committee on Solar-Terrestrial Research (CSTR) of the Board on
Atmospheric Sciences and Climate (BASC) of the National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) completed its study on the need to achieve a thorough
understanding of our Solar-Terrestrial environment. The CSTR
recommnends the formation of a National Solar-Terrestrial Research
Program to implement the recommuendations of the earlier National
Research Council study Solar-Terrestrial Research for the 1980's
(1981). The earlier study which took over 18 months to complete and
involved the participation of more than 50 scientists. specifically
identified the principal scientific and management recommnendations
required for a balanced solar-terrestrial program. The present
study was undertaken by the Conmmittee on Solar-Terrestrial Research
in the fall of 1983. Together, the two studies constitute a set
that prescribes a broad-gauged solar-terrestrial program. CSTR
reconmmends a National Solar-Terrestrial Research Program of
importance to the nation, as well as to its scientific community.
This program will enable the nation to increase significantly its

* understanding of the key physical mechanisms coupling the
solar-terrestrial system. Solar-terrestrial research is the study
of the essential processes by which energy in all forms is generated
by the Sun, is transported to Earth, and ultimately vitally
influences the terrestrial environment. The principal science issue
today In solar-terrestrial research is to understand this coupled
system. CSTR stresses that the recommnended science are not subsets
of one another and that all require funding in parallel for a
balanced program. Only the fullest possible understanding of the
physics and chemistry of the solar-terrestrial system will make it
possible to evaluate the effects of growing human influences on our
environment. Of all the planets, Earth and its biosphere present
the widest range of interacting physical and chemical processes.
The nation now has the technical resources and the skilled personnel
to study this living system on a day-to-day basis and on a global
scale.
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NOTICE: The project that is the subject of this report was
approved by the Governing Board of the National Research
Council, whose members are drawn from the councils of the
National Academy of Sciences, the National Academy of
Engineering, and the Institute of Medicine. The members of
the committee responsible for this report were chosen for
their special competences and with regard for appropriate
balance.

This report has been reviewed by a group other than the
authors according to procedures approved by a Report Review
Committee consisting of members of the National Academy of
Sciences, the National Academy of Engineering, and the
Institute of Medicine.

The National Research Council was established by the
* National Academy of Sciences in 1916 to associate the broad
* community of science and technology with the Academy's

purposes of furthering knowledge and of advising the federal
government. The Council operates in accordance with general

* policies determined by the Academy under the authority of
its congressional charter of 1863, which establishes the
Academy as a private, nonprofit, self-governing membership
corporation. The Council has become the principal operating
agency of both the National Academy of Sciences and the
National Academy of Engineering in the conduct of their
services to the government, the public, and the scientific
and engineering communities. It is administered jointly by
both Academies and the Institute of Medicine. The National

* Academy of Engineering and the Institute of Medicine were
established in 1964 and 1970, respectively, under the
charter of the National Academy of Sciences.

The Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Research is pleased to
acknowledge the support of the National Science Foundation,
the Air Force, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, and the National oceanic and Atmospheric

* Administration. However, any opinions, findings,
conclusions, or recommendations expressed herein are those
of the authors and do not necessarily represent the views of
these agencies.
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PREFACE

In response to a request from several concerned federal
agencies--the Department of Defense, the National Science
Foundation, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration, and the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration--the Board on Atmospheric Sciences and Climate
asKed its Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Research to
undertake this study. It was requested now because of a
6tronq shared conviction on the part of the federal agen-
cies, the scientific community, and the Office of Science
and Technology Policy that there is an urgent need to

achieve a thorough understanding of our solar-terrestrial
environment. In addition, there is a belief that achiev-
ing such understanding will require a well-planned and
organized effort to elucidate the physical and chemical
processes controlling the complex interactive behavior of
the solar-terrestrial system.

This report recommends the formation of a National
Solar-Terrestrial Research Program to implement the recom-
mendations of the earlier National Research Council study

So! r-Terrestrial Pesearch for the 1980's (1981). The
earlier study, which took over 18 months to complete and
involved the participation of more than 50 scientists,
specifically identified the principal scientific and man-
agement recommendations required for a balanced solar-
terrestrial program. The present study was undertaken by
ti,e Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Research in the fall

* of 1983. Together, the two studies constitute a set that

p.-escribes a broad-gauged solar-terrestrial program.
Chapter 1 briefly discusses solar-terrestrial research,

ir_2Luding specific examples of the major scientific prob-
leii areas affecting our und rstanding of the coupled

* Foiar-terrestrial system. Chapter 2, as already mention-

ed. calls for the establishment of a National Solar-

h
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Terrestrial Research Program and summarizes three recom-

"endations that must be implemented for a well-balanced
program. Chapter 3 describes the recommendations more

fully, and Chapter 4 discusses the justifications for the
recomiendations.

The Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Research takes this

opportunity to thank the many contributors to the report.
We gratefully acknowledge the cooperation and support of
maay people in the National Research Council, particularly
herbert Friedman, Chairman of the Commission on Physical

Sciences, Mathematics, and Resources; Thomas F. Malone,
Chairman of the Board on Atmospheric Sciences and Climate;
'ad Thomas A. Donahue, Chairman of the Space Science
Board. We also acknowledge the cooperation and support
of various agency officials, especially R. Behnke, E. W.
Bierly, A. Christiansen, R. S. Greenfield, and D. S.
Peacock of the National Science Foundation; J. T. Lynch,
j. D. Rosendhal, S. D. Shawhan, S. G. Tilford, and M. J.
Wiskerchen of the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration; J. H. Allen, D. M. Hunt, and H. Leimbach of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; R. C.
Sagalyn of the Air Force; and P. Try of the Department of
Defense.

Devrie S. Intriligator, Chairman
Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Research
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II

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

I

4,4L recommend a National Solar-Terrestrial Research Program
c- i-. portance to the nation, as well as to its scientific

-ommunity. This program will enable us to increase sig-
nificantly our understanding of the key physical mecha-

nisms coupling the solar-terrestrial system. Solar-ter-
-e.itrial research is the study of the essential processes

y nich energy in all forms is generated by the Sun, is
1-: r. ported to Earth, and ultimately vitally influences

t:e terrestrial environment. The principal science issue
tcov in solar-terrestrial research is to understand this

2_!ined system. We stress that the recommended science
:.re not subsets of one another and that all require fund-

inq in parallel for a balanced program.

RECOMMENDATION 1. We recommend an approved new start

tor the International Solar-Tr:restrial Physics Program, ai I I
* 2or ouservational miss _n -hat is already well along in

NABA'3 planninj.

RECOMMENDATION 2. We recommend an increase in annual

solar-terrestrial research funding above present levels
)y $65 million in fiscal year 1986, to be held level (in
l1b4 dollars) over the next decade, to support other

essential programs.

RECOMMENDATION 3. We recommend that there be formal

interagency coordination among the interested federal
agencies for the implementation and conduct of the
Taticnal Solar-Terrestrial Research Program discussed in
eis document.

Only the fullest possible understanding of the physics p

and chemistry of the solar-terrestrial system will make it

1i

I
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possible to evaluate the effects of growing human influ-
ences on our environment. Of all the planets, Earth and
its biosphere present the widest range of interacting
physical and chemical processes. We now have the tech-
nical resources and the skilled personnel to study this
living system on a day-to-day basis and on a global scale.
This is a challenge to which we must respond without

delay.
.

*D
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1

INTRODUCTION

r4

Almost all of the energy resources available to man--

light, wood, water power, wind, coal, and oil--can be
traced to the solar radiation intercepted by the Earth.

It is indeed providential that the Sun is so stable, for
even minor variations in solar illumination of the Earth

have been found to be closely correlated with ice ages.
The potentially hazardous invisible emanations from the

Sun are much more variable. Without proper shielding,
astronauts and space-based systems could be exposed to

catastrophic doses of radiation from great flares. Solar

activity also produces disturbances in communications and

in electrical power distribution, effects that are

clearly important from both practical and national

security viewpoints.
More than ever, mankind appreciates that human activity

can significantly affect the environment and that space

is an essential part of economic and social progress.

Solar-terrestrial research is the study of the essential

processes by which energy in diverse forms is generated
by the Sun, is transported to Earth, and ultimately vital-
.y influences the terrestrial environment. It deals with

the direct irradiation of the upper atmosphere by the full
spectrum of electromagnetic radiation and with the trans- I
port of particles and fields from the Sun, through the
interplanetary medium, to and through the magnetic field

4 of the Earth and into its atmosphere.
Solar-terrestrial research is concerned with the crit-

icai complex interplay of physical and chemical processes

in every element of the Sun-Earth system. The principal
science issue in solar-terrestrial research today is the

* need for understanding the coupled system.

3
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THE SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL SYSTEM

ATMOSPHERE, IONOSPHERE
SOLAR WIND AURORAL ZONE

INTERPLANETARY EARTH
SUN " "MEDIUM

MAGNETOSPHERE

EL ECTROMAGNET IC SHOC
RADIATION

4 FIGURE 1 The Solar-terrestrial system (courtesy of
D. S. Intriligator, Carmel Research Center).

The solar output reaches the Earth either through elec-
tromagnetic radiation or the magnetized plasma streams of
the solar wind (see Figure 1). The electromagnetic radi-
ation directly drives the circulation of the atmosphere,
while the solar wind drives a diverse collection of funda-
mental phenomena ranging from the acceleration of parti-
cles in interplanterary space to geomagnetic storms and
the aurora. A further complication results because the

Sun is a variable star, with transient outbursts such as

4 solar flares and long-term cyclic changes in solar mag-
netism.

There are major complex scientific dilemmas surrounding
our understanding of the coupled solar-terrestrial system.
The following three examples illustrate these problems.

Processes withinthhe solar convection zone give rise tos
the magnetic field, which is carried toward the Earth by
the solar-wind plasma. The solar wind is deflected by the
Earth's intrinsic magnetic field, thus producing the mag-
netosphere. The variable orientation of the interplanetary
magnetic field with respect to the fixed orientation of
the Earth's internal dipole field determines the extent

to which processes within the magnetosphere and the auro-

ral zone perturb the ionosphere and atmosphere. In this

complex chain of cause and effect it is necessary to

4
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5

aetermine the major mechanisms responsible for the gener-

atlon of the solar magnetic field, its important inter-

!ctions with the magnetospheric field, and the effect of

the ionosphere and atmosphere on the resulting inter-

act ion.
As a second example, it is known that small changes in

the solar radiative output can significantly influence the

)zone chemistry of the atmosphere. Despite its thinness

(0.3 cm at atmospheric pressure), the ozone layer plays an
essential role in the preservation of life on Earth since

-" it absorbs nearly all of the potentially lethal solar-
altraviolet radiation that enters the atmosphere. In this

czitical chain of cause and effect it is necessary to
determine the Sun's short-term and long-term variability

in the relevant (175-242 nm) wavelength range and the
corresponding variations in atmospheric ozone.

A third example concerns the response of the coupled

Sun-solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere-atmosphere system

zo transient events originating at the Sun. These give

rise to both radiative and plasma effects. Solar extreme-

ultraviolet and x-ray outputs can be dramatically
increased for short periods, producing substantial atmo-

spneric-chemistry perturbations related to both the ozone

budget response and the enhanced ionization. A traveling

shock wave in the solar wind triggers a violent magneto-

spnre response, resulting in strongly intensified auroral

activity. To understand this sequence it is necessary to

determine the nature of the flare process; the manner in

wnch a shock disturbs the solar wind, including its local

acceleration of particles and its perturbations of the

irterplanetary magnetic field; the important and complex

changes induced in the magnetosphere by the passage of

the shocK; and the major chemical consequences of sudden

* enhancements in the level of atmospheric ionization from

bot-n radiative and particle energy.
*The solar-terrestrial system also provides us with a

unique laboratory for investigating questions of astro-

physics and of many other branches of science. For

* example, the increasing precision of measurements, numer-

ical ;modeling, and theory applied to space-plasma problems

amounts to a revolution in technique relative to 10 years

ago. As a result, the study of space plasmas has become

cne of the primary motivations and experimental areas for

• basic nlasma research. The solar-terrestrial system is

the primary laboratory in which astrophysical processes

of great generality can be studied in situ. In addition,

tne Sun is the only star available for close-up, detailed

*' ' . '. , ,'
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.rudies. The physical processes responsible for its
structure and dynamic energy transformation phenomena are
still not understood, but they are particularly important

tco the understanding of other main-sequence stars, and
they serve as a model of many stellar phenomena. For
example, study of solar activity is providing insight into
stellar wind flows from the Beta Cephei class of pulsating
stars such as Sigma Scorpius. Also, the magnetospheres

of Earth and Jupiter are much more accessible than the
iragnetospheres of neutron stars or galaxies, and our
knowledge of planetary magnetospheres has yielded impor-
tant insights into how pulsars and radio galaxies may
cehave. Our studies provide knowledge of the evolutionary
history of the Sun-Earth system and of the solar system.

Some of the plasma processes, which are so important for
the development of controlled thermonuclear power, were
first 'lentified and analyzed within the context of solar-
terrestrial research. High-energy particle acceleration

by shock waves--at the Sun and in the interplanetary
plasma--is relevant to both astrophysics and laboratory
plasma physics.

This report presents an implementation strategy for the
recommendations contained in the NRC report Solar-
Terrestrial Research for the 1980's (see Appendix A).

That report emphasizes the need to develop a unified

physical description of this coupled system. Other inde-
pendent NRC reports, such as Solar-System Space Physics
;n. #he 1980's: A Research Strategy and Space Plasma

Physics: Thp Study of Solar-System Plasmas (see Appendix

B) illustrate the unanimity of this conclusion among
solar-terrestrial researchers and researchers in many
related scientific fields. In responding to this chal-
lenge, we are recommending a National Solar-Terrestrial
Research Program for the unified study of the intricate

causal chain by which events on the Sun significantly
influence our environment on Earth.

In studying these important causal connections, we must

necessarily achieve a synthesis of many disciplines in-

cluding solar physics, interplanetary physics, magneto-

zpheric physics, ionospheric physics, aeronomy, and

atmospheric physics and chemistry. The various elements

Qf the solar-terrestrial system have been explored aggres-

sively, and many of these elements are well understood

individually. In some cases, major progress has been

made in understanding the mutual interactions of these

elements. The time has come to put all the pieces of the

pUzzle together. Recent technological advances and theo-

Ib
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retical understanding of the individual aspects are such
i j that a well-planned, adequately funded interdisciplinary

effort should lead to significant advances in our under-
standing of the system as a whole. Favorable action by
the government beginning in fiscal year 1986 can bring

this global initiative to pass.

4.?

6i
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2

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONSj

we recommend the establishment of a National Solar-
Terrestrial Research (STR) Program. We present here only

those elements that we consider to be most vital. Wej
refer the reader to the report Solar-Terrestrial Research
for the 1980's (see Appendix A) for additional science
justifications and for a description of other useful
programs needed for a broad-based effort. Other recent
studies that are pertinent are listed in Appendix B.

This proposed program is fiscally conservative and
relies heavily on already existing or planned programs.
It balances major observational efforts (Category A) with
a vigorous program of theory, data analysis, and ground-
based and suborbital research (Categories B and C) to
maximize the results from the whole program. These cate-
gories (A, B, and C) have been established on the basis
of the scale of resources required for their completion.
We emphasize that this separation has been done for budget
planning purposes only, with Category A components being
"major" (over $100 million) , Category B components
"moderate" (each on the order of $10 million per year),
and Category C components "modest" ($1 million to $5
million per year each). We stress that these categories
are not subsets of one another, and all should he funded

in parallel for a balanced program. Priorities have beenI
established within the categories, with Priority 1 the
highest priority and Priority 2 of very high priority.
The increment of $65 million in fiscal year 1986, to be
held level (in 1984 dollars) over the next decade, should
be allocated to the appropriate federal agencies: the

National Science Foundation (NSF), the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration (NASA), the National Oceanic

* and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and the Department

of Defense (DOD).

8
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KWCcNKENDATION 1. We recommend an approved new start

I t International Solar-Terrestrial Physics Program,
, :- observational mission that is already well along

.'ASA'r p~anninq.

CATEGORY A. Major Components (each over $100 million
_n total)

T:e lntprnational Solar-Terrestrial Physics Program
(i3Tf. ) [Priority 11,... . ;.

We acknowledge and are pleased that the federal govern-

:,ent has approved the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite

%UARS) and the Solar Optical Telescope (SOT) missions.
We view ISTP, UARS, and SOT as integral elements of the

National Solar-Terrestrial Research Program. We urge that
tnese approved missions proceed expeditiously.

7REO.ENDATION 2. We recommend an increase in annual

s: _.r-terrestrial research funding above present levels by
.te millicn, to be held level (in 1984 dollars) over the

n xt decade, to support Category B and C components.

CATEGORY B. Moderate Components (each $10 million to
320 million per year)

Iz itiat've in Data Analysis [Priority 1]

qolar Variability [Priority 11

Mi7rotosphere-Ionosphere Coupling [Priority 1]

,idd1e-Atmosphere Studies [Priority 1]
2.pid-Turnaround Projects [Priority 2]

CATEGORY C. Modest Components (each $1 million to

$5 million per year)

Increased Acquisition of IMP-8 Data [Priority 11
oordinated Campaigns [Priority 1]

(Tround-Based Synoptic Measurements [Priority I

Solar Seismology [Priority 21
Olobal Electric Circuit (Priority 2]

Educational Programs [Priority 21
Thermospheric Measurements [Priority 21
.Stokes Polarimeter (Priority 21

]O
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RBOMENATION 3. we recommend that there be formal
interagency coordination among the interested federal

agencies for the implementation and conduct of the
National Solar-Terrestrial Research Program discussed in

this document.

I I
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EXPANDED PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I

RECOMMENDATION 1

CATEGORY A. Major Components

This category comprises approved, continuing, or previous-

ly recommended major spacecraft missions. Our recommenda-
tion in this category is for a fiscal year 1986 new start
for the International Solar-Terrestrial Physics Program.
This mission has equal priority with the previously ap-
proved Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite and the Solar
Optical Telescope missions.

Mijor New Start: International Solar-Terrestrial Physics
.rogram (ISTP) [Priority 1]

The International Solar-Terrestrial Physics Program (ISTP)
plans for six new spacecraft systems in key regions that
will investigate the chain of processes from the solar
interior to the Earth's magnetosphere and ionosphere.
"?r, is is a joint U.S.-European-Japanese Program involving

tnree U.S. spacecraft. The U.S. portion of this program
was previously called the Origin of Plasmas in the Earth's
Neighborhood (OPEN). It is proposed to launch the ISTP
spacecraft in the period from 1989 to 1992 and that the
resulting data base be accessible to the worldwide scien-

tific cormmunity. Measurements of the solar wind, the L

in..rplanetary magnetic field, and related parameters are

uuential to many phases of solar-terrestrial research.

.h first ISTP spacecraft, WIND (scheduled for launch in

iate 1989), will conduct these fundamental interplanetary

ob:ervz.tions. The SOLAR spacecraft will study the Sun's
outuUt; the MULTIPOINT series will investigate the micro-
ph%;;1C5 f the magnetopause; and POLAR, EQUATOR, and TAIL

Ii
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spacecraft will survey the flow of energy and particles
through the magnetosphere. The National Research Coun-

cil's Space Science Board has strongly endorsed ISTP. In
view of the critical nature of all the ISTP measurements,
we strongly recommend that the ISTP be given a fiscal year
1986 new start.

Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS)

The most effective means for acquiring comprehensive data
on the upper atmosphere is the use of remote-sensing
instruments on a satellite. Current technology has made
it possible to develop instruments that can measure, with
high precision on a global scale, incident solar radia-
tion, ozone and other chemical species, and the tempera-
ture and motion of the upper atmosphere. The UARS program
takes advantage of these capabilities and will provide for
the first time the global data set required to probe chem-
istry and dynamics and the radiative and magnetospheric
inputs of the upper atmosphere. The Space Science Board
strongly endorsed UARS. We strongly support NASA's com-
mitment to UARS as an important new start program in fis-
cal year 1985.

Solar Optical Telescope (SOT)

The Solar Optical Telescope (SOT) will provide frontier
observations of solar magnetic, velocity, and intensity
fields with unprecedented spatial resolution. The SOT
observations will be fundamental for understanding the
physical bases of both solar variability (time scales from
days to years) and solar activity (seconds to hours).
After the initial flight and two or three reflights, each
lasting 7 to 10 days, SOT is expected to become one of the
major facilities of an Advanced Solar Observatory, whichL -- would function for at least 6 to 12 months as a free flyer

or on a space platform. The Space Science Board strongly

0 endorsed SOT. We strongly support a timely launch of this
scientifically important and cost-effective facility.

RECOI44ENDATION 2

Wp rpc-m~nd the implementation of the following Categr,
an'? ate,:oru C components of the National Solar-Terres-

t.:< P~~arch Prccgram.

.. .. -- ' -
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'ATEGORY B. Moderate Components

Initiative in Data Analysis [Priority 1]

It is vital that there be a new initiative in data analy-

sis to make full use of existing and planned ground-based

and space-based data in order to investigate the many

connections that exist between various components of the

solar-terrestrial system. To achieve this goal, the

cognizant agencies, NSF, NOAA, and NASA, should undertake
a substantial augmentation of existing programs. This

initiative has three major elements:

a. Modeling, simulation, and analysis of existing data.

An increment of approximately $10 million per year is

required for this important effort. Preference should be

given to research projects that investigate the inter-

connection of the various elements of the solar-terres-
trial chain. This analysis effort should complement

NASA's Solar-Terrestrial Theory Program and Guest Inves-
tigator Programs, which should be continued.

b. Computer Networking. The establishment of a com-

cuter network to enable scientists to interchange data and

models more effectively is critical. An initial commit-
ment of about $10 million per year in fiscal year 1986 and

1987 in order to establish a "STR network," including

sninicomputer hardware as necessary, and approximately $3

inillion per year thereafter is needed. The system should
include NASA's expanded Space Physics Analysis Network and

National Space Science Data Center, the NSF incoherent-

scatter radar data base and the NOAA World Data Centers,

as well as individual scientists at various institutions.

Forthcoming observational programs should be encouraged to

incorporate their data into the system (see Appendix E).
c. Rorkshops. A series of workshops is vital to assim-

ilate and analyze interdisciplinary data. A funding level

near $2 million per year is necessary for supporting pre-

workshop and postworkshop studies and analyses as well as

the workshops themselves. Studies that focus on the sig-

nificant interconnection of links in the solar-terrestrial

-', ain should be emphasized. The Study of Traveling Inter-

pianetary Phenomena (STIP) sponsored by the Scientific

Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Physics (SCOSTEP) is a good
example of such an interdisciplinary study. "he develop-
ment of computerized data bases and analy .s iftware is
tech,.-)logically feasible and necessary to max.- ize the
Fcientitic return. These costs are included in our
estimate.
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Sc'ar Variabilitil [Priority 1]

The initiation ot a systematic long-term study of the

total solar irradiance (the "solar constant") and the
solar ultraviolet spectral irradiance is critical. A

funding augmentation averaging about $10 million per year

is needed. The most direct link between the Sun and the

Earth is the flow of radiative energy, and even small

variations can have profound effects on the atmosphere and

ionosphere. Space-based observations through NASA, NOAA,

and DOD should be enhanced by ground-based NSF- and NOAA-

sponsored observations.

Mi-netosphere-Ionosphere Coupling [Priority 1]

it is important to enhance and upgrade the existing
ground-based instruments studying the coupling among the
magnetosphere, ionosphere, and thermosphere. A funding
augmentation of approximately $10 million per year is
needed for a vigorous program of well-planned and coord-
inated ground-based and spaceborne measurements of key
ionospheric and atmospheric parameters. Funds should be
allocated to upgrade the chain of incoherent-scatter radar
stations and other existing instruments (e.g., magnetom-
eters, photometers). Through NSF and NASA, funds s-ould
be used to develop new techniques and sensors for ground-
based and spaceborne measurements.

Middl!e Atmosphere Studies [Priority 11

Support for the initiatives recommended by the U.S. Panel
on the Middle Atmosphere Program (MAP) is required. This
includes an aggressive theoretical and ground-based pro-
gram of study of the radiation, chemistry, and dynamics
of the upper mesosphere, middle-atmosphere waves and
turbulence, and long-term measurement of dynamically and
chemically important quantities. A funding augmentation
of about $5 million per year is needed.

irid-Turnaround Projects [Priority 21

Significant strengthening of rapid-turnaround projects
sich as balloons, rockets, Spartans, and other Shuttle
payloads is needed. This increase in small-scale flight

opportunities is essential. to promote the development and
testing of new instrumentation, for the more rapid testing
of theoretical ideas, and to provide for training in
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experimental techniques for graduate and postdoctoral
students. In addition, these activities will be useful

tor coordinated campaigns. A funding augmentation of $10
million per year is the minimum required.

CATEGORY C. Modest Components

ir.--r-astd Acquisition of IMP-8 Data [Priority 11

;.ASA should ensure the maximum interplanetary data acqui-

sitlon from IMP-8, which obtains the only near-Earth meas-

irements currently available of interplanetary magnetic
field and solar-wind density, speed, and temperature. A
4unding level near $2 million per year is necessary to

:..aintain tracking. We consider this to be the highest
iriority in Category C.

"er'dir *ed Campaigns [Priority 1)

series of coordinated campaigns, triggered either by

siecific solar or interplanetary events or by predesig-
nated "world days," to facilitate the study of intercon-

.-ections within the Sun-Earth system is critical. These

campaigns will coordinate data acquisition, postobserva-
tional studies, and data analysis. The required funding

is estimated to be $2 million per year.

0. :ur -z;ased Synoptic Measurements [Priority 11

S)iig-term program for the acquisition of synoptic meas-

urements of the solar-terrestrial system by means of
cground-based facilities is vital. These measurements

* LKJild include optical solar data (e.g., spectrohelio-
radio observations (e.g., dynamic radio spectra,

iioreliograms) , interplanetary radio scintillations,
terrestrial magnetic activity (e.g., Aaroral Electrojet
Inaex), ionospheric and atmospheric parameters (e.g., den-
:;t:, electric fields), and high-energy cosmic rays (e.g.,

2~utrCr monitors). A funding augmentation of about $2

1wion-1 per year is required.

r--'Fj:71ogy [Priority 2]

"r in3trumentation and theory program in helioseismology
fcr probing the convective zone of the Sun and for under-
standing the dynamics of the solar interior is needed.

Funding at a level of ibout $2 million per year is needed.

0 -_' . . i _ , . . . _ . , ' '-.
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Global Electric Circuit (Priority 2]

A coordinated theoretical and observational effort is
needed to explore the electrodynamic coupling among the
troposphere, the ionosphere, and the magnetosphere. A
funding level near $1 million per year is needed to aug-
mrent balloon and rocket experiments and global modeling

efforts.

Educational Programs [Priority 21 - ,

The NSF should enhance its educational and research pro-
gram to train qualified scientists in solar-terrestrial
research. A funding increase of at least $1 million per
year is necessary to enhance undergraduate, graduate, and
postdoctoral education.

Thermosphere Measurements [Priority 21

A program is required to measure neutral atmosphere param-
eters in order to study the effects of electromagnetic and
particulate solar radiation and the interaction between
the ionosphere and the neutral atmosphere. A funding
level near $2 million per year is required to develop

innovative ground-based techniques.

Stokes Polarimeter [Priority 21

The construction of a new generation Stokes polarimeter
to be incorporated in a telescope with active optics at a
ground-based site with very-high-quality seeing conditions
is needed to measure the small-scale magnetic and velocity
fields on the Sun and to determine their relation to both
solar variability and solar activity. Development and
implementation of this instrument is expected to cost
about $2 million per year.

RECOMMENDATION 3

rnteragency Coordination for the National Solar-Terres- '1
trial Research Program

Since the emphasis of the National Solar-Terrestrial
Research Program is to understand the coupling between the
various components of the system, efforts from individual
groups or agencies cannot solve these complex problems in

"-
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isolation. Interagency coordination is essential to maxi-

mize the scientific outputs of this program. We believe
that the scientific effectiveness of the National Solar-
Terrestrial Research Program can be significantly
increased by interagency coordination. Intergroup and

international coordination will further enhance the

significant scientific output of the national programs in
solar-terrestrial research.

p
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JUSTIFICATION FOR THE RECOMMENDATIONS

D-

D

RECOMMENDATION 1.

CATEGORY A. Major Components

The National Solar-Terrestrial Research Program outlined
here seeks to emphasize the interconnections between dis-

ciplines by a coordinated observational and analytical
study. This requires sophisticated simultaneous measure-

ments of each of the key regions, by in situ measurements
or by remote sensing as needed. The major spacecraft
missions provide important observations and a focus for

* coordinating ground-based, rocket, balloon, and Shuttle

experiments. We are confident that great new discoveries
and insights will result from these improved measurements
and new instrumentation.

The field of solar-terrestrial research has seen a rev-
olution in the last few years, with many unexpected but
important coupling phenomena observed. Exciting new dis-
coveries have shown the impact on the magnetosphere of
outflowing energized ionospheric plasma. The existence
of electrostatic double layers have been demonstrated,
loading to an alternative outlook based more on the con-
tinuity of electric current than on the motion of magnetic
field lines. Such double layers may be of basic impor-
tance on the Sun, and within the auroral circuit, and give
a new importance to small-scale phenomena in the global
system. The discovery of coronal holes as a major source
of high-speed solar-wind streams has led to a necessity
for three-dimensional models of solar-wind generation.
Variability in solar ultraviolet flux can affect strato-
spheric ozone levels, with serious consequences to the
biosphere. Magnetospheric convection has been shown to

drive upper-atmospheric motions via ion-neutral colli-

18
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.ns ai.d surprisingly, the converse has also been shown

•o : e true--the upper atmosphere keeps the magnetosphere
i,.: motion. These and other discoveries of the past few

which would not have been possible without latest-
,3 eeration instruments and techniques, have emphasized the

inter-(cnnections among the different regions of the solar-
terre5trial system and the necessity of feedback among
thtory, data analysis, and state-of-the-art observations.

?ertain ,easurements are essential for investigating the

copling mecharisms. The major spacecraft missions, taken
together, provide critical data with the high precision

an, resolution required. The specific measurements are
d-Scribea in detail in Appendix C, along with a descrip-
tion of the Kinds of instruments and analysis techniques
that are required. The combination of ISTP, UARS, and SOT

will provide these crucial measurements. It is urgent,
therefore, both for scientific and practical benefits,
tnat the federal government ensure that these major
miss ins are flown in a timely manner.

RECOtLMENDATION 2

CA'7 GO.Y B. Moderate Components

!i-iati in Data Analqsis [Priority 1]

?TYere already exists a substantial data base for use in

the National Solar-Terrestrial Research Program. In light
of new insights into the pertinent physical mechanisms,

new analytical techniques, and newly available technology
f.r dealing with this vast amount of data, it is necessary
to conduct analytical and theoretical studies that concen-
6tcate on the coupling between different physical regimes.
W!hen a spacecraft is first flown, it is natural to concen-
trate on local phenomena. As our understanding of the
coipling mechanisms (e.g., magnetic-field-aligned electric
corrents) increases, it becomes vital to analyze jointly
data from many different sources: spacecraft, ground-based

instrumentation, and rockets, for example. Theoretical

mtrels are now sophisticated enough that meaningful con-
frortations with data can be performed. Lastly, synoptic
:ur: ;ys of data (e.g., particle precipitation patterns
n .asured from magnetospheric spacecraft) are important in
.eveloping global models (e.g., solar, interplanetary, and
tiermospheric dynamic models).

: [ ' - -" -'
. -. ," • " . .. ' . . ° 4
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The initiative that we propose uses three sophisticated

tcols for mining the lode of solar-terrestrial data: com-

puter modeling and simulation, computer networking, and

computer-based workshops that combine data from multiple

scirces. These are discussed further in Appendix D.

7 r Variabilitq [Priority 2]

r:e solar radiant output appears to vary slightly in total

power, and more significantly it varies in its distribu-

tion with wavelength. However, both types of variations --

nave important consequences for the Earth's upper atmo-

sphere. Therefore, a first goal of any study of solar

luminosity is to measure the variation of the solar

constant over time scales from seconds to solar cycles.

'hese measurements are needed as inputs to climate models

and eventually in climate prediction, if solar variability

can be predicted. Measurements made with the Active-

Cavity Radiation Intensity Monitor (ACRIM) on the NASA

Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) satellite have shown that the

Sun's total irradiance--radiant output--varies by as much

as 0.1 or 0.2 percent on a time scale of days. This

variation is important and may significantly affect the

Earth's atmosphere. In some cases, decreases in solar

irradiance also seem to correlate with the occurrence of

sunspots on the Sun's visible disk. Much remains to be
learned about this correlation, its underlying physical

mechanisms, and its influence on the Earth's atmosphere.
In view of the importance of total irradiance variations

to terrestrial atmospheric phenomena and their possible
relation to the 11-year sunspot cycle, it will be impor-

tant to extend the ACRIM measurements to overlap with even
more-sensitive measurements planned from the UARS mission
in 1989. Supporting solar magnetograms, spectrohelio-

grams, and white-light images are crucial for understand-
ing and interpreting the spacecraft data.
A continuing program of ultraviolet spectral irradiance

measurements is in progress and is also planned for the

remainder of this decade both from the Shuttle [Spacelab

and Environment Observation Missions (EOM)], from UARS,
and from the NOAA operational sotullites. It is essential

to establish the credibility of widely differing measure-

ments of the spectral irradiance, which may be due to

changes in the Sun or differences in instrument calibra-

tion or sensitivity. Therefore, the planned NASA and NOAA

programs should be augmented with strong support for both

laboratory calibration, in-flight intercalibration, and

I
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the additional calibration that can be derived from anal-
yzing supporting solar magnetograms and spectroheliograms.
Supporting extreme ultraviolet spectroheliograpis would

be of considerable value if they were obtained from each
EOM flight.
with this program of augmentation, more reliable infor-

mation concerning solar radiation will be available for
studies of the Earth's atmosphere.

M!gnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling [Priority 1]

A vast portion or the magnetosphere is electrically con-
nected to the polar regions through the magnetic field
lines. The polar regions are truly a window to outer

space from which the solar wind-magnetosphere interactions
can be studied. The ionosphere is not a passive element
in this interaction--it plays a principal role in the
global electric circuitry of the entire magnetosphere-
atmosphere system. This circuit is extremely complex and
constantly changing. Ground-based studies of the system
include both radio and optical techniques. Incoherent-
scatter radar measurements provide a wealth of information
about the ionosphere including electric fields, current
densities, ionospheric conductivities, Joule heating

rates, ion-neutral collision rates, ionospheric composi-
tion, neutral wind and temperature, and precipitating
particle fluxes. A great deal of progress has been made
in recent years in establishing a meridional chain of
radars extending from the polar cap to the equator. How-
ever, parts of the system employ old equipment that is in

great need of repair and upgrading. Recent developments
in electro-optical technology are stimulating research in
ionospheric mapping, neutral dynamics and composition,
particle precipitation, and spectroscopy of the upper
atmosphere. Each radar's usefulness can be enhanced by
adding a cluster of relevant sensors (e.g., photometers,
Fabry-Perot interferometers, all-sky imagers), and funds
are needed as well to develop and implement new instru-
mentation concepts fully. Cooperative efforts on an
international scale involving radar and optical networks
along with concerted global modeling of relevant phenomena
can further enhance our understanding of the important

coupling mechanisms.

Middle Atmosphere Studies (Priority 1]

Two augmentations for the Middle Atmosphere Program are
needed. The first focuses on the mesosphere and the
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.;tratosphere, which is the frontier for demonstrable
pcnetration of effects of solar variability and on possi-
ie solar-cycle effects that may impact our knowledge of
'L.inatically and chemically significant anthropogenic per-

1 rbations. An array of either mesosphere-stratosphere-
-,oposphere (MST) or ST radars and lidar systems observing

-iiali-scale structures will enhance understanding of
Jritical physical mechanisms contributing to the mainten-

_nce of the structure and dynamics of the middle atmos-
2here. The second major augmentation relates to measure-
n et of variations of constituents on time scales of the
-rder of several solar cycles. Measurements of strato-

cz;;reric aerosol content and the radiatively important
T&:g--lived ozone chemistry precursors (e.g., N20, CH4 ,

CC13, CF 2C1 2 , H 20), including particularly a time series
.f profiles from the ground to the upper stratosphere at

selectpd locations, are necessary.

Rap id-'Xarnaround Projects [Priority 2]

2here are two needs for rapid-turnaround projects. The
first is a need for studying the coupling associated with
transient events that may have only a few hours' advance
r.otice. The second is a need for observational projects
that can be initiated and completed in a few years. Bal-
loin and rocketborne hardware are ideal for satisfying
these requirements. These should be launched, if pos-
.ible, near clusters of ground-based instruments in order
z. study as many aspects of the coupled system at once as
possible. These projects allow for prompt testing of
theoretical models. For example, a launch into a pul-
sating aurora could distinguish between competing models
C- the location of the instability that triggers it.
These projects also provide a testing ground for innova-
tive instrumentation, including "space truth" for new
ground-based instrumentation and a training ground in both
instrument development, flight, and data analysis for
g:aduate and postdoctoral students. Shuttle experiments
and Shuttle-launched payloads such as Get-Away Specials,
Spartans, and Hitcnhikers are also useful in fulfilling
this need.

CATEGORY C. Modest Components

:n-reaf-r! Acquisition of rpP-8 rata [Priority 1]

A continuing set of synoptic in-situ measurements of
interplanetary parameters is essential for the entire

P . ..
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s-lar-terrestrial research community. The only spacecraft

cL rrently in pcsition to provide such data is IIP-8, and

- are pleased that it has performed long past its design

lifetime. Continued acquisition of these data is impera-
tive until a suitable replacement can be launched. The

% hD spacecraft of ISTP is ideal but is not scheduled to
Le launched until late 1989 and at present has no real-

tir.-e capability. Operational/research spacecraft, using
off-the-shelf space-proven instruments, should be consid-

ertid for prompt launch to supply these data on a continu-
ous quick-time basis; however, in the interim, I4P-8 is

in the solar wind 60 percent of the time and for a modest
outlay of funds can provide necessary input parameters for
solar-terrestrial research.

C-ordinated Cairpaigns [Priority 1]

It will be important to coordinate our selected solar,

interplanetary, magnetospheric, ionospheric, and atmo-
spheric studies into an integrated program so that the

entire Sun-Earth linkage is defined and understood. This

will require not only joint observational efforts but also

joint postobservational studies and data analyses. Coord-

ination of observations can be provided by combining

several of our recommended activities. For example, in

response to a solar flare or a stable large coronal hole

observed on the central solar meridian, the network of

incoherent-scatter radar stations could be activated, and

balloons and rockets studying tropospheric, stratospheric,
mesospheric, and ionospheric responses could be launched.

An analogous program called STIP (Study of Traveling
Interplanetary Phenomena) has been successful, as was a

*global electric-field campaign during the International

Magnetospheric Study. The present program of "world days"

snould be expanded to include these kinds of campaigns.

international cooperation in all phases of these efforts

can maximize the scientific return.

Cround-Based Synoptic Measurements [Priority 11

Long-term synoptic measurements should be performed from

ground-based sites. These facilities should maintain
continuity of observations at strategically placed sites

in national and international networks. A variety of

ooservations are important for comparison with in situ

measurements and other phenomena. For example, ground-
tased measurements of type II radio bursts, H-alpha

*
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observations of flares, and eruptive prominences can be

correlated with interplanetary measurements of events
originating on the Sun and their subsequent ionospheric
and atmospheric consequences. Another example is iono-
spheric conductivity enhancements, which are correlated
with 10.7-cm solar radio flux, readily measured from
Earth.

Solar Seismology [Priority 21

Helioseismology provides the only available means for

probing the dynamic region beneath the Sun's visible sur-
face, especially the convection zone that holds the key

to solar activity. Essential information for understand-
ing global oscillation phenomena includes excitation,

damping, lifetime, and long-term variations of normal
modes, rotational splitting, meridional flows, and veloc-

ity-brightness phase relationship. A global national and
international network of appropriately deployed stations

can be expected to provide the almost continuous coverage
that is required to exploit solar seismology to the ut-

most. A single polar station offers extended data collec-
tion for 3 months of the year. The global network should
include at least two or three stations with the capability
of spatial resolution (required to scan the full range of
depth within the solar interior) as well as a number of
full-disk Dopplergraphs.

Global Electric Circuit [Priority 2]

The electrical coupling among the magnetosphere, iono-
sphere, and troposphere is an important aspect of solar-
terrestrial research, and it needs to be studied. Poten-

tials on the order of 100,000 volts occur both between the
ground and the upper atmosphere and between the dawn and
dusk sides of the polar ionosphere. The latter potential
is known to be dependent on solar-wind electric fields; a

* coupling to the tropospheric circuit has been suggested.
Coordinated measurements, including balloon flights over
high-latitude incoherent-scatter radar and other ground-
based facilities, along with global simulations and other

theoretical studies, will elucidate whether the postulated
significant coupling between these two current systems
exists.
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1 TC-at :nal Proqrams [Priority 2]

iaining of the next generation of researchers is a high
priorlty. It is critical that students obtain a broad-
b!ed interdisciplinary knowlege of physical and chemical
<:ocesses that are basic not only to solar-terrestrial

r _ 3arch but to other disciplines as well. Training p
l be increased in instrument design and multidiscip-

inary projects.

T rv'Dheric Measurements [Priority 2]

:-,eral neutral atmospheric parameters will not be avail-
3Ie with sufficient accuracy in the next decade. Such
.jara~neters include neutral winds and the neutral atmos-
.:,:eic composition in the thermosphere. Most of the
r-[ergy invo)-ed in magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling is

eentually deposited in the thermosphere. Lack of accur-
-e thermospheric measurements (e.g., oxygen concentra-
l'rn) is a serious deficiency for the interpretation of

1.onospheric measurements and for the development of real-

istic theoretical models. A polar-orbiting spacecraft at
t~ ermospheric altitudes with a single payload of off-the-
-_;,:If instruments such as those flown on Atmosphere Ex-
plorer-C or Dynamics Explorer-2 is needed for these

neitr-l measurements and to provide the global pattern of
particle precipitation, convection electric fields, and
ficld--aligned currents to complement the ground-based
instrumentation with high spatial resolution but smaller
field of view. An Explorer-class spacecraft or additions
to -:erational spacecraft could be used to fulfill this

:need. in addition, these data requirements may be satis-
rie, by the development of innovative ground-based tech-
n ic..C 3.

-_- kes Poiarimeter [Priority 21

The properties or solar magnetic fields underlie virtually

every aspect of solar variability, including changes of
total irradiance (associated with sunspots), changes in

ultraviolet spectral irradiance (associated with changes
,)f chromospheric emission), and disturbances of the inter-
planetary medium (associated with coronal mass ejections).
4 new-generation Stokes polarimeter located on a telescope
equipped with seeing-adaptive optics at a ground site with

long periods of subarc-second seeing conditions will pro-
vide observations that are fundamental for understanding

.
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tne basic mechanisms of solar variability. With a rapid
dccess capability and availability to a broad range ot

isers--including students--such a facility could be de-
-oted to a wide range of problems including preparation

t~r, calibration of, and follow-up of the limited 7- to
10-day duration flights of SOT and of Sunlab (reflights

of spacelab II instrumentation).

RECOMMENDATION 3

_,.eragency Coordination for the National Solar-Terres-
'ri-I Research Program

The National Solar-Terrestrial Research Program will in-

volve significant commitments by a number of federal agen-

cies; good interagency coordination is therefore essential

to maximize the scientific return. National interagency

coordination is necessary to ensure a proper mix between

spaceborne and ground-based observations, as well as a
good balance between data analysis, modeling, simulation,

theory, and experiment. Experience has shown that efforts
to broaden the observational base and the interactive

participation of qualified scientists results in an impor-
tant increase in scientific output for only small incre-
mental financial support. Many of the major spaceflight
missions and ground-based facilities that are operationol
or planned for solar-terrestrial research have the char-
acter of national or international observatories. Some
informal interagency coordination is already taking place,
but strong formal coordination is needed. Good inter-
agency coordination and good coordination with the scien-
tific community will maximize the scientific output from
these observational efforts. The collection, archiving,
and wide distribution of scientific data from a large
variety of sources over long periods of time has played
an important role in advancing the field of solar-terres-

trial research and in the future should play an even
greater role. The continuity of long-term observing

programs tends to be given low priority by the science
agencies concerned. This work is so important for the

long-range health and scientific output of the field that

a focused and well-coordinated national program must

ensure the long-term commitment for these observations.

Close attention should also be given to possible inter-

national collaboration. Through well-coordinated inter-

agency and international cooperation we can maximize the

short-term and long-term scientific benefits of the

National Solar- Terrestrial Research Program.

K. ~ .
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SUMMARY

We recommend a National Solar-Terrestrial Research Program

that is of importance to the nation, as well as to its
,cientific community. This program is based on previous
NRC reports that reflect the consensus of the community.
Tney show that solar-terrestrial research has now reached
a critical point, where a major step forward is possible.
During the last decade, major discoveries and theoretical

advances related to the individual components have taken
place; these are now the base for the next step, which is

to mnderstand how these individual components interact.
Of all the planets, the Earth and its biosphere presents
the widest range of interacting physical and chemical
processes. We now have the technical resources to study
the entire system as a whole on a day-to-day basis and on
a global scale. We must take this opportunity to rise to
the challenge, for we live in the solar-terrestrial
Ss tem.

27
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APPENDIX A

S.. ::~;~r~e~~ itons from Solar-Terrestrial Research for the
h. Friedman and D. S. intriligator, co-chairmen,

. !ttee on Solar-Terrestrial Research, National Research
i, Wtional Academy Press, Washington, D.C., 1981.

" :<1 r Raiative Output

;e recommend the initiation of a long-term national
- ;: to study variations of solar luminosity and

cr> irradiance.
.;e r.':u-mend a broadly based program of theory and

-aoua and spaceborne observations to understand tne
.. et~~A. mcchanisms of solar variability.

.2-) between the Sun, the rnterplanetaru Medium,
Maqnetosphere

t e recommend observational and theoretical studies
C- -,ysical processes responsible for quasi-steady inter-

--l.ary flows, solar-wind acceleration and dynamics, and
tre three-dimensional structure of the heliosphere.

4e recommend observational and theoretical studies
*-' *h 1'ransient events on the sun propagate into and
tnrugn the interplanetary medium.

c. We recommend a coordinated program of observational
lrin4 trheoretical studies to determine how energy and
r:):;entin are transferred between the solar wind and

Sanetosphere both for quasi-steady-state and transient
conditions.

I. - kaae between the Magnetosphere, Ionosphere, and

_i. we recommend a coordinated scientific effort to

0r. er and the magnetosphere-ionosphere-atmosphere energy-
t '3nsfer processes in magnetic-field-line regions that
bess t.,rougii the auroral zone, the polar caps, and the
;eomagnetic tail.

.. We recommend a coordinated scientific effort to
0 -nderstand the global coupling of the magnetosphere-

- -nospiere-atmosphere system.

29 IS BLANK
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- :~q~het~enthe Sun and ElZements of the
rer ic System

a. We recommend an effort to determine the effects on
tt~e chemistry and energetics of the middle atmosphere of
~oth (i) exchange processes with the troposphere and
tziermosphere and (ii) solar variability.
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APPENDIX B

Studies Relevant to Solar-Terrestrial Research

T

" o, T? =- Atmosphere and Magnetosphere, F. S. Johnson,

chairman, Geophysics Study Committee, National Research
Cou.ncil, National Academy of Sciences, Washington,
D.C., 168 pp., 1977.

5:?ce Plasma t hysics: The Study of Solar-System Plasmas,
S. Colgate, chairman, Space Science Board, National
Research Council, National Academy of Sciences,
Wasnington, D.C., 96 pp., 1978.

7pr Atmesphere Research in the 1980's: Ground-Based,
Airborne, and Rocket Techniques, F. S. Johnson, chair-
man, Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Research, National
Pesearch Council, National Academy of Sciences,
Washington, D.C., 60 pp., 1979.

...1r-Swstem Space Physics in the 1980's: A Research
Ctrategt, C. Kennel, chairman, Committee on Solar and

4S Pace Physics, Space Science Board, National Research
iouncil, National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C.,

:jD-, 1980.

Tu_ '-fl 1 Atmosphere Program: Prospects for U.S.
.... -t~72tion, G. C. Reid, chairman, Panel on MAP, Com-

miittee on Solar-Terrestrial Research, National Research
u.ncil, National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C.,

14 pp., 1980.

ar-erestrial Research for the 1980's, H. Friedman and
Intriligator, co-chairmen, Committee on Solar-

- r'[[etrial Research, National Research Council,
.a' onal Academy Press, Washington, D.C., 143 pp., 1981.

' r kility, Weather, and Climate, J. Eddy, chair-
can, Geophysics Study Committee, National Research
>'uncil, National Academy Press, Washington, D.C., 106
;p., 1982.

31
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u< of the Upper Atmosphere and Near-Earth Space in
'-lar Regions, J. G. Roederer, chairman, Polar Research

Board, National Research Council, National Academy
Press, Washington, D.C., 42 pp., 1982.

~. eurch Recommendations for Increased U.S. Participation
* 'e Middle Atmosphere Program (MAP), J. Mahlman,

ct.airman, Panel on MAP, Committee on Solar-Terrestrial
.<esearch, National Research Council, National Academy

Press, Washington, D.C., 12 pp., 1984.
. zat-Terrestrial Data Access, Distribution, and

Archivingr, M. Shea and D. Williams, co-chairmen, Joint

Data Panel of the Committee on Solar and Space Physics

and the Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Research,
National Research Council, National Academy Press,
Washington, D.C., 31 pp., 1984.

N PREPARATION

6 hnysics of the Sun, S. Colgate, chairman, Space Science
Board, National Research Council.

Space and Astrophysical Plasma Physics, C. Kennel, panel

chairman, part of a major physics survey, Board on
Physics and Astronomy, National Research Council.
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APPENDIX C

Solar-Terrestrial Data and Instrumentation

I . ReE.Uirre.Data

To conduct a fruitful and comprehensive scientific
research program to investigate the solar-terrestrial
:ysitem, we have identified the following data as
essential:

.o ~r Measurements

Solar x-ray and/or ultraviolet imaging
Solar radio emission (the entire radio spectrum from

microwave up to metric wavelengths)
Solar imaging coronal electron densities
Solar magnetic fields

-int:rr1anetary Measurements
Plasma (bulk velocity, density)

Interplanetary magnetic-field vector

Interplanetary hectometric and kilometric radio emission

Interplanetary electric fields

:Uiergetic particles

MPmetospheric Measurements
Magnetic fields
Electric fields
Plasma distribution functions
Energetic particles

icncspheric Measurements
Plasma currents pazallel and perpendicular to the

magnetic fields
Llectron densities and temperatures

4 Wind velocities
Thermospheric gravity waves

33
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Particle composition
Joule heating _
Auroral imaging
Precipitating particles

...s'heric Measurements
Stratospheric composition
Mesospheric composition
ihermospheric composition

Atmospneric densities, temperatures, and motions
Wave structures and turbulence

Sove of these data sets are readily available with many
Df tr.e sensors developed and in operation. These will
reqaire routine maintenance and nominal upgrading costs
in the next decade. Some sensors require extensive up-
gradin. and training of additional personnel to provide
adecija'e data coverage.

-impaLacle measurements in other planetary magneto-
spneres and at other bodies (e.g., comets) are useful and

r ov ide ciepth for solar-terrestrial research studies.
Of major concern are solar-terrestrial data sets that

are not readily available. For example, a major gap
-xists in the availaji. .ty Df interplanetary-medium
-ar3ameters, particularly solar-wind and magnetic-field
data, rcr the next 6 years. Near-Earth ISEE-3 data have
ceased neing transmitted, as the spacecraft moves toward
4tY ccmet Giacobini-Zinner. Coverage of IMP-8 data is
exuected to be reduced to 30 percent, and the ability to
reactivate IMP-7 is uncertain at this time. Although we
strongly endorse efforts to increase the coverage of

interplanetary data from existing ind operative sensors,
.e note that a small, simple spacecraft, utilizing space-

:.;roven instruments, could be built and launched in a
"1.eiy manner and should be actively pursued by interested
agencies.

Otner key parameters that may not be available include
toe ioncspheric electric fields, field-aligned currents,
.nd .i-haracteristics of the particle precipitation (from
w:.icn the ionospheric conductivity can be determined).
11i.e early re-entry of Dynamics Explorer 2 means that cur-
rently no satellite is able to make these comprehensive,
,imultaneous measurements. Present DOD and NOAA opera-
ticnal spacecraft routinely include precipitation electron
,letectors, and the next satellite in the Defense Meteoro-
ogical Satellite Program (DMSP) will include ionospheric
lljw measurements. We applaud these enhancements and

I.
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t~&rgiy recoimend tnat instruments to measure ionospheric

iows anu field-aligned currents be included in all DMSP

.ri NOAA Tiros spacecraft. These inexpensive and off-the-
Ahelf instruments, when placed together in one satellite,
Sr:%:ide a comprehensive set of observations that is essen-

tial to truly understand magnetosphere-ionosphere coup-

iag. Thus the scientific usefulness of these missions

-an be substantially increased at low cost. Furthermore,

*~ t- ese spaceoorne measurements of fundamental ionospheric

• arameters, will enable the ISTP and UARS missions along
.ith the ground-based observational programs to realize

their full potential.

II. Pez:ired instrumentation

-.ne following instrumentation is required to provide the

-ita outlineu above:

Solar Dopplergraph
Fourier tachometers
Active solar-optics system
Spaceborne imager in x-ray and/or ultraviolet

wavelengths

Solar coronagraph (both ground-based and spaceborne)
.'olar radio sensors (both ground-based and spaceborne)
Ywo-dimensional radio heliograph telescope

Swept-frequency solar radio sensors
Solar optical telescopes (both ground-based and

soaceborne)

Vector magnetographs (both ground-based and spaceborne)

*. ° ru, ntation to Measure the Interplanetarq Medium
.-Kellite instrumentation to be carried on a spacecraft
ri the interplanetary medium:

Solar-wind plasma analyzer
In-terplanetary magnetic field detector

* hong-wavelength solar radio receiver

.iectric-tield detector
-nrgetic particle detector

;ro..d-based interplanetary scintillation array
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Y netospheric Instrumentation
Magnetometers (both ground-based and spaceborne)

_-D plasma analyzers
Electric-field sensors
Energetic-particle detectors

_.nc=rheric Detectors
Fabry-Perot interferometers

All-sky camera imagers
Spectrometers

Coherent and incoherent radar systems

Riometers
Photometers

Balloonborne electric-field, particle, and x-ray

detectors

At75,heric Detectors
MST jr ST radars
Lidar
FaDry-Perot interferometer

3rcur.C-'ased Cosmic-Ray Detectors
Neutron monitors

II. Unattended Geophysical Observations

Instrumentation for obtaining unattended ground-based

measurements of electric and magnetic fields exists, but
there is a need for support for the construction and

;-aintenance of stations, especially in the critical high-
latitude regions. A specific budgetary item earmarked for

the erection and maintenance of a chain of electric and
magnetic sensors is recommended in order to provide a

comparatively inexpensive yet invaluable solar-terrestrial
synoptic data base.
The MST radar technology is currently used to obtain a

long-term data base of auroral-zone middle-atmosphere
neutral wind measurements. Preliminary analyses have
detected effects of solar and magnetospheric variability
:iown to the mesopause (86 km). Further analysis will be

ised to search for effects in the mesosphere. The pos-
:;isilty of such effects warrants continued support of
these facilities.
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APPENDIX D

Essential Methods for Coordinated Research

I

.. T!eor, Moceling, and Data Analysis

The recent implementation or the NASA Solar-Terrestrial

Theory Program illustrates the value of a program separate
from missions that is specifically attuned to the needs

of analytical and numerical scientific analyses. Further,
the success of the SCOSTEP SMY, STIP, IMS, and MAP sym-

posla has dramatically illustrated the value of combining

the analytical/numerical studies with specific events in

which interdisciplinary data sets have been merged for

oint coordinated studies. The overwhelming response of

the community to the Announcements of Opportunity for the
funded NASA theory program has demonstrated the need for

a greater effort in this direction and for a broadening

f the scope of the program to include combined theory

and data-analysis investigations. The latter should be

4, encouraged by the availability of additional support at

NSF, NOAA, and NASA.

i. rnmputer Networks

Computer technology has reached the stage where vast new
Opportunities in interdisciplinary, interactive data anal-
y1 sis, theoretical studies, and combined theory and data
interpretation are possible through networking. In recog-
nition of this, several study committees have already
lealt with the concepts of data management and sharing and
the design of networks that link institutions involved in
coiar-terrestrial research. One pilot program (based at

Narshall Space Flight Center) is in operation as a result,
jnd the design of a system for the ISTP era is under con-
Zideration. An augmentation to NASA and NSF funding for

37
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:co.puter facilities would support implementation of a
long-term organized Solar-Terrestrial Research Computer

Network. This network would be used to solve scientific
,rot ,ems and at the same time establish the essential
etlements for domestic software and data sharing and

science coordination for the future ISTP period. (See

Appendix E.)

r I. Workshops

Dedicated science workshops that have been conducted under
the umbrellas of the IMS, STIP, and MAP programs produced
the environment that is essential for driving interdis-
ciplinary prospective and retrospective studies. The need
for the education, motivation, and inspiration that
results from regular workshops should be recognized as an
integral part of the solar-terrestrial research program.

Latest results of the theory and data-analysis efforts
collectively presented at a dedicated annual gathering

would drive future work including modifications of the
computer network. Budgeting augmentations would be
required to conduct annual workshops over the next 10
years. These programs should include data analyses,
numerical simulation, and theory--all focused on the
unambiguous requirement of data confrontations for the

entire Sun-Earth linkage.

I1
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Principal Recommendation of Solar-Terrestrial Data Accesn,
::iut:... and Archiving, M. A. Shea and D. Williams,
co-chairmen, Joint Data Panel of the Committee on Solar

n-i Space Physics and the Committee on Solar-Terrestrial
Research, V' tional Research Council, National Academy
- Washington, D.C., 1984.

;,- that a pilot program be started bq NASA that
. "a to the establishment of a solar-terrestrial

:r La Catalog and Data Access Network (CDC/DAN).
?.e .>ntral Data Catalog (CDC) should be established as a
relational daa- , should be supported by a query lan-
_age, and should be accessible from remote terminals.

,his jould allow data to be identified by relationships
,;it! other data elements As a minimum the CDC should

co:-.tain information as to data location, type, level of
processing, time periods covered, quality, formats, cost,
dnd availability. The CDC and the sources and users of
nc'.r-terrestrial data should be connected via computer
rnet.orking to create the Data Access Network (DAN). The
C-X will be the primary node for information about the

1.3a. The incorporation of user and data base nodes into

the CDC/DAN permits, as resources allow, the growth of the

CX 'DAN from a query catalog to an electronic mail and

reqjest service, to a browse capability of survey data

.ets Lncluding graphics, to the availability of on-line

data sets tnroughout the network, to, finally, a browse

calability of remote high-resolution data sets. In addi-

ti(:n to the catalog and network, the CDC/DAN must also

.ave a staff to manage the creation and maintenance of

the catalog. Thus the CDC/DAN concept defines a data

.3anagement organization. A possible location for the CDC

:o-,e is t.ie National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC), 0

a-v,. tne pilot program could begin by using subsets of

existing NSSDC and National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC)

data sets.

39
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Foreword

I

in tIl; stOdv of solar-terrestrial research, emphasis has been placed on achiev-
fly tlUl~t g concepts through which the science of the whole sun-earth sys-

1c l,cconies greater than the sum of its component parts. To attain this goal,
' sicititic focus is placed on the interactive processes among the various
phi sical regimes. S

Also considered are various general issues of coordination and organiza-
tiunal aspects of a national program in solar-terrestrial research now distrib-
LtUd :iumong various supporting agencies, such as the National Science Foun-
,itii ,. tlih National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the National

11c. .. ic ind Atmospheric Administration. and the Department of Defense.
-' Oc ,,t includes discussion of some veU-established and sonic not so well-
'':ihel impacts of solar-terrestrial research in order to bring out the im-

P,, 1CL of the application of scientific knowledge, public poLicy issues, and
I ie clinecitions with the missions of the various agencies.

j !lc nwnbers of the study group and its more specialized disciplinary
r. In_ groups were chosen to provide broad competence in the various as-

;,cc.s ,, solar-terrestrial research (STR). In addition, reviewers who were not
s,,, itd wh any disciplinary group of the study were selected to help de-

•.L'Cl:, i 1 11anced view of the entire field out of the more-specialized interests
1, ti,- 1i-.ipline-oriented groups.

The .t Uh, took over 18 months to complete and involved the participation
mole than 50 scientists. This report was reviewed and endorsed by the full

(umniuttee on Solar-Terrestrial Research in December 1980 before its sub-
, i to Ohe National Research Council for review and publication.

ix
i.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------.-
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'Preface

II

Ii

The decade of the 1980's holds great promise for exciting research opportu-
nities as w ell as a variety of challenges for the field of solar-terrestrial re-
search. The past two decades constituted the "age of discovery": Van Allen
radiation belts, coronal holes, and the fragile nature of the ozone layer are
just • few examples of the many new phenomena discovered during that pe-
nod. The next step toward a thorough understanding of our solar-terrestrial
environment requires a well-planned and organized effort to elucidate the
physical and chemical processes controlling its complex interactive behavior.

Since its formation in 1965, the Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Research
(CSTR) of the National Research Council's Geophysics Research Board has
been charged to "look after the health of this field." The last studies con-
ducted under the auspices of the National Academy of Sciences to consider
, comprehensive national policy toward spaceborne and ground-based re-

search in this area were carried out in the late 1960's. Several excellent
studies have been done more recently; however, these dealt only with certain
suhdisciplines of solar-terrestrial research (STR) or were addressed to the
needs and interests of only a single federal agency. The CSTR, after careful
deliberation and extensive discussions with chairmen of other appropriate
committees as well as with officials of the federal scientific agencies con-
cerned, (decided to commission a study to recommend an optimal. coordinated
national program for solar-terrestrial research in the 1980's. The objectives
were as follows:

1. Identify the contributions to the key scientific challenges of solar-
terrestrial research that can be made by various government agency ground-
hased and space-based programs as well as information gleaned from NASA

6
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applications missions and other projects not intensively examined by previous
Siacc Science Board studies.

2. Devei p a rationale for unifying the study of the entire solar-terrestrial
>'t CM.

Recomnmend a balanced national program for the 1980's to supplement
ht' .econriitindations of the Space Science Board.

lhe rcsp onse to these goals was to be supplemented by a concise but coi-
v rchen ive scientific treatise on SrR addressed to the scientific community
,'ire and to the government agencies committed to the support ot SIR.

Desirable programs and new facilities together with suggested means of co-
ordinating them with each other and with NASA programs (in solar-terrestrial
reearch) were to be identified. The formulation of programmatic details and
mi, ion plans remains the responsibility of the funding agencies.

The report has two parts. Part I contains Chapters 1-4 and is concerned
%%ith programmatic decision processes in federal agencies, research institu-
to -s, and the community of workers in the field. Part 11, containing Chapters

i nd 6. provides a scientific description of the solar-terrestrial system for
eneral background information and discusses some related societal impacts.

It should be emphasized at the outset that we have deliberately not assigned
pririties to the eight scientific recommendations or the five general recoi-
inendations given in Chapter 2, for different reasons in each instance. The
owitht scientific recommendations constitute an integrated wt dealing with the
regines in question, but more particularly with their interconnections, such
that the chain w&ould be severely weakened by the omission of any one recoi-
inendation. The general recommendations on management policies that con-
plete Chapter 2 are concerned with different activities and complement each
other.

Chapter 1 is a brief overview of SIR and includes some historical perspec-
1iC to ,tgi.Fest guidelines for future cooperative arrangements. Certain ec-
Moil1ts of commonality between solar-terrestrial research and contemporary
st~dies in astrophysics, planetary physics, and laboratory plasma physics are
P-1oited out. Some societal impacts of solar-terrestrial research are also noted.

1fe set of major scientific recommendations in Chapter 2, as already men-
nioned. emphasizes the interaction of the various elements of the solar-terres-
uial system. The outstanding scientific problems that the carrying out of
these recOmmendations is intended to solve are discussed in Part II, Chapter
" These recommendations are also to be understood in the context of the
previous recent Academy studies that are described in the Appendix. In the
last half tf Chaptei 2, a set of management recommendations addresses some
.encrd I ot ,,icns. such as interagency coordination of the broader national

II
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, Lita 1iL.lagement, support of theory and the modeling of observa-
, i a:.J conmitinent to continue long-time series of certain types of obser-

S,,,:htional background for these general management recominenda- p
....... ..... he found in Chapter 3, which also looks at the changing sociology

.l . ,.,, mtnity of scientists who are oeing drawn to the field.
1,.r 4 !,sribes implementation plans by which a program to achieve

r,:,ic -goals of solar-terrestrial research in the 1980's can he carried
,, with both observations and theory. On the observational side,

,, tudies have already dealt so thoroughly with space-based techniques
ii z ,t appropriate to reaffirm our support for them without rediscussing
,T,> In detail. The emphasis is therefore on ground-based and suborbital

::,J of' observation, and ways to achieve an optimum synergism between
I H..: methods and space missions. Theoretical studies and computer model-

Ai:.c > uch an intrinsic component of each of the individual STR disciplines
w,. rifted in Chapter 1 that a single section has been devoted to the general
; cI or such studies across all of STR. An observational program designed to
i lcmetnt the scie2ntific goals is outlined, section by section, according to
1:i'ce Uae disciplines. It contains recommendations for specific kinds of oh-

Ivatiuns that are keyed to the recommendations in Chapter 2. They are thus
*; irl% se!ective and do not attempt to include all conceivable techniques. Some
A iditi,,nal theoretical problems specific to each discipline are also noted.

Part II. Chapter 5, gives the scientific backround needed to provide the
rjtso.nale for the scientific recoinmendations, with emphasis on those un-
_,.!ved problems that challenge the scientific community. This chapter con-

Stlidcs with a summary of the relationship between comparative planetary
,I AJies and solar-terrestrial research. Chapter 6 describes applications of STR

t, varmous environmental and technological problems.
This study deliberately excludes classical meteorology, a discipline so
,, and complex and with such a long historical independent development

it> 0"ln that it has traditionally been treated separately from solar-terres-
riaf research. The dividing line between the effects of solar-energy input to

rip(,sphere and the rest of the atmosphere, however, is logically hard to
m11ll.tain and is in fact becoming blurred. Perhaps some day both fields will

L1u1m11d as a single discipline.

Hlerbert Friedman

l)evrie S. lntriligatorC> -cltairmnen ro" the Stud r

4
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II

Overview of Solar-Terrestrial Research
I|

and Its Impacts on
Applied Science and Technology

I|

.4TRODUCTION

*_r-tcrrestrial research (STR)-often also called solar-terrestrial physics or
. te-,rrestrial relationships-in its broadest sense, is concerned with the

- ... cs hv which diverse forms of energy generated by the sun influence

,' ::rre, ~riAl environment and with the resulting complex interplay of the
h th a processes in every element of the sun-earth system. (See

I1.) Solar-terrestrial research emphasizes the variable component of
_ifr-cf 'i:> production and its transport to the earth, but it includes a study

1,, t,)thetical steady state of each of the elements of the sun-earth sys-
-:,,. as this provides a necessary baseline from which to measure the

ts. It deals with the direct irradiation of the upper atmosphere by the
,,' 2.rum of electromagnetic radiation and with the transport of particles

:icl,. trom the sun, through the interplanetary medium, to and through
::,.:gre tic field of the earth and into its atmosphere. Most of the solar

,,.,I._1V 1 t_1i' eventually deposited in our atmosphere (at a rate of about a
1 , 0'" MW) arrives in the form of visible light. The study of this
T i tli p rocess is the province of meteorology, a discipline that has en-

S 1, and independent development of its own and has its own com-
-,l p:oblcms, sufficiently different from solar-terrestrial research in the

,:r sense th-at the two are regarded as separate but neighboring disci-
S!ivcs. ~in this narro,. ,er sense, solar-terrestrial research is concerned with

* t, s.: higher-.energy radiations-ultraviolet, x-ray, and gamma-- that carry only
:irn> tration o the total power (about 106 MW) but that have significant

.sw hiihlv variable effects on the terrestrial environment. The rate of transfer
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6 SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL RESEARCH IN THE 1980's

of other kinds of energy from the solar wind to the magnetosphere-iono-
sphere-atmosphere system is even smaller but is of so highly specialized a
nature that its observable effects are far-reaching.

STR is necessarily but only indirectly concerned with the deep interior of
the sun, where the thermonuclear energy is generated, and with the transport
of that energy to the solar surface, to the extent that variability in these pro-
cesses influences the solar output. Similarly, at the end of the chain linking
sun and earth, STR is again only indirectly concerned with the behavior of
the fluid core of the earth where the flow of electric currents generates the
powerful terrestrial magnetic field that extends out into space. STR deals
with paleomagnetism to the extent that it reveals the historic variability of
the earth's magnetic field, which must have had profound implications for
past solar-terrestrial interactions, and to the extent that it may help to fore-
cast significant trends for the long-range future. Also, historical records of
climatic changes, correlated with tree-ring records and descriptioi of the
aurora, provide invaluable resources for retrospective research.

The sun drives the circulation of the atmosphere, which in turn produces
the weather. It draws water from the oceans into the air to produce clouds,
rain, and snow. These phenomena constitute the subject matter of meteorol-
ogy. The boundary between that much older discipline and its younger sister,
solar-lerrestriai research, was originally quite distinct but is becoming rather
blurred as the two have met in the lower stratosphere. For example, the inter-
iacc between the troposphere (the lowest 10-15 kin-thick layer in which the
'%.eather is generated) and the stratosphere and the flow of energy and matter
acrcss the interface is of interest to both disciplines. STR is also concerned
W itl the possibility that solar variability directly or indirectly affects the
%, cather and climate, as some believe, but our present understanding does not
' ,t permit an unambiguous answer to this question. It is already well known,
however, that solar variability does affect the nagnetosphere, ionosphere, and

*.1ti-Pm;here above the troposphere. If there eventually proves to be a solar
.".i'v-wveather connection, its implications for long-range forecasting and

Slm t~~ological predictions may be important.
1 iralv. (nl the fullest possible understanding of the physics and chemis-

r of the solar-terrestrial system will make it possible to estimate the effects
V! .r win. hutldn actiity on our environment.

11. GLOBAL CHARACTER OF SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL RESEARCH
• *\ND INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

} , ,aus' research in SIR };as an intrinsically Johall character, cooperati':e
't11ics on a national and international basis are especially productive. The

I
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~>.iie'Athe development of modern STR can be traced to the rallhci
.;uLu; Oals oft the first International Polar Year, almost exactly 10t) years

tnseveral nations mounted a concerted effort to study arctic weathier.
2 ~nthcendeavor subsequently spawned a succession otl Inteinfat inal

pf grainis on a global scale. Fifty years later, in I 93 2 933*, r~idi .
rd evolutionized concepts of the high atmosphere. and the Scond

ke L 'P'. t 11).! Pollar Year was called into action. The end of World War If left
I I2. )C j1.t technology that was readily adaptable to upper-atmlosphlere
.~.mvetihe way to an era of spacecraft exrloratioii withi itsults,

11I1i(iiiued science of thle upper reaches of the terrestrial environ-
-17 il Olen, progress in direct probing at high altitudes had advanced
t' T11 :1,' pr1ii iiveiniieteenith-century use of kites for mneasuring strato-

0 [1 the more advanced techniques made possible by
tlie J 0 ground-based and -,pace researlchl techniques liad adl-

pjlt were dramiatic results could he expected -I t A, Ald I
2V. cwithilities, thle International (w.opilysical YeCar W i ' ) wi\

&n~was onl the largest Scale ever atrellipicd !()I a pr;o-1iam1
i- inrational scientific cooperation. In its first veair ( 1,,57).

* .e cLimo..ed and thousands of scientists w&ere involved ini
- . i Pi.Tht samne year produ]ced Sputnik tli lolwn ear

I '\plorei I in orhit, leading to the discovery of the Van1 Allen

i ioiici ted tlte powerk ofCLob)Ji iprtv diso 1esn

K I 1 alid 't) Sustafli the lMlottli t cooperdlive rcach. IHill, i!
ii, lt 94-1965 h i e HInierrtioilYa f h ue u

0%.-~~~> the-hlc lnejnm it'l %aeliw"-spheic Sttud\ ( I N1
heScolar Maimiw )~ ear (I 11) - Ip5).an s will 1)e I

I hc Middlo Atrnospher IPioeLranr( 8- 5)

'iioni etl)rt is essential to preserve healthy piogress and hill

A tadvances in scientific knowledge. We expect that the na-
.:!ll tor thle I oSO'S Will CointIin ue to to(Ster suIch coordination

*1~> :oveis ianavm has becen a s ruia ienf-t-ionalporr c[in,
.!, nbroken series ot observations of paramieters suchi as, thre solar

Ill, attaek)pheric o)zone concentration, whiichi are needed in order to)
* scrtsiti~ty oif the erhsevrne osalci
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SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL RESEARCH IN THE 1980's

111. NATURAL AND ARTIFICIALLY INDUCED INTERACTIONS
S

Current work in solar-terrestrial research truly has its roots on the ground,
Mhide its manifold branches reach as far out as instruments can probe the
solar system. The special scientific attraction of STR is that with today's
space-age technology practically all the components of the sun-earth system
are accessible to in situ scientific observations, and some controlled experi-
wmenws are even possible. At the same time, ground-based systems can routine-
ly and easily observe phenomena that are physically linked to remote regions
of the earth's environment. In this situation there is a reversal of the usual
i(-c where the need is for "ground truth" associated with observing programs
4runm space- the in situ space observations provide "space truth" for networks
ol IQund-based observatories.

Fhe past two decades have, in fact, provided samplings of almost every ele-
ment of the solar-terrestrial system to the extent that local properties of all
reelJines are substantially well characterized. What is desired from the research
of the I1Q80's is a quantitative appreciation of all the significant couplings,
triger mechanisms, and feedback processes. Of practical concern are chains

processes that have end results important to life processes, effects on com-
imnication and technological activities, and impacts on the conduct of scien-
itilt observation of natural phenomena. For example, in recent years consid-
cLltlc Cittention has been devoted to the natural chain of production and to

e f fects of human activity on stratospheric ozone. Biological organisms are
p-,,tecici from lethal influences of short-wavelength ultraviolet light by
,/,c in the earth's stratosphere, and thus any major change im stratospheric

4 ,ote abundance is of serio.'s concern. In another context, the development
it ,,'ld power stations in space may require ion engines to transfer such sta-
1.ns tVOIi low earth orbit to synchronous orbit. The injection of foreign

c nititnents from the exhausts of these engines into the upper atmosphere/
;Pi.i,-nclsphere may distort the natural particle environment and substantially

.,.the stability of the radiation belts. Beaming enormous microwave
fltnxes from a solar power station through the ionosphere could adversely im-
pact co inmunications.

Mankind must be concerned that natural or man-generated perturbations,
in:;_nsclves intrinsically small or weak. do not trigger cataclysmic changes
'r,)ghl nonlinear runaway mechanisms. For this reason, it would be danger-
t,,ls to dmnrade or totally ignore the study of any of the elements that we

rave not yet specifically identified in the solar-terrestrial system. We have
not inhabited the earth long enough to see the system go through more than
t1 tiny fraction of its possible excursions. Industrial and other human activities
.are tampering with the controls of "Spaceship Earth" even before we know
:u0mpletely how the system works. That is why intensive, basic scientific study

I
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Jik. interactive solar-terrestrial system is so relevant to understand-

,,. , ic s,.ci 'tal impacts and deserves a comnensurate priority among
cn~tic disciplines that offer prospects of practical opportunities.

i- Rt TI IONSHIPS TO OTHER SCIENTIFIC FIELDS
71,,11; , cke:ive of STR is to understand the two principal energy trans-

. :'-,,, ,,connecting the sun with the earth: the direct solar radiation

.i.. !,: d the particles-and-fields connection. Related processes in planetary
.I ... ,id astrophysics are also important, however, in illuminating pro-

I;-,., n ! u --earth system. Unlike laboratory physics, where experiments
. !, ' controlled, the sun-earth system is largely beyond human con-
I-,1 mcction experiments in the magnetosphere (e.g., releases of them-

:tcd carged-particle beams) are possible, and large inadvertent
"- . global chlorine releases from aerosol sprays or high-atitudc
jpons tests) have taken place, but large-scale systematic experi-

r!!.inc I ctioning of the solar-terrestrial system itself are not possible
S. ...rle. In these circumstances, the study of partially analogous

i A,,ded by the other planets, is a useful substitute for experiments.
i (ites o the magnetospheres and atmospheres of the other planets.

S. ' .,,. ranle o1f scale sizes and boundary conditions, provide insights
ir':' -: :. Ji~iior of the terrestrial system. For example, with Venus we have

iat lack.s a perceptible magnetic field, a condition that conceivahlv
o , ly to the earth during magnetic-field reversals. Mercury has a mag-
*, ' I but nio atmosphere only a magnetosphere. Mars is different again.

. illuminates special aspects of the behavior of the terrestrial envi-
. . i :,,e nparameter or another is maximized or minimized.

;,' ,t-mi'ar way, while we must attempt to understand the sun as we ob-
i, * t. tudies ot other stars can offer useful insights into fundamental

,I pr,:cses,. [or example, the Skylab Mission has demonstrated the enor-
, , .:wnplCxity of the processes involved in the formation and maintenance

. lhot. outer solar atmosphere, the corona. This was accomplished with-
,! , a10t difficulty mainly because the sun is sufficiently close that our in-
,! tl ts ca H resolve imany of its features. Our ability to study corresponding

ji i,~kis t other stars has been minimal because we cannot observe thein
T!)..;a. h1 point sources. In the last two years, however, breakthroughs
a., 'e in stellar astronomvy that carry potential implications for SrR.

[ I .. mtngs 4 the International Iltraviolet Explorer satellite (It I ) and Ad'
4 1i 1,-',_, Astr,,nomical Observatories (iil AO) have allowed us to observe

Sr,t irme other stars with sufficiently great sensitiit y in the high-

'n.i. iio ,f the spectrun that the hot. outer atnmiopheres otgiants and

Il
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d&,arfs, as well as of solar-type stars, are detectable, and important general
phoper:ies ()I stellar atmospheres have been deduced. Observations with the
-i,'stei x-iay telescope have shown that coronal structures are not exclusive
. ios like the sun. Coronal x-ray emission may be observed in early- anid
lOtc t% ,pe s.r, (those hotter and cooler than the sun) as well. These new ob-

,tions challenge conentional ideas about stellar interiors and the modes
,, ter,,,, iransport to and through the stellar surface. The sun has been, and
\',ill continue to he, the testing ground of stellar astrophysics. Theoretical
ti ,delig of the solar atmosphere should throw light on the earlier and later
jhu,,es of cvidution of hydrogen-burning stars.

lhe arue-scale escape of dilute plasma from the sun, termed the solar
\. id. also represents a phenomenon that occurs in many galactic and extra-
,alactic objects. The study of processes occurring in the solar wind, for exam-

mec. tile interaction between turbulence, shock waves, and energetic particles,
,,ill provide insights to phenomena that occur in many astrophysical contexts.

STR not only benefits from related scientific studies but contributes to
them. Space research has already played a pivotal role in fundamental plasma
ph, ics. For example, crucial to theories of solar flares and magnetic disturb-
&m'ces (niagnetic substorms) in the magnetosphere is the concept of magnetic-
ield ireconnection. This process is undoubtedly equally important for astro-

:ihy.ic:dl plasma processes occurring on cosmic temporal and spatial scales.
)(ly' recently has it been possible to observe evidence of reconnection phe-

. 1a 1i the sunward side of the magnetospheric boundary from spacecraft
C; plo,,ed in the IMS. The reconnection process is so basic to so many

., of plasma physics that further study, both theoretical and experimental,

I, e accorded the highest priority.
II ltiany other respects, the scale of solar-system plasmas provides us with

i h lpfnI bridtge between the spatially restricted studies of laboratory plasmas
. .v ulhimate cosmic plasma generators of incredibly great energies. The

,Hl, ostro phy.sical system in the universe that will be directly accessible to in
, .,!xaination for generations to come will he the solar-terrestrial system.

Sers,,ading about how it works must, at the very least, provide useful
.,,t !, ,n our interpretation of the nature of other astrophysical objects.

\ COMPONENTS OF THE SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL SYSTEM

I -i::. i,, interplanetary medium, the niagnetosphere/ionosphere, and the
i-,,,plice imake up the solar-terrestrial system. Lach of these components
1 tijc l, described here, with emphasis on those features that play a part in

J11 0,m s dar-terrestrial phenonena. They are discussed in greater detail
,Pa': II.

S
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.-r t verage mass and luminosity whose remarkably steady
'i.ithn over several billion years has allowed life to develop on

. e . the balance in the existing ecosystem is fragile, and tie small
.... ii . ,utput of solar radiation and particles that are known to exist

i ! d significant impact on man's environment. Variability is
v , n the inagnetic fields observed directly at the visible solr:i

. e p. t, sphere. These fields exhibit a quasi-regular cycle, during
J. Lh..aes in the polarity of the global magnetic structure repeat

i, ,v ,),er a period of close to 22 years. Tile 11 -year variation in num-
1,. 11 .. lC distribution of magnetic sunspots is the most easily observed
. Is 2 -ear magnetic reversal.

1.i.m)plitudc of the oscillation of solar magnetic fields, as evidenced by
.:::,it',,-! Ilcis, is known to have varied greatly in historical times (Figure

. x\ opl., there was an extended interval from 1645 to 1715 when
i,, wi i,, iare, known as the -Maunder Minimum." It coincided with the
, .., i,)t dp in temperature over the region for which there is reli-

jBJ ,, tion, within a longer interval known as "the little ice age." This
.1! -T ,i. It. Ls well-established coincidences have led to speculation that there
i., ,i tion. Similarly, the history of droughts in the southwestern high

Sli , ie .'nited States, which exibits a cycle of about 22 years, appears
,. ". :'hI s ,nchronized with the 22-year solar magnetic cycle.
0 !._1,Tal c ,rrelations between the prehistoric sunspot cycle and the paleo-

:., .cord can he investigated in the following way. It is known that the
', cc ,,mric rays at the earth is modulated by the extension of tile solar

'a , ::.tic liel,, inr,, the interplanetary medium, the strength of which, as we
.. '. is -iealest during the maximum phase of the cycle of solar activity.

.' .. c;,.c-,r ilux at the earth is thus smallest during the maximum phase.
, nic ra h>,ihardnient of the terrestrial atmosphere produces radio-

. Ca.. c~:n that enters the life cycle of plants, more copiously at solar mini-
J:. an at solar maximum. Thus radiocarbon leaves a cyclical imprint on

ring, in the oldest living things, the 4500-year-old bristlecone pines
..-!t ( alifr:ii a. and in still older archeological remains and serves as a

* ' :: irii lkatol <f LlilSpot numbers Ioi the past few thousand y'cars, pelil-

: p n s % tih the paleoclinmatic record.

,)I !~aritestatihns of changes correlated with solar magnetism lic in
S .. I ; large variations in x-ray, ultraviolet, radio, and particle einis-

i:,ci A-.n panv the magnetic changes. For instan ce, tile hard x -ar

•:- i-., Q 1 mes , peak sunspot number is typically 100 times the flux inca-

;, .i"ic',, , sunspo t minimum. The most explosive eruptions that occul
. I: :n. ispheic are the spectacular solar flares. In a matter of millutes

-o.I.
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i..,:1 of flare eruptions. These energetic particles are easily detected in
I.: ths mnagnetosphere and down through ionospheric levels. Their transit

.',il the sun to earth ranges from minutes to hours. On the occasion of
Solar flares, those that occur on the average once or twice in an 1 -

S, .cle. protons with energies of billions of electron volts appear all
I ., d ,v.ni to the surface of the earth.

A :l.amatic emission of charged particles from the sun, yet having
. , , tance fr the solar-terrestrial connection, is the solar wind. A
' at is. an ionized gas composed of an equal number of ions and

,>. to;ws the outer atmosphere of the sun, the corona. It is not con-
. 'ol. l giavity but flows away from the sun and escapes. This out-
, Jves rise to an unceasing wind of solar plasma that streams past

. ii l it toward interstellar space.
cvdcncc that our star undergoes changes that are important lo
•, I: IV II,1Inen t. It is now established that small variat i lls Of tile
i, ,111k .S1tv occur from day to day as dark sunspots and hrigh!

.,,, , the solar disk. Numerical models indicate that varations
111, ; 1p11ude as these short-term variations but sustained over much
-LId he of importance to climate dynamics. There are also valid

.i t .: ins t, believe that variations of total radiative output of this
C" :iiht !c connected with the I 1-ycar solar magnetic variations and

a;li,.q. in their amplitude over centuries.
il:-. ,'.i past perception of the sun as a quasi-static object slowly burning

. 1:t,.-'n it( provide a constant flux of heat and light has been altered dra-
, recent advances in solar research, both from the ground and

e. fntead. there is increasing evidence that these are subtle but pos-
,. -Whctaible changes in the sun that may be important to the hunan

rhir Interplanetary Medium

WI!, erstandIwie of the interplanetary medium has undergone considerable
.. icaii'ii in rccent decades. Before the 1950's it was generally believed

: 1c"t.hanismn by which solar variability affects the earth's atmosphere
i ,,r~marily photoienization, which created the ionosphere, and sporadic
0I,, ,- charged particles, which produced magnetic storms and auroras.
IIJI 'LiTcci _ ields appeared to bind the coronal plasma tightly to the

;',r,,,lrc. and the earth's magnetic field served to confine the ionized
,-.p,,,nt ,f the e.irhi's own atmosphere. Interplanetary space was thought

.,d t, modern hydrodynamic theory, the solar wind flows from the
,.!i or in,. and the velocity steadily increases up to about 400 kmisec at

* ~.,
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20 ?( ular radii. Although parameters fluctuate in time and space, with
lisicai consequences, it is now well established that the solar

S SL'Tsrcrnic throughout the interplanetary medium. It transports away
:h' ,n about ten billioniths of the energy that is emitted as light and

~electromagnetic radiation; but this particle flux, when dis-
[K rrestriA impacts of greatly magnified proportions. Beyond a

j ' *, i ti fromv the sun, the rarified plasmia of' thle solar wAind is nearly
rIc and electric currents may flow with almost negligible resistanice.

'dlt, tlhc solar maietic field is "frozen" into thle solar wind and is car-
:0 , Int interplanetary space.

il~ ,ane imeas he olr magnetic field, thoughIt to resemble that of a
(Ii A (hr riarit)close in, is drawnl outward by the solar wlind,

i-aiIihends tefldlines that emerge from the solar surface into
II *nie~cdnspii als that extend as far as ai shock frunt with the interstellar

~~ir.desc:ribed below. The field lines onl opposite sides of the midplane
I* 1 Che i, phiere have opposite polarity, and the polarity of the whole sys-

~. 0 c~i at thle beigin ning of* each view 11l-year cycle. (This is the 22-year
"n:.jiticcycle.") Thus, the pre-1950 simplistic view of' an essentially pas-

i%, :i"rplaietaiy space has been drastically revised.
Vv.1thle nlorlly Ciui te simooth flow of the solar wind is Made Unusually

6 II A li (1t1r exam plc. H:1 a passing sh ock front from solar-flare eject a) lie
j >i-im If1cid lincs are tanled, a~id such relatively localized clumps of kinky

line,~ can scatter cosmic rays in random directions. These deflections of

ldkc i o.sa" ay from thle midplane of' the heliosphiere and from thle neigh-

1~i ix n ate anl indi(:at1(iii of' smaller-scale structures ill the solar wind caused
fralliril solar actil v.
Fite relativ role 'it imodulatiing co~smic-ray fluxes played by changoes in the
~a :-~cle comietr of' the lithiospheiic magnetic field during a solai cycle,

* ~ ~ ~ ~ I 'linsith smle-scae structures, and clia11iceS due to the magnietic

* " :c. r~al 1i alternlate cyclecs hiave '.ci to he assessed.
It ie tedhat even ioallv life sOda r\wind is slowed to simhso nic speced at

I -11ck int tar he-ond the1 orbits (it the minor planets. where it collides
.: iii- interiflanetary eas. Outside the sho(ck t'lint thle subsonic anld turlhi-
'I * lai A iid mixes with thle interplanietary _,a 'ai! it) anlother I)oundai'

* 'Ji' it whlich thle interstellarl med~tim is, FvdsllhdTis oter(! hollnchar '

Thliaue.'avid tile \(11linC cofrtamid witini I iN tile "hIeiosolice.'
V ) JCC prtibc hias reach(,' -itlhc! tile innerc shlock tru)Ill oi thle heliopause.
rI Pa micei 1 anld Vovje.C I anld 2, m-ay evenClttulrly accom11plish those iiiis-

JII ep r.)I Ole positioni (it' Tlpiac houuidrim it' their inlstruments survive
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'I he Magnetosphere

" alar wind flows from the sun, it transports the solar magnetic Ihel

A,- .ichaid through interplanetary space. The earth's intrinsic mac-nelt,
, i ,.cnts an obstacle to this magnetized plasma ltow, which i. detlected
,h, caith's field and leaves a cavity shaped like a comet head and tail (Fig-

1J. The blunt upstream "nose" of the cavity is normally at about 10
.,Iilt, ,.:dii (65.000 km) from the earth, and its tail stretches beyond the
. !it. perhaps as far as 1000 earth radi. This huge bag of plasma, the
I' icl pi,,Lre, contains charged particles with energies ranging from thernial
. l,' hundredt, of millions of electron volts. Since the solar-wind flow is

i,:.' a shock wave signaling the impending obstacle stands in tront
i ,i-a!netospheric cavity. (See Figure 1.3.)
A, 1h : Aar wind impinges on the magnetospheric boundary, the inter-

,c. t, gnetic field embedded in it becomes connected with the field of
7i,._,i Ita phere. In this magnetic merging (or reconnection, as it is called). S

1 .. t 2 c Ccoimaineti: field lines are stripped from the rragnetosplherc and

.... it to interplanetary space in the geomai getic tail. In the process,
. ,'tun, and particles are transferred from the solar wind to the

~ . :tc ta I., , The solar-wind plasma, blowing across the open field lines
, I p,,la caps, constitutes a gigantic dynamo that can cenerate a voltage
JC- a .> - iic magnetosphere of up to 100,000 V, electric currents of 10' A,

V .. , ,t poer. The energy, ruornentuni, and particle transfer are gov-
.Akh s,,l tr-vind parameters as speed and magnitude, as well as by
,. ,, h1e interplanetary magnetic field. But it is the ram pressure

, 1 Mrtuld that shapes the actual size of the magnetospheiic cavity and
Az'i ,ie- sure varies, the entire magnetosphere quivers in quasi-periodic

1- des like a mass of jelly. This represents another possible 'necha-
.. , , , transfer from the solar wind to the magnietosphere so does

.a ,'" of the solar-wind flow against the niagnetopause.
-icady flow of the solar wind is responsible for the formation of well-
.!,.,i (ns in the niagnetosphere (see Figure 1.2), and variations in the

app a rs'rcs cause well-defined temporal patterns of response of the mag-
One such basic response pattern is the "magnetospheric sub-

'lit : equCnce of events triggered when the magnetosphere becomes
3,io v,. itii energy from the solar wind. The most conspicuous mianifes-

ai ,f a 'utormn is the acceleration of particles from the plasma sheet
Sa,- a I . om (e ot these particles are propelled along magnetic field lines

A 1;1t1,-[ accelerated to~ ard the auroral zone, causing the Nisible aurora.
' C: a of tile accelerated plasma is captured by the magnetic field and

- ,. : Tit,, the Van Allen radiation belts.
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A tll)! e vjilt response is elicited when a blast wave generated by a large
skolai flare hits the magnetopause: the sudden compression increases the
ee~ma ,iietic-Hl d strength all the way to the surface of the ear-th and shakes
ip the entire particle population. Some energetic particles are dumped into
ic _ amospheie in the auroral oval, others are captured to create a large

*c<Lit.nirin, current of millions of amperes at a distance of' 3-4 earth
!I. This sequence of' events characterizes a ''sudden Commiencenment

ace cstorm, a phenomenon that has been known for over a hundred

L) a d I i "n t o the sto rage, transfer, and acc.elerationi of' particles, a ye ni-
4 I:concrt ot waves is created on the surface of and inside the magneto.-

I* t ' a t. For instance, somec recent results have Shown the magneto-
6o e continually in motion, with waves excited there and probably

2Atetoward the magnetotail This process also transfers energy from
i Ait ind to the magnetosphere. Other waves, like whistlers, deflect

~J artic'?sfro teirtrjectories and precipitate themn, thus convertim~
enecrgy into disorganized energy, or hecit. Such microphysical pro-

1 egiu ning to be known anld understood: but they now need to he
1' '1 lC"k lan cer-scale picture_ of energy transfer from the solar winld into

.2 C ~ shi2reand the transport o I enrimy thIiroughiout thle Tlagnet osphe e
mc yten-, There are some novel suggestions about the nature of'

V ere CVtransfer and transport processes, but quantitative ill s/l mci-
.1 e fine the act ual mechanisms remain to be miade.

Ii p' dunt of the magnet osphiere is physically linked to the uipper
~'o 'v a-lnetic field Ii n. the inshrhas an import ant cft 1ect
I' ~2Ict phee.and vice versa. The coupinq bet ween inaguch spliere

'eis effected by a complex systemn of electric currents flOWing -

1field lineos betwe en the two regions. Through this currentt NS~ -
'1 i neI ' ne re:v is drawn fromn the magnet osphere and dissipated

in 0 licat in the,, cle.tricall\ resistive innlosphere. The Iiigli-la t it tide
a aticnlalyimportant role in this process ot energy depositionl

C i T-1,T!..' S),stein.

1 i., *te 1nuaune1,toslieric' ionlospheric environment is curienutly ex-
.............. 11''l"IT1ul unifvnnc _ Concept of anl eleCt nodsnaluiC Sy'sleni Conl-

ii"I~er 1lnNf~i~e'naeueoshce.The developien ot tis

'A:1 Ch!'I:li1C/ the 11ain ObJeCCl' Of tuinlre, wvork inl tuek neai1-

cii evirinment. Alrecady somec eviden.c exists Wkt the intlu-
'12 eliril and dI iianuical processes m t lie ionosphere and

* ~ ice ev~fencelC psiliver"e illtfinenlces. however, SI'mta
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4 The Ionosphere

it, ,uli tile ionosphere may be considered a part of the magnetosphere (and
a r ir treated as a unitary entity in this study), its behavior is primarily

-. ,,,,cd the diurnal cycle of solar electromagnetic radiation, especially in
_,1 jraviolet and x-ray bands of the spectrum, and, at high latitudes, by the

J.., :x.,tn energy from the magnetosphere. The existence of the iono-
F'Iic , 'Afs first demonstrated by Marconi's trans-Atlantic radio experiments

I O1 , and its height was measured in 1925. Later, distinct layers were iden- - -

dc,,l aited %kith the altitude profile of the electron density in the iono-4 ':.<U it ure 1.4).

levls (>250 km) ionospheric winds of over 100 m/sec are set up
, i(tIrnal heating and cooling of the thermosphere. These tend to blow

paths away from the most heated part of the atmosphere (near
,r ,ol ait the subsolar latitude) to tile coldest part on the niglitside.

.. , : doive thie ionization down the field lines to lower altitudes by day
.. h', night, whiich helps to maintain the F-layer ionization density

.*" t .iI latitudes very large magnetospheric electric fields (tells of milli-
. &.,r) arc impressed on the ionosphere and are capable of causing the S
*,- 1,, ov1e horizontally with speeds as high as I km/sec. The local F-

•A 'c. e,.rI density at such latitudes thus depends on the time history of
:1, 11l when it was last in sunlight. A large region of low electron den-

:.. 'a ) is found on the nightside, poleward of which are large
J .. J. i siIy increases produced by precipitating energetic particles. I

, there are strong electric fields in a plasma, one or more plasma
.'v occur. In the F-region, such instabilities seem to be present

I : t\ t tiigli latitudes and over the equator at night. They create local
.,I electron density with a wide range of scales. These irregulari-

, K i ,, ,, ultiJple echoes, strong scintillation, and fading on radio frequen -
:'- ) :,.'. , :" ,, y,'izal i crtz, including those used by communication satellites,

expected to provide trouble-free communications.
11 il. (, t the ionosphere, the D- and F-regions at 70-150 kin,

-,v o,, ) tides can create layers of intense ionization that Men W
:I. im . The patches otf ionization produced in this way are known

-'and can cause the high-frequency signals to be reflected tip It
m :1,)1 the )urce on a single hop. In suniler, spo adic F is the cause

. tere 01e1o TV hroadcasts.
., ,magnetically disturbed times, precipitating particles and electric

sit lare amounts of energy at high latitudes, and the resulting
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I l( I. ,RI 1 .4 Ionized component of the atmosphere is produced by cosmic
i,, a ,. t'alrul rays, x rays, and ultraviolet rays, which have maximum ioniza-

iirn ritc!s in the 1). 1", Fl, and :2 reginns. Maximum concentration of elec-
n, - ccur' in the 1.2 region, wherc the ionized component is about !/1000
, i, neutral-particle density. Shortwave radio signals are reflected from the

,',-,:,,c. X rays from solar flares produce radio blackout at an altitude of
, kr. M1 icrowaves penetrate the ionosphere for satellite communica-
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,:cs, hieatting can completely change tile global pattern of winds in the
t!4-riosphCre. Large equatorward winds are established on the nightside, and
!a ri-a iplitude gravity waves also are generated. which help to transport

c ~.rc .) lower latitudes: both of these modify the ionosphere on a world-

wide aLilc.

5. fhe Neutral Atmosphere

V!,-, knospiere, or ionized constituent of the atmosphere, was alluded to
V.'. but it is the neutral atmos)here that constitutes the major component

1 thc atmosphere for the lowest few thousand kilometers, until it is eventu-
, ,!\ dominated by the ionosphere. The pressure and density both steadily de-
, dsc with height, but the temperature-height curve follows a pattern of its
,,,' determined b, the local balance between heating and cooling. The
rc ,iltuig .inperature profle provides a natural basis for defi,,ing a series of
su .cessive regions (concentric spherical shells), as shown in Figure 1.4.
Beginnirng at the earth's surface, these regions are: the troposphere ("changing"
or overturning" sphere), stratosphere ("settled" sphere), niesosphere ("mid-
dle" sphere), thermosphere ('"hot" sphere), and exosphere ("outside" sphere).

-I he stratosphere and mesosphere, which have much in common, are often
considered as a unit, called the middle atmosphere.

In the solar-terrestrial system, the neutral atmosphere is the ultimate re-
pf.sit(ory for most of the energy emitted by the sun and reaching the earth
and its immediate environment. An average of about one third of the incident
,ulighit is reflected or scattered back into space by the earth's atmosphere,
c!oud cover, and surface; most of the remaining two thirds is absorbed by the
earth's surface, including those huge reservoirs of heat, the oceans. The surface
emits infrared radiation, which heats the troposphere. The actual temperature
of a 1body of air is determined by the balance between heat gained and heat

* lost. as mnodified by being transported from one place to another-horizon-
tally hy the motion of air masses and winds, vertically by convection. These
in 0tiolsl InItIrn modified by the earth's rotation, are the atmosphere's re-

s-.e t~o inbalances in pressure, thus thermal radiation and atmospheric
,ra;ii,,port giwern the distribution of the available energy in the troposphere
and 'hercv genierate our weathei and climate.

S,,ciety is naturally more interested in this readily apparent aspect of solar-
; ,,trial relations than in its more esoteric aspects. Seeking to answer ques-

ii,,is aJbh~it the effect of fossil-fuel combustion in the industrial nations or of
S.:h; burniiig in tropical forests it the carbon dioxide burden and the resul-

trrit lorg-ierin change in atmospheric temperature, or similar questions about
lhe ;,,sssible eltec!:s of solar variability, is of obvious practical importance.
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Lt ,i e carlk 19 70's it was realized that deposition in the stratosphere of
:t od .:,ts f hio!h-temperature combustion, such as nitrogen oxides and water
,.i . large fleets of supersonic transport aircraft, might ause a serious re-
,cit, : in the abundance of stratospheric ozone. Recently, there has been

r , cuition that even in the troposphere, where radiation and dy-
.: ancs were once thought to be the dominant factors in controlling the envi-

, 'T't lt outchemistry is also important.

Ap4 crlilntal and observational platforms for use in the region from about
4(1 m IO10) Li are few in number and limited in capability. Instruments car-
;icd on :i.alI rockets and on balloons and parachutes dropped from balloons
ir.e .c n used for exploring the stratosphere. Rocketborne instruments have p
,cJ 1,-!ily attacked the lower and upper thermosphere. Satellite systems,

as tK Atmosphere Explorer series, have been spectacularly successful in

S :,::,.u,,,detailed information about the thermosphere above about 135 ki.
,.,..-%;ed sounders, such as incoherent-scatter radar, have also provided
,'.~j ... ,information in this region. By contrast, the upper part of the mid-

i .,phere remains poorly explored and poorly understood.
(,,: Je,,elopmng understanding of the neutral atmosphere from the surface

.arth to the exosphere is an excellent example of the synergistic inter-
.: basic research and applications. The need to understand the atmo-

.-,l.e M) ordei to apply such knowledge to the challenges facing society has
..ims driven the discipline, but atmospheric science studies, even those

i i amiwpheres of Mars and Venus, have provided the experimental tech-
_:.. and themletical understanding needed to solve complex problems in

,.,'t,:.l atmniospheric science when suddenly and unexpectedly the need to
-,them became urgent. It is greatly to our advantage to continue to ex-
1 ile the atmosphere, using as our methods the entire range from the most
-.amc kind of esearch to the most direct of applications.

6. Practical Impacts of Solar-Terrestrial Relationships

!fi i yciil ,ears. a variety of events has brought home to the general public a

t..(e of tie practical consequences of solar-terrestrial relationships. Perhaps
'1, ' ,nst dramatic experience was the plunge to earth of Skylab. It became a

even' with all the ingredients of suspense and potential for catastrophe
: ,Ii tcn a o nfused public. When the last astronaut left Skylab in 11)74, it

*im ,it *hat the spa,.ecraft was in a safe parking-orbit, where it could
,..t., Jat by 'in early Space Shuttle flight, which would push it to a higher

it t,', safekeeping until it could be refurbished and reactivated. Unfortu-
ihe plan ,kas frustrated by a delay in the Space Shuttle schedule and

!i,. ,1pid rise of solar activity toward sunspot maximum, With high sun-

"4
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1,t activity came a hotter and denser atmosphere at Skylab altitude, which
,ik:Cased the drag on Skylab and caused the orbit to decay much faster than
iiticipated. Skylab thus fell victim to solar activity. Our inability to predict
v.h ere it would fall exemplifies our current lack of instruments to observe
,ith aiequate precision the solar output of extreme ultraviolet and x rays,
which control the density of the atmosphere at satellite altitudes.

Discussed in some detail in Part 1I, Chapter 6, are four areas in which re-
-..xirch in solar-terrestrial relationships can clarify important impacts on soci-
ctV and technology: (1) predictions about the space environment: (2)strato-
wpcric ozoe -a feedback loop between the biosphere and solar-terrestrial
i sc:irch: (3) ionospheric physics and radio communication; and (4) the po-
k .N:1j colnection between solar variability, weather, and climate. Several
1 qprtant recommendations to guide future research on the solar-variability-
,cjthcr--climate question have been formulated in a separate study that is

<ltcd m ihe Appendix.

S
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2
Principal Recommendations

p

I. SCIENTIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

1 init'ipi tkIeme connecting the elements of the solar-terrestrial system is
:hL ipurtance of coupling processes in the large scheme of energy transfer

4tru, Ili( sun to the troposphere. The connections throughout the system are
,,?iclt to appreciate when studies are confined to individual elements of the

,>tcm. The present report focuses attention on interactive processes within
;i,,, svstem and recommends observational and theoretical programs that will
lc,;, it significantly bttter understanding of the interrelationships. Some of
tie interactions that span widely separated elements of the system may have
pittfound influences on major features of the behavior of a specific regime.
Other couplings may be so sensitive to even small variability in a variety of
physical, chemical, and dynamic factors that the impacts of variability may
econie greatly amplified.

The general recommendations that follow below were arrived at from de-
ai!,d considerations of the complex interaction processes in the solar-terres-

trial chain. A brief statement of the scientific rationale accompanies each
wecornmendation. A fuller background discussion is contained in appropriate
-cclions ot Part 11.

Pic c it scientific recommendations given below are to be treated as a
'Jtt 11 tniId swt. The removal of any individual recommendation would re-
,tilt in a weakening of the interconnected chain. Thus, the order in which the
r,, '('IN( IPatthlts are giren impli(s nothing about their rclati'e priority. Iln-
,Tead, ihe equence starts with the encrgy source (the sun), continues with
Tle Iranstnission line (the interplanetary medium), and ends with the sink

I2
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,Cd :.,agn:tsplere-ionosphere-atmosphere system). The set of recommen-
. iw . intended to be a basic prescription for a broad-based program to
: t.> thik vntire coupled system and to assure that already planned programs

az i.i-,sioiis will be better integrated. It is also essential that this set of rec-
ndai,ns he considered in the context of a number of recent Academy

. n ~s. in particular, Solar-System Space Physics in the 198(0's: A Research

IA Washington D.C., 1980), a report of the Space Science
;,,a!Is('ei1niittee on Solar and Space Physics, and Upper Atmosphere Re-
\, ]iii ,, (1 s: Ground-Based, Airborne, and Rocket Techniques (N AS,

hin'gon, D.C., l79), the report of a study conducted under the auspices

the Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Research. The recommendations of
8:se and other relevant reports are given in Appendix A.

i. The Solar Radiative Output

4 . he ret ommend the initiation of a long-term national program to study

Variations ol solar luminosity and spectral irradiance. The most direct link be-
tvcen the sun and the atmosphere of earth is the flow of radiative energy.

riitions either in the total flux (solar constant) or in specific spectral com-
picnts can bring about direct changes in atmospheric composition, circula-

( iion, or temperature.

h). I'( recommend a broadli' based program oJ theory and ground-based
,.t> '.pdcehorne ohservations to understand the .titndamental mechanisms of

liar variabilitv. The sun is the starting point and source of energy of the

r',t.r-terrestrial system. The object of these efforts, as far as solar-terrestrial
tCSL,1Jrch is concerned, is to increase our basic understanding of the processes

IMt l IW, generation and transfer within the sun and the processes responsible
t,,r soiar a,:tiity. Ultimately such study could lead to a predictive theory of
solar activity and the variable outputs of the sun, to replace the present large-

1 qatistical basis for forecasting.

2. Linkage between the Sun, the Interplanetary Medium,
and the Magnetosphere

4 :. Ii, rcc, mmcnd obsenational and theoretical studies of physical pro-
cvY respm,,nsible for quasi-steady interplanetary flows, solar-wind accelera-

,'i ,p amd dynamics. and the three-dimensional structure of the heliosphere.

[hU:NC Prcesces provide the connection between localized processes at the
sun and the overall structure and dynamics of the solar wind, which then
keicrmines the basic structure and dynamics of the earth's magnetosphere
a11t the power transferred into it.

14
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alk .,u.iv ot till da!,,entul inipot tance 1lo tile p1%siCSO' fl te solar

riethe connection betweeni solar transient events (flines.
1 ,iir conc:omitant terrestrial eftcts. such as nmagnetospheric

Hi therm osphieric flow pitterns. This recoimmnendation in -
I IT pticAl, radio, and cosmic-lav monitoring ot' solar activity

II JI Wtiil measuremnent of disturbances of' solar origin- and
)tiC I Imite amplitude waves, sh'ack waves, and c urent sheets

Jit.l( in with charged particles.
I" r" o~. Ul' jz coo)rdinated prog~rami 01 obserivational andI theoretical

Mine l how cncuri'v and momentumn art, transfi'rredI betwveen the
vi wgnei 1' here both J, r (/uasi-siead v-state andI transit ni con-

H:; 1 i i crucial areau le rst anding ibasic physical processes of' the
11I eic. boun11dary has iuniproved. IM a.or b reakth rougsiunetad

! . .I hiilSm~s anid processes of' energy and miomentumn transfer across
iJl ~ irem no\\ exNpected throug combined ground-based and miulti-

11 !J.dies. A cornprehensive and ci ordima ted observational program.
v, tl. Imearvt heo re tical e ITort is reqtIlired to accompllishi these oh-

1 lie posed enertgy and inontenturn transfer problem is a prototyp~e
1 I Th inieractingatopyialpam systems, and it is dietyrelatedl

blni itde SRVilabratorv plasmnas- thus, research find-

lil i-11 1e ecoiie. Jed effort will have application to ielated problems
1;, > i ,plycs andt plasma1 phlysics.

3Linka_,e between the Magnetosphere. Ionosphere, and Atmosphere

k1. j r ( 'uuei aI cewrjjic'l sc5(iiR di)jon to understand( thc

- .' ''' !/ir~-( lYSp~f'-al'i ~hre m i~i-ian'ir ~h t ss'~in magnetic-

* ./ Yr v' ' 1iti 1411 ihn our'/ the( aur 'ral :-nc 'ie u' Iu c a aps, and Mhc

l'i "14r. 1lii>, ccl nimeiidiitiori addr esses thle need forf a deeper in -
I:: it. t iIC11:, 1 k ' 11\sc siechaniss g ove riniiig thIie e tec t ot' eniitr1\ oft soIa r -w inIId

C <.1.\ ;~'ii~ttcWave.Sl, anld s' 'lreel i pat ides into the illagleto-
I \\~ter. Te reevan reiors thle cusps andiftle distant

4I 'k :' Cci stlikiked Ini detail by ealil piogranis Such as thle Intel-

I 'P! ridSlud\

I, ( Il a H din *tcd('1 I~ jen /r tO 1000r' MCn i/()/V/h
io tJr,?1, 'p/ ,eb n .shtr-at %penesl ~siem The iono-

'' r~ c;I a pssive scren 'tmaget osphieric pro-
P1  

1 Jl\.lICaN inaiol sink (it niaJOIetIrspheric leity. exertls
tIkiJ"Jc.!ak CHi.cd' On tile HILIiaritosphfi re!ions to whlich it is
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liLed i:d is the source of important perturbations that propagate to lower
latitude,. In particular, energy and momentum input into the high-latitude
h,,,u:p!CrC and atmosphere alters the global circulation and the temperature
stucT.,re of the thermosphere that are established mainly by solar heating.
On the ktoher hand, changes in the basic circulation pattern, caused by auroral
u: tv (r upward propagating waves from the lowcr atmosphcre and thunder-

In ., ctrical fields, may influence electrodynamic processes in the iono-
S:Fre 11l,1 the magnetosphere. Pursuit of this recommendation will thus
,:a ,c c,,Odinated research on a global scale.

4. Linkage between the Sun and Elements of the Atmospheric System
I, recommend an efo rt to dctermine the effects on the cheistr1 antd

LP: r.,c ,ics ,q the middle atmosphere of both (i) exchange processes withi the
tr p,).,pherc and thermosphere and (ii) solar variability. The effects of the
variability of both solar electromagnetic radiation and particle input on the
structure of the middle atmosphere are poorly understood. Possible changes
in chemical composition due to solar variability could perturb radiative and
dynamic processes of the middle atmosphere, and this possibility needs to be
explored. The middle atmosphere is also affected by exchange processes from
below \ ith the troposphere and above with the thernosphere that must be
c nsidered in any attempt to understand the middle atmosphere. Perturba-
iI ,hm (e.g.. to ozone concentrations) resulting from natural or human activity
c,,ul affect the earth's climate.

Appendix A includes excerpts of recomn',ndations from several recent
Adies that cover much common scientific ground. The above recommenda-

lions and those contained in the previous reports are mutually supportive and
.kisistetmt. Taken together with the present recommendations, they provide a
,:,,uprelhensive plan for all aspects of solar-terrestrial research.

I1 MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

I ix, ti t ,oup .lso considered a unbei of issues that are of concern to.
, , dIi al l phases td. solar-ter rest rial research. The background ito those

,rPmcWC ati..MS is described in some detail in Chapter 3. The issues considered
i,11 Lt , icrt s'. the specific disciplines and Also involve the various govern-
iwri t agencles responsible hr carrying out and/or supporting research in this

N- attcnipt has been made to assign relative priorities to the following
Ic,,onill dat ins, because they address different activities that are riot di-

E.+
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~retrionwith each,1 other. A110LtIouhrai e costsW and COSt-

&ir\ d WtCI ph\' a I ote inl decision rnakirii. (:"timlalcs (d costs. besides
11. r* rI V\e ait. d epc Id , Ion :1 : 'IT) I It ,'c; crdarIof I s devel

:.e!It.skoane ki t I e co Ikr irraiu rcii( cs t vrtuLall

11 \,il jjjjj I )ciit thI tir Ifrn;!c()keCeatlon it al A te

t~~ ~~ 11.1) 1t'n xI, IH %kC~ h elI fhA'fi lit lneA Of H! ortra cd t-

cZondoct o! -,L1lCt~eIesIIAi '11car d A ltn.i (fl Costs.

( In terartCenc\ C'oordination

'rp ~ I m, J d i 1 !/i 1W i i 1c Jtni! iid clh i(% I lie iti i ual eff orts ili

1 \ afc curently i 0iii11ted by 11,1 man A-1Ceercics L ll" iizhe Nat1ional Science
ijtt ii ic Nationall Aeronautic:s and S pace Adininistrlition, the Na-
* . cc"InIc .1:1d Allllospheric Adntlini'ti rationl, thle IX 'par luent of lnereLv,

).partmcnelt )Il hansportatlion. and thle lDcpartment of lDetcnse. In a null-
ot pr e~r.Such as the International M agile tosphe ric Study ( INS ) and
~* ('hinnai Ict Assessment Piorgran , lead ag~encies \ ere designated to

te ceatinMo a national pla'n and] to coordinate thie implementation
1l' Thir %AC believe that thle c~osi-eifectiveness of' SI 1 can be increased by

in imirleaJ-aeenicv iesponsibility f-or majo compoine(nts of thle

n aI pIA rar t i n a p rnane tinteragency coordinating office.

D iata Nianaitement

. 411 P, O.WiP/LP i,1'dliLAI4 /)h hr'PdPl toi fiiat(' 1w ('.Vt lhci'' oordina-

'i, 'm, 11 I W'lllii 'i () Lita JPr o wzcl)PI-/)aseJl, sub~l( irhital. anI .vPacc-
/M . CwtI5( , 12J'ill sri .5 . Better utifi.atio)n of observaltinal information

aC Jtitufplishci hti Iplemientationi of a coherient national data-
an ar'er1nII plan. SuIch a plan must devise ways to analvie thle dat.a aied

or1 dJiatd -,runJId-bdSed, suborbital, and space observations mc!re effi-
IJ i pil anid tol mlake these data readily availabtle to thle scientitic

tl!'..Jhe ()f2adnei exinm- facilities and, or tile firtiatioti ot a
r tir Te itrcrtrieval, and anal\ sis of S FR data are necessary.

'p !h dxl ri djyeity ot thle numerous data sets that pnpiyconsti-
* data ra 'C(reqire ininovativ e TI,1atIaeICIlt mid1 a truly dedicated

4: : 'le adequately for thecir handling. An intrinsic reCquirement is
k rndiwc fir ie con tinuitv 014 eliot t at a ee seta o editg

; wrtil .r he data. WAe comiimend recent N ASA ci'W tort foj pre-
1 'Yr i' kfl data bases in severail progrt. Mo)re atnIon to support
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~iindata analysis is also required. We also note tile importance ot

I 1wa'su rements from net works ot spacecra It in order to facilita te
_l.,t al tud temiporal variations (if phenomena.

V* 'iiM~tin'It of Synoptic Obsenvations

2 ,' P 'uw a decdlLutCd corr to suppfort lop.,- terin izo(

* ~ ~ rw -v taraincters nectdL'd 1(*r Oitt dicticit ()I i/ rculs III solar-

iNpJ Pt' mcnafl There is crowing evidence tim t loni-termi varia tionls
Bin thle state of the sun and its emissionls. Continuiiic accurate

'l2ie needed to w nit or such trends in thec solar constan t and flux
V .an x-ra) wavelengths. Also, the systematic recording of' many

est, 1,1 variables onl a global scale is es ,ential to the empirical study of
.)a- restrial phenomena, as this provides a means of uncovering stubtle

- ' hving no obvious chain of cause and effect. Among these variables

* i !!c prop~erties of the solar wind and its embedded magnetic field, as well
)f die E eoinagnetic actiity. We believe that these re(]uifrents can

11,l1tilled if' special cogizances and long-term commitments are ac-
di'.' ut divdUal ae nes.

4. Su~pport for Theory

11 PLMMld im~/pr )vl su ~pp )rt /or bfoth theoretical studies andl reir -

.11 1111W\(\ .4] e) xisting, data. Historically the emiphasis in STR has been

*~, ' iue.o e:Ttpirical studies based on newly acquired data. As SIR matures,
ii_ , ,ithcei:a r t d moeigrok n appropriately balanced

PiiOolt !,Isc efr.lem o y codiflies the un dci-

01,1 112Yi s )Cell _"line d but poses oJueSUtiS thaIt help to Shape fut nrc
* .a ii ii iort s Si inila fly. the prograi Minust prw)idle for thle optimuml

* is~datacii ad\it hanld.

I uno' a fon in Instrumentationi

ww ?'' J Im mp ULr \ 14fJ(,tt 1(')r no')a i ii thcin'1w on, 17 q

* ' '' ''. To 1henclnt fromil 01u1 enhanced scientific tiiideistandiiic ill

- . ~22ht l Cneded for nes measurements must he updated. A pro-
I spport tl'i research aind development ontTI Tlemthods 311d

ill I~ 1 1Is essenttial lt tlh- future lealth ()f a iationil pro-rala. This
I C~ lj 1, with \W(IlC1epvsse'.I colctlils abhout o))lolesCen

ill ll tclol I S sci li.e
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General Considerations Affecting

re Solar-Terrestrial Research in the
United States

INTERAGENCY COORDINATION IN MISSION PLANNING,
*X\,oiPric OBSERVATIONS, AND FORMULATION OF A
NA I I0NAL I)ATA-MANAGENIENT PLAN

10 '0 "tile 111rjoi "pacefli,,Jit mnissions and groun(1-basedl facilities planned

kvt ii!nrcI r s013r-terrestrial research will have the character of national
'A :ries. I he',c programs wull involve significant capital commitments
umbehr of federal agericies-good interagency planning is theriefore cssen-

'lt k 11nia'Kiln' thle scientific returns,. Since tile planning and execution of
in> :>evaioalprograms is usilva lengthy process, 'jong-te nn comit -

- nc ncccoaiv trm ot ti the- scientific collnimunitv and the fun ldin-
\ /.f 'al uH 'ciC Ph1 tO*rjflai( 0 neceLssarv to enIsure a prope r

;~easpaceborne and ci ound-ba!sed observations, as wkell as a good
j -m c otwen 'Ire~r nd e xpeiniint I xperience has sliow.n that elforts

>feni tile ob'servtinal3 bdse and the interactive participaitionl of quai-
~~r r oSI-1suts i-i in important increase in scientific output fromn a

V' .I~ Io Oril .111V ,1J11CWincenal tinant1JAl suppor(It. Thc collction1
'dnld wldc di1iuti'm of scienltific daIta In 'iiil a lac varie tv of-

("-1 mc- pi ermods of time has PIa\ cd anl Innnoitaut role inl ad-
flik field of' solar-terrestrial ieceaich. I lowxer. lli efntiutv ,

*~\Qt1nc lullas tenlI')h tok'i eei ow pl ouilt% k\ 11We <n:elce

. 1hnc % w~zsork o s, v b)-r!aWn 1'' 'h

'liii ~ J11 (Hi U e w/~ (/-l-/I iPU( I/T/ tlll /1 )vu"? ?1:!1- "'Nil C H'I

0o hc(
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II SOLAR-TIERRESTRIAL RI SEARCH IN THE 1980's

We are concerned that past efforts have invariably fallen far short of
sa[ist' ing the requirements for precision and long-term continuity of obser-
vation. A higher degree of dedication to this kind of effort has to be encour-
:o.z:d. These requirements can best be fulfilled if special cognizance and long-
icoin commitment are accepted by each individual agency. Where these j
S.-',.>ervations are technically feasible by ground-based programs, it would
:cem appropriate to place responsibility with the National Oceanic and Atmo-
-peqic Administration (NOAA), the Department of Defense, and the Na-
t1,,1j1i Science Foundation, with close attention to possible international

. :;11 -abo ration.

Lone-tern observations of solar spectral irradiance and solar-wind param-
ItLIs are prime examples where there has been inadequate past commitment
, ,sources and effort. Spectral irradiance monitoring has been recognized
i the past as essential to ionospheric/magnetospheric research. However,
these observations have been supported only in piecemeal fashion by various
government agencies. There is no one agency dedicated to the support of
long-term monitoring of this type, and no one agency has devoted sufficient
resources or interest in this area to do it properly. Long-term, synoptic obser-
vations are often the only means of discovering linkages in the behavior of

]ements of the system, despite the absence of clear cause-and-effect relation-
ships. The discovery of such linkage contributes greatly to the search for a
better understanding.

t'nprecedented amounts of scientific data have been accumulated from
space missions, in part because many satellites have continued to function
lung after their designated prime mission phases. Data handling and manage-
,Int have become a problem because of the staggering amounts of data pro-

duced and the ever-evolving needs for conducting multiparameter studies.
Planning efforts during several recent missions have given careful considera-
tion to the difficulties, and the trend has been toward requiring experimen-

* ters to meet specified data-management conditions designed to speed up the
data reduction time, to use common physical units and data formats, and to
render the data base available to the scientific community rapidly in usable
lurni. Objectives to be met include the provision of immediate and remote
access to the data by principal investigators and their teams during a mission,
similar remote access by the scientific community at large as soon as propri-
etary requirements have been fulfilled, and timely and automatic acquisition
(It the data by the National Space Science Data Center in order to satisfy all
archiing requirements and the future needs of the entire scientific commu-
niti.

Data gathering during the International Magnetospheric Study (IMS) was
conducted in the four-year period 1976-1979. Coordinated ground-based,

I
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t ut:,spheri. and space observations took place during the IMS on an unprec-

.'crated scle .. A major accomplishment of the IsiS has been the near-real- 5
,:me avallabilit, through the Data Acquisition and Display System of the
Space :,,%iiomnent Laboratory of data obtained from an extensive array of
.'!O,11d-hased magnetometers and the prompt deposition of the tapes in
\\ ,rld l)ata ('enter A for Solar-Terrestrial Physics (both at NOAA, Boulder).
Ti: .,uccesstul experience in data handling and management should provide
enL.n.te,in de~e!opments that must take place throughout the space program
*th next decade.

I. INTERNATIONAL COORDINATION

Past international geophysical programs-the International Geophysical Year
and he International Years of the Quiet Sun, and more recently the IMS and
'he Sla1 Maximum Year-have been effective in stimulating activity at the
A:.tcrn ational level. International cooperation and information exchange may
be oreanized by (I ) nongovernmental organizations, i.e., the Scientific Unions

1and Cominittees of ICSU" (2) intergovernment organizations, such as the
Wo:ld Meteorological Organization and UNESCO; and (3) bilateral or multi-
lateral agreements between a national agency and equivalent organizations in

*i the other country or countries.
The future development of STR programs in the United States will con-

ftnue be strongly dependent on the effectiveness of international coopera-
ti,,n and information exchange. In view of this fact it would be in the national
interest to examine critically the present state of intemationql cooperation
and information exchange in all three levels mentioned above, to appraise the
cffectiveneas of the responsible organizations in furthering the advancement

Tre the field, and to evaluate the cost-benefits ratio and intellectual benefits
, t .S. investments in international scientific cooperation and exchange in

si ,. Baed on the outcome of such analysis, appropriate adjustment: or
chan.ies in U.S. participation should be proposed where warranted.

Ill. THE ROLE OF THEORY

licr\ :tnd computer modeling must play a more fundamental role in the fu-
ture developmenr of solar-terrestrial research. This need is widely accepted
amil aucuatiizedl as evidenced by recommendations made in recent reports*

It, !iqa )4 Phi sics Th Study of SolarSystem Plasma, Vulume 1, National Acad-
..~i, t Scienccs, Washington, D.C., 1978. Report ol the Solar T'rrestrial Theory Panel

N,, t , 'Crrcstrial Division of the Office oJ Space Science. NASA, September 1978.
Sic .,,pcndi\ A.

4 5i
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and by the national commitment to the Post-lMS Data Analysis Phase.
Tiheory can play a crucial role in identifying what key observations need to
0e made in order to establish a correct understanding of the proc,,esses at
work. In addition to basic theoretical studies of an analytical nature, impor-
tant contributions to the development of solar-terrestrial research will come
through computer modeling and simulation. These efforts will parallel devel-
opments in meteorology, where local and global atmospheric models have
provided important direction to the field. Computers have become essential
-ccause the complexity of the basic equations (which results from the large
nulmbei of nonlinearly coupled independent variables) precludes analytical
5olutions. In solar-terrestrial research, the basic equations are often even
:.nce complex because additional couplings and nonlinearities are introduced
Iy electromagnetic variables that are not present in the neutral, lower atmo-
sphere. Computer models are useful for simulating large systems, for testing
the importance of competing coupling processes on a global scale, and for
providing a framework within which large amounts of data may be organized. -

In the next decade computer modeling in solar-terrestrial research should
achieve the status it has established in many other fields of physics. This will
:cquirc the adoption of the latest numerical techniques and the state-of-the-
ait urilization of computers, particularly in interactive modes of operation.
.'12 drs and workshops will help the training process.

I1hC role of' theory in solar-terrestrial research in the 1980's is discussed
: :icater detail in Chapter 4.

i",. NEW, INITIATIVES AND INNOVATION

Iitia!ivcs in new directions on a modest scale ought to receive sympathetic
onsidcration. One cannot foresee the discoveries that may come from inno-
...ri~c approaches. In the past, such opportunities have chiefly been provided

', ichi rocket and balloon programs. These and other methods for encourag-
:Ur71v t in need to he continued. For example, the Solar Terrestrial Divi-
,,r '., N \SA has recently introduced a "Space Science Notice for Solar-

1*c, rc'! rtia Theory Program.' We would like to see similar investments by the
,tl'r .IenCeS. as well as notices for innovation in the development of instru-

II .' I t tm. %e hope tiat ilie Sliuttle can be utili/ed to accommodate new
i'tirien tati ~tnin a more effective way than in the past. Proponents of the

S ' ta cpromised benefits in the form of the support of a wide range of sciences,
i %1h ,,ild expand the community of users and provide opportunities t(I

!!jt ,,.,rv: itn, at 1,,w cost. It is essential to the health oit slar-terrestrial re-
j 1r } tfhiat these pionises he ftlfilled.

,* < _ ... . . _ _ _ 5 )
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V. TtIE SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL RESEARCH COMMUNITY

,.-tictestridl research has grown up as a hybrid field and now includes
,,itoner.s vho came from a wide variety of more or less independent

J;<.pin~cs ranging from solar activity, geomagnetism, ionospheric studies,
....... ....:.crinN to theoretical plasma physics, laboratory chemistry, and nu-

.:' p pi\.k\.,. All have contributed to the field some of the thoughts and in-
.-i ,,,r their respective disciplines, and the synthesis of these contribu-
,!,> h s pi, ided the structure for a set of closely coupled studies that has
Sc, ., e ,, n as solar-terrestrial research. This research applies to a

: that is vast and complex, not only in its sheer physical dimensions
it) it, Ai-,.ncomipassing range of processes and of scale sizes over which

t , , Operate. At one end of the scale, the orbit of the earth around
•l:,,- .- r ,, Uctezmnied by the long-range gravitational force that pervades the
c"'111c 1,',em'l. and at the opposite end, the composition of the atmosphere

121Lii,,Acl d by processes that take place on the atomic scale.
\hile )c llhxbrid and wide-ranging nature of the subject and the diverse

a,.k, ro ,Os , the individual scientists have led to a fertilization of the field
,:\ nIoxts simultaneously, the problem of cross-fertilization among the

sp,: t !,.iciplines or subdisciplines is becoming more and more important as
,M knowledge expands and the highly interactive nature of the system be-
,.- ,:, e,,ent. Most of the scientists who have made important contributions
t !, s,,la.-tcrrestrial research have retained a basic loyalty to what they regard

lieir own disciplines. The solar physicists who measure the extreme ultra-
, viol-t output of the sun tend to be motivated by their interest in what the

.ome:asnrenments tell them about the sun rather than by the fact that the same
ridiation is largely forming the earth's ionosphere. At the other end of the

, .iiain. the chemists who determine the rates of catalytic reactions tend to be
m. ltivated more by their interest in chemical reactions than by the fact that
t c particular reaction under study might be an important sink for strato-

* ,:;ieric tU/One. In part, this is a sociological phenomenon that is probably un-
iv,iJ.l. since scientists are human beings who react to peer pressures and

H,, seek established niches for themselves among the scientific groupings .-

" that ha',c developed. Such tendencies can be counteracted, however, by giving
in( ritL/ uuphasis to solar-terrestrial research as a unitary discipline both
i m th( a+a dhflic community and at the science-polic, level. The creation
,! :1 1,,. 1c clo-l. knit group of scientists who identify themselves as "solar-
', "11,11 scientists.- rather than as "solar astronomers'' or "atmospheric

,.he: s.'" tot example, will be a major step toward breaking down the bar-
Srie that currently exist and should help to bridge the gaps that lie between
ruaitr, t the older and better established specific disciplines.

F1,1,' 1rdtical benefits flowing from a national program of solar-ter-
I al reearch affect a broad range of technological endeavors as well as our

. • . . . • . *
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understanding of the potential consequences of the variability of the space
and atmospheric environment. In the last two decades we have become heavily
dependent on space-based communications, space-based meteorological satel-
lites, and space-based defense systems. Both the design and operation of these
Nystems, as well as their ground-based counterparts, draw on the knowledge
developed by solar-terrestrial research.

We have also begun to appreciate the potential biological and climatic
effects of subtle changes in solar luminosity as well as the potential capacity
of human activities to disturb our environment. In each of these instances the
products of solar-terrestrial research have contributed (and can be expected
to contribute with increasing effectiveness) to the development of national
policies as well as to the technical implementation of policy decisions.

" ",....I,. , 77 .
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4
Implementation Goals for the 1980's

1. INTRODUCTION

Scientific recommendations for the pursuit of solar-terrestrial research were
presented in Chapter 2, Principal Recommendations (Section 1). The scien-
tific background for these recommendations is elaborated on in Chapter 5.
We consider here the implementation of these recommendations.

This plan for the implementation of the recommendations is divided into
tvko main sections, dealing, respectively, with theory as it affects the entire
field and with the observational and theoretical goals specifically appropriate
to each disipline. A fundamental goal in each instance is the attainment of
clusure'" in problem areas covered by the scientific objectives. By this we

mean that experiment and theory should confront the same problems and
ultimately provide identical solutions. Only in this way can it be claimed that
,:Wcntif c understanding has been achieved.* ]

!1. THEORY

Because theory is an essential element in all areas of solar-terrestrial research,
,omc i'cneral observations about its role in the entire field will be made here. 1
Nkc rcheve that additional emphasis on theory is warranted and that, in the

4 1 hv, pin: "as also emphasized in the report Space Plasma Physics: The Study of Solar-
is:- vi Pl sans. Vol. 1, National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C., 1978. Its

pritILIPAl rccommendations are reproduced in Appendix A.

37
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past. theory has not received the level of suppoit appropriate to its impor-
tance in solar-terrestrial research. The Study Committee on Space Plasma
Physics (commonly known as the "Colgate Committee"), appointed by the
Spae Science Board, concluded that "the theoretical component of space.
plasma physics needs to be strengthened by increased support..." and rec-
oinnrrended "strengthening theoretical solar-system plasma physics." In the
following sections, specific steps are proposed to achieve a more vigorous
i-,heoretical component of solar-terrestrial research.

1. We propose a substantial increase in the level of effort in solar-terres-
trial theory, particularly work that is not tied to mission support or to rou-
tine data analysis. While it is difficult to estimate the optimum balance be.
tween theory and observation, we believe that doubling the current level of
theoretical activity would be appropriate. We note that in the magnetic-
confinement fusion program, which has roughly the same total magnitude
of effort and a degree of scientific challenge similar to that of solar-terrestrial
research, the manpower devoted to theoretical research in the United States is
approximately 300 scientists. The recommended expansion in solar-terrestrial
theory should be accomplished in an orderly fashion over perhaps 5 to 10
years. The recent funding of a line item for solar-terrestrial theory for theo.
retical studies by the NASA former Solar Terrestrial Physics Division is an
important first step in this direction.

2. We urge the creation of career opportunities for theorists in solar-
terrestrial research as a means of attracting outstanding individuals to this
field. The key to this recommendation is stable funding, which will encourage
institutions (academic, industrial, or government) to establish permanent
positions for theorists working in the field. We note that the recent formation
of the NSF Theoretical Physics Institute and the Magnetic Fusion Theory
Institute have resulted in commitments by universities of additional tenured
faculty positions and applaud these steps. National laboratories and industrial
research centers have the organizational flexibility to create career opportu-
nities if sustained funding is available.

The above two recommendations are similar in spirit to those made in the
"Report of the Solar Terrestrial Theory Panel to the Solar Terrestrial Divi-
sion" of NASA. That Panel recognized that the theoretical effort was inade-
quate and suggested a number of specific steps to increase its level to bring
additional scientists into the field and to coordinate this activity as a whole.
These recommendations were solicited by NASA after funds in support of
theoretical research were obtained in response to the Space Science Board
study Space Plasma Physics. The Study of Solar-System Plasmas.
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1. The Role and Organization of
Theoretical Solar-Terrestrial Research

lte goal of solar-terrestrial theory is to achieve quantitative physical under-
ztanding and to develop models of the important physical-chemical processes
1ccurring in the sun-earth system. This goal implies an eventual predictive

capability in which the phenomena can be anticipated on the basis of well-
iounded principles. It is only through a predictive capability that crucial ex-
P)criinwtal tests and further research can best be directed and observationaly
iliaccessible questions can be dealt with.

Theoretical research is a key means of integrating the large body of infor-
iation that has been collected in each of the various subdisciplines of solar-

tcrrestri:,. research. Magnetic reconnection is an often-quoted example of a

hehnumenon that is believed to occur in many parts of the sun-earth sys-
:cn, in the solar magnetic field, in explosive solar flares, possibly at inter-
,1anctary current sheets, at the magnetopause, and in the geomagnetic tail.
1 tere. a common theoretical problem is embodied in processes occurring in

th-cse vastly different regions and provides a meetig ground for scientists
.ei alizine in diverse areas of solar-terrestrial research as well as in labora-
tiN, plasiia physics.

As solar-terrestrial theory matures, it is expected that numerical models
,il play an increasingly important role. It will, therefore, be necessary for

zolar-terrestrial scientists to develop a better appreciation for the capabili-
ties and limitations of numerical models and the ability to construct and use

tfern. Analytical efforts, however, continue to play an important role in
artacking physical processes that have not yet been incorporated into the
t 1 :!erical models.

As anf example of the complementary nature of these theoretical ap-
p i,,a,:he,. one can point to the study of stellar interiors, where numerical
mkUJAls ire absolutely essential but to which analytic theory contributes im-

or',ratit Iesults. Solar-terrestrial theory will advance best with a mix of con-
!:lfi)tors. Large groups, small groups, and individuals can all play a role in

i acting iiumerical models to test and improve our understanding of
~r.+c-scale systems, as well as being sources of innovative and critical thinking

out the hehavi(or of particular components or processes.
I t c ,,ipling of theory and observation provides mutual support for an
t ,! I,,,th in understanding. In the absence of experimental results

Ion,r a t) -,cLotne unrealistic, yet it is important that theorists have a mea-
c (,t :: nependence from current mission requirements. Working in advance

, ,'. luns. theory can offer new insights that may suggest new types of
, e xoi; :m. N. Theoretical estimates of heretofore unmeasured parameters are

.._ -. .I i .i _ ' " " -- -- . ,
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* also needed to optimize forthcoming experiments. Similarly, if experimental-
ists seek to measure only predicted effects, progress in unexpected directions
can be limited.

Although the interpretation of data is often mentioned as an important

task for theory, it is not necessarily one of its key functions. The principal2

responsibility of theorists is to point out new relationships, find unifying con-
cepts, and suggest new experiments. The actual analysis and interpretation of
data are best left to experimentalists, who are familiar with the limitations of
the data.

There are several concrete organizational and policy steps that will aug-
mnent the theoretical effort and enhance the scientific productivity of solar-

Iterrestrial research.

1. Definition teams for space missions or ground-based facilities should
continue to include theorists, whose role is to focus observational research on
key que :cons.

6 2. Similarly, theorists should be included as Guest Investigators at obser-
vational facilities, including ground-based instruments supported by various
agencies as well as the NASA spaceborne observatories.

3. In order to maximize the scientific return from numerical modeling,
dissemination of computer codes should be strongly encouraged. The com-
puter codes should be well documented and written in a standard computer
language.

4. We likewise encourage the dissemination and archiving, where desir-
able. of numerical solar-terrestrial data in a manner that will allow wide
accessibility. Only a small fraction of the acquired numerical data is analyzed
and published. However, interest in these data may be generated by future
research. The problems of storage and retrieval of different data sets have al-
ready been discussed in Chapter 3.

5. The increased development and use of large numerical models in solar-
* terrestrial research may have important implications with regard to existing

computer facilities. At present, the computer facilities available to solar-

terrestrial theorists seem adequate. However, in the late 1980's the lack ofI

adequate computer facilities could seriously inhibit future modeling efforts.
In the mid-1980's the solar-terrestrial community and the appropriate fed-
eral agencies should consider ways in which to improve and/or replace the
existing computer facilities before they become obsolete.

2. Significant Problems in Solar-Terrest-ial ResearchI

The richness of solar-terrestrial observations presents a difficult challenge to
theorists: Which problem should they work on? Problem selection requires
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id insight. Too often, theoretical effort is expended on explana-
tion. of H\ fien striking) observations that are only a minor aspect of a more
funlaiiental process. It is important to the productivity of solar-terrestrial

u..i ifhat its limited human resources not be diverted to problems that are
,lt1Llit but that have little overall importance. Perhaps a theorist should

. i.. "' will solving this problem help to build a predictive capability?"
In every area of solar-terrestrial science there are many subjects for which

AI<h will build a predictive capability. The discussion that follows is in-
n.J<.J to .emonstrate this point by selected examples. It is by no means a

cMplete list and should serve only as an indication of the type of research
,.i.,Iia theory program should undertake. Other examples will be found in the
.i_ussion of each discipline below.

The issue of constancy of the so-called solar constant can be addressed by
1,,mpIter models of the sojar convection zone. The questions to be answered

'nLlude: 'hat relationships exist between the solar diameter and the solar
!nnnmiosity and spectral irradiance? Are there solar luminosity variations with
A; plildcdes and time scales of climatological significance?

J he interplay between solar plasma velocity and magnetic fields controls
,ho: t-term solar variability. Processes leading to intensification, dissipation, or
ecconnection of magnetic fields are of prime importance and amenable to

computerized studies. Initial work has been done in both solar physics and in
allied fields such as fusion research. An accepted model of how convection
influences the sunspot cycle is not yet available, and there are competing
:nodels (e.g., dynamos versus torsional oscillations). Theoretical work should
attempt to identify distinguishing observational consequences of the various
models. An understanding of heating and solar-wind acceleration in realistic
rnapintic geometries at high altitudes in the solar corona is needed, because
,hese processes control the fluxes of solar-wind particles arriving at the earth.

'.lost of the variability in earth-solar wind interactions derives from
:han.es in the solar-wind particle concentration and velocity and the orienta-
Tion f the embedded magnetic field. Three-dimensional computer models
mith correct treatments of thermal conductivity, anisotropies, non-Maxwell-
,ln velocity distribution functions, and hybrid fluid/kinetic physics are

nec ded as tools to examine the creation and propagation of solar-wind
,, , ru I; ure s.

F!i- a iaetosphere-ionosphere system exhibits a wide variety of phe-
1. nceu cullisionlc,,s shock, velocity shear layers, large-scale waves, neutral
vA. nuN, and chemical reactions among both neutral and ionized species. The
i,., is to study the individual processes in detail and to incorporate this

l ,edge into large-scale computer models of the magnetosphere. One such
: a study of "collisionless'" viscosity at the inagnetopause and

,f'. cr- ,,n plasma flow in the magnetosheath region. Detailed studies of
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cL,!hsioUil&s viscosity should be carried out with realistic representations of

Srg -scale fiows. since the choice of boundary conditions is critical. It is
through this incorporation of microscale phenomena into the global-scale
pi.t,,re that magnetospheric physics can progress beyond the "cartoon"
representation that has been prevalent for the last decade.

Energy input into the atmosphere from particles and ionospheric currents
fdrives thermospheric circulation and causes changes in atmospheric chemis-

try. This area seems particularly important since chemical changes can affect
both optical and infrared opacities, thus altering the earth's absorption and
emission properties. Computer models, which are only just being constructed,
will play a major role and must be coupled to advances in our knowledge of
atmospheric chemical reactions.I If solar-terrestrial theory is to deal effectively with this vast array of prob-
leros, then the level of theoretical effort must be increased. TW' up
should be accomplished by a steady and sustained increase over al years
rather than by a sudden change in the support level. Abrupt ,ddups are
rarely appropriate and successful only in fields where the prob - save
been well formulated and trained persons are already available. The recent
theory initiative of NASA is an excellent first step toward this end.

If solar-terrestrial theoretical research remains at its present level, the
1980's wifl see some good scientific progress, but only in selected areas. The
present program, even with the addition of the NASA theory program, simply
does not have enough manpower to support a coordinated research effort in
STR. In conclusion, it is perhaps well to remark that in any branch of science
it is the advances in theory such as the codification of ideas, the formulation
of unifying concepts, and the clarification of relationships that elevate the
field from a descriptive subject to a quantitative science.

III. DISCIPLINE IMPLEMENTATION PLANS

The following sections differ considerably in length and in the detail of the
dWscussions of observations and instrumentation. These differences must not
he construed as implying a differentiation of priorities among the disciplines

cOnsidered. Rather, they reflect the fact that for some disciplines we are able
to refer to recent studies published by the National Academy of Sciences.
wkhereas for others it has been necessary to incorporate details regarding pro-

,o.,ed new programs and instrumental techniques not covered elsewhere.
('ross-references to the scientific recommendations are given where appro-

priate.
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.1 h- Still

:'*lsh: :en f t he ,:ienif ic recommInen dationS suraT~iarized in (Chap-
!es th it e lrishe Lnven to selected areas ot' esearch in solar

?.ich _, oal ot- loni a-term st Ud\ Ot' the solar constant and solar
!adlire (Recontviie_ rdatioit 1.1 -) W0ll WequireC a program to pro-

Ieelopmeii ! nd thle improvement ot' radiationl standards.
LIn> 141 mlC It ItId opportuniti-es Onl Other spacecraft need o0 he

11aL 1" h11Is end, N~ ith lssuranmce of' their continuity as well as the initia-
dc:icatcdJ lone_-termn programns that measure ,,oiar spectral irradiance
C ci ou -ie ,~ -ro- ased efforts are an essen tial par t of' a realis-

-1111 to' ipc s a bultlr agaInst progVrm int~erruiptions or failures
>crcn 1t01,11plemnt that can extend thle range of solar parameters

catpri )ress toward the goal of' uniderstanding solar activity and
'u: va ihit\ i Recommiendation I. 1 .1b) will depend onl a numIIber of dliffer-

* Cise: Vation1al and theoretic al eftorts. These include the full utilization Ot
:TynncJ Solai Optical Tclescope (SOT). with its ability to realize anl

-~ :-iacntudeInIi eeni in spatial resolution over extended periods
time11. Tis capabihi offers the possibility of resolving more of the (IC-

,i,,cJ processes that produce sunspots and active regions that lead to the
en Oslar flares. Advances of a different but equally important sort

a I!1 come i rom observations of the global sun: of surface velocity fields and
!L: cxtenldod magnietic fields that combine to produce the known cyclic be-

i%,Iol ,:' M (lar activitV and of conditions beneath the visible surface of the
l.i\ere enryis transporte:d and transformed and perhaps stored. Mlinute

.~ Insi tile tigu1-re of the sun, if observed, can be related to changes in
ic. Ondliolls and Possibly to small changes in solar luminosity. The

i*,' Tposibhle ,i expected solar variability can be identified by sampling
'ile !i::ji ~t md svectral variations of othter stars like thle Sun, i.e., through

* 2pror~o A !1 r'1ItorrnlL a selection of nearby G, K, and NM stars.
r c ->inI understanding solar variability relevant to solar -terrestrial re-

c'~~L h-_isa ioretical attack on the various aspects of the solar gas
av :iw~ .od of zli ph\ sics of thle interior of' the sun and the subsurface

* ,; I~tI 101C /n.\As \ et unsolved are questions regarding the coronal pro-
0 . >thai at wthe pro!duction and modulation of the solar wind and the

1!1,11ra prf dirce solar flares. Continued effort is needed as
* - Ii. ;.o.:m ace" Of hie past history of' the sunl, uitilizing natural,

V, kito'' ,ulhi asilc- n ratdiocarbon and longer-lived isotopes such

I, II I e'! ar I ie o re s.
11,- t1 .1"n i 11.i the ( lar-physics aspects of' a program in solar-
ai '7. %: 11. 0. 11eIquJLire emphaIlsI is o theoretical uinderstanding and onl
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iat, ieconstructions to complement a program of new observations. Observa-
ii, iis, in turn, are needed from a program involving spacecraft, rockets, and
'odern ground observatories. A selected list is given below of needs in each

of tLhe ,reas that we believe constitute such a balanced program.

,:! 1 rouid-Bas'cl Observations

, ' ,ar Lutninosit , and Spectral Irradiance Programs to monitor the solar

c,,w-mt aind solar spectral irradiance (Recommendation L.l.a) from outside
tte earth's atmosphere have been recommended in a number of recent na-
tional studies, and a new generation of measurements have now been initiated
,'n spacecraft such as Nimbus 6 and Nimbus 7, the Solar Maximum Mission,

amAd S.paelab. These techniques, if pursued for a long enough time, hold the
:o mise of defining the limits of short-term variability in these important pa-

iametr,. It is equally important to augment these studies with ground-based
:c.-.suremmts to ensure continuity and to provide valuable auxiliary infornma-
ior,. Some of the new techniques are described in the NOAA-sponsored
A ;.(IV on "Monitoring the Solar Constant and Solar Ultraviolet." Indirect di-
acnostics such as measurements of time variations in the solar diameter, of
the depths of central temperature-sensitive lines, and the photospheric limb-
,,airkening distribution have been put forward as possibly fruitful methods.
These ground-based techniques require investigation, since they may offer
f aVs of following solar-luminosity variations at low cost from ground level
over long time periods.

(ii) Low-L'clocirv Faciliti' We recommend the development of several in-
st!unients at geographicaly separated sites to allow simultaneous measure-
ments o mass circulatory movements on the surface of the sun (Recommen-
cami.,:;1.1 .b). The mapping of velocity fields on the sun's surface and the
idiitification of patterns occurring before and during the emergence of

* a:.tive regions. will illuminate the dynamics of this process. Through the use
, high spectral resolution and moderate spatial resolution, such instruments

L. ;Id sense small Doppler shifts from global-scale and smaller features. A de-
>i1n Lo'dl would be a velocity resolution of 1 rn/see, a spatial resolution of

sec ot arc, and an ability to scan the disk of the sLln once per hour.

/iii, Oscillations an(( Secular ('iangcs in the Sdar I)iamctcr Measurements
Of oscllations in the figure of the sun pr)1vidC a Unique way of plobIng in-
terior condtitions that could lead to a better understanding of processes of

• energy generation, transmission, and storage (Recommendation l.l.a). An
important step could be Made throUgh relatively straightfolk ard upgrading

and use ot *he existing Santa Catalina Laboratory for E-xperinental Relativity

.A
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*,t;omiietiv (SCLI RA) instrument at the University of Arizona and the
,. V :1 t At >cveal simple inst. nents to measure possible changes in the

.illd fig0ure of the sun. Changes at the level of 0.005% (0.1 sec
i, :Jt he vxpected to accompany small changes in the solar luminos-

_d , , onceivably provide an auxiliary monitor of solar constant

I,, L

i .- t cr .agnt-tagraph Continued support should be provided for in-

.,trLL,.. 1ts to define vector magnetic fields in the solar photosphere and
.r i, pIher e (Reconimendation l.I.b). Instruments with this capability

;-L,%. ,xist .i :,1 .N S../NMarshall Space Flight Center and Mees Solar Observatory
SlLaii. Almost all of our present understanding of solar magnetic fields

is ,.scd 0A complex surface fields. The observational gap has particularly re-
-t1i,.ctd oui understanding of the physical nature of flare-producing regions.
\ vector miagnetograph or Stokes polarimeter is currently envisaged as one
, the focal.plane instruments to be carried on the SO'T- to realize the full

p,'ten:iial of this orbital instrument, at least one ground-based polarimeter
should he supported.

Ti-e c0nnplexity of polarimetric analysis makes it imperative that the tech-
111que of bervation and data reduction be developed carefully on the ground
firs. (Recommendation 11.5).

Sr( ,bal 11M'ntic and Velociti' Fields Careful study of global-scale velo-
'irtv ields at. for instance, the Stanford Solar Observatory has yielded inde-
peniu,,t evidence for oscillations of the solar convection zone and deep
initern.i. on the time scale of hours (Recommendation 1.1 .b). Sensitive mea-

* sui:'ents of the global-scale magnetic fields have yielded useful evidence on
s,,W vaiations in large-scale magnetic structures, such as the extended areas
(,,I net unipolar field, associated with coronal holes. These measurements will
c:ontinue to play an important role toward defining the basic mechanisms of

* solar variability.

Si) .VAutrin, Astronomv Two areas of solar-terrestrial research can help to
resahc the current dilemma of a surprisingly low neutrino flux from the sun.
ThesC arc empirical and theoretical studies of relevant nuclear cross sections

S"Md neutrino litetimes and continued development of second-generation neu-
trino detection devices capable of sensing low-energy neutrinos produced in
tle o-prate and independent steps of the solar nuclear-reaction chain (Rec-
,mnnemJatior1 1. 1 .a).

l)etectors using gallium, lithium, thallium, and indium are now under
.udy !t the Brookhaven and Argonne National Laboratories and the Bell

la.norrjoris. The present observational limit of a solar neutrino flux at least

*
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three times smaller than expected theoretically raises questions with pro-

found implications in many fields, including the possibility of secular changes
in solar-energy production in the core of the sun. The present measurements
have been extremely valuable in posing the problem. Yet the measurements
come from a single observing station and are based on a necessarily inefficient
detection system that senses only the high-energy tail of a neutrino distribu-
tion for one relatively insensitive step in a hypothesized chain of nuclear

processes. The recently proposed neutrino mass can affect the predictions
su bstantially.

/vii) Stellar Observation Facilit, Insights into solar variability can be
achieved by the utilization of existing facilities such as the 60-inch Mt. Wilson
telescope to monitor short- and long-period variations in other stars of solar
type (Recommendations L.l.a and L.l.b). Parameters of interest are continuing
brightness and spectral-line variations on time scale of days to tens of years.

(b) Subrbital Observations

Rockets continue to perform an extremely useful function as they have over
the past decade as vehicles for powerful high-spatial-resolution ultraviolet
spectrographs and ultraviolet coronographs (Recommendation l.l.b). They
ar- alko commonly in use as vehicles to carry radiometers for measurement
tot the solar constant and spectral irradiance (Recommendation 1.1 .a). Con-
tinued support is needed for rocket programs to develop new spaceborne in-
struinentation (Recommendation 11.5) and also as a cost-effective vehicle for
observations that do not require continuous coverage.

(c) Spaceborn' Observations

(ij Solar Constant and Spectral Irradiance Instruments A dedicated and
.highly visible program of support is needed to bring to reality the oft-cited
goals of long-term solar constant and solar spectral irradiance measurements
(Recommendation 1.1.a). An immediate development program is needed to
hrirng ahout major improvements in solar radiometer design, stability, and

* 1 iboratory standards. A carefully planned 22-year program to make use of

-,prtunities on the Space Shuttle and other missions needs to be formulated
I!"d implemented with assurances of continuity. Crucial to its success and
,ti:Jlit, is the involvement of practicing scientists from the solar-physics

,:o munity. In the spectral irradiance program, particular emphasis should
t -laced on defining the nature of photon flux variability in the 1500-3000

A itgion. wvhere solar fluctuations are of particular importance to the chemnis-
tr, I Ihe upper atmosphere.

I
*D
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,iii Solar Optical Telescope (SOT) The SOT will provide images with 0.1
,,, of arc spatial resolution of surface features of the sun to an interchange-
,-Ic array of instruments, including a filter magnetograph and high-dispersion

kwtical and ultraviolet spectrographs (Recommendation l.I.b). SOT missions
.:;e contemplated to last about a week. To take full advantage of the flexibil-
I,5 (f this unique facility, there should be regular re-flights, as originally
plannecd.

p

, horctical Studies

A balanced program to study the basic mechanisms of solar variability will
require theoretical inv'estigations including the following topics:

I. The investigation of physical mechanisms leading to possible variations
1n solar luminosity (S) on levels and time scales of climatological significance,
i.e.. .. S - 10- 3. t 1 year (Recommendation I.l .a). Modeling of the solar
c,,nvction zone to determine better the possible connection between such
parameters as the solar diameter and the photospheric heat flux. and influ- P
ences of variable magnetic fields on the total luminosity.

2. The continued study of physical processes leading to the intensification
of strong magnetic fields, their emergence at the photosphere, and their dis-
persal and ohmuic dissipation (Recommendation l.l.b). Such a study will
require modeling of solar convection, with efforts to incorporate compressi- p

uiiitx and magnetic Lorentz forces. The effects of the convection-zone kine-
* Iati,:s. derived from these models, on magnetic fields in the solar interior
require study in the context of dynamo theory and other concepts such as

Srsional oscillations. The genetal topic of magnetic-field behavior in a turbu.
Icnt tluid must be investigated to learn more about the transport, stability,
',ild dispersal of the fields over the range of spatial wave numbers observed at
he ph )osphere. The decay of magnetic fields of opposite polarity in such
!urhalent velocity fields is still poorly understood. flow does reconnection
,ro x,.. What role does the consequent ohmic dissipation play in the heating

plotospheric. chromospheric, and coronal structures?
3 The further study of the dynamics of the corona, particularly in order

t, understand the relative roles of energy and momentum deposition in the
acceleration process of the solar wind (Recommendations 1.1 .b and 1.2.a).

4. -he study of waves in the solar interior, in order to determine their role
t . ., nt-,mi energy and angular momentum, and in the possible mixing of

th riiiac:t. urt ,in:c oe with outer regions of the solar interior. This would
inc, c. m inwcd clse analysis of the acoustic p-modes as a useful diagnos-
tic t ci,'ctrm lone onditions (Recommendation 1.1 .a).

"[t11c cn nued detailed study ot conditions that produce flares, possi-
, '', .2' L, ec\ntua! abilitm to predict them. A close study of flare

4 p - " - - " - ' ., -, ..
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prccursL ,. such as changes in velocity patterns, oscillation modes, or inag-
i Ctic -tructure, will be required. More refined modeling of the basic flare
ji-QCss will be required to understand the acceleration of high-energy part-
ic!es and the nature of the continued heating in the decay phase. The mag-
netic stability of loop configurations must be investigated in more detail to

,, tudN the likely role of instabilities causing the flare eruption.

- Data from Other Fields

*Almost all of our hard knowledge of long-term solar behavior, including the
cxistence of periods of anomalous behavior such as the Maunder Minimum,
lias cone from proxy indicators such as tree-ring radiocarbon dating. Other,
longer-lived isotopic tracers of solar activity such as beryllium-10 studies of
sea cores and ice samples promise to extend our knowledge of solar variability
as much as a million years or more into the past. The natural samples that are
the basis for these studies and the methods of analyzing them (such as the
conventional radioactive decay measurements of radiocarbon or new nuclear
accelerator techniques) are in fields of science that are not traditionally
funded through solar- or atmospheric-science agency offices. Tree-ring labora-
tories and radiocarbon analysis facilities are traditionally underfunded and
short staffed. As solar studies come to depend increasingly on these data
sources. provision should be made to provide STR support for such studies
and for the facilities that are used.

2. The Interplanetary Medium

Tile particular aspects of research in the interplanetary medium emphasized
below are linked with the achievement of the scientific recommendations
presented in Chapter 2. The discussion of existing modes of ground-based ob-
servations below is not intended to suggest that the development of new ideas
or techniques should be excluded. tligh priority should be given, for exam-
pie. to the coordination of observations of optical/x-ray flares, radio bursts,
coronal transients, and interplanetary scintillations (IPS) resulting from mass
ejections and shocks. We give only a short discussion of some spacecraft mis-

0 sions. because a detailed and thorough discussion of them is available in a
,cen t report of the Space Science Board, Solar-Sy'stem Space Physics in the
I98n',' ..I Research Stratcq. (Tihe major recommendations of that study are
ieproduced in Appendix A and in the NASA design study for the mission
",rigins ot Plasmas in tile Earth's Neigborhood.")

0 In the following, we discuss those diagnostic observations obtained with
.c:oond-hased and space techniques that we believe to be (he minimum
nee2ded for both theoretical and modeling studies that fulfill the intent of the
5 Ikltlce reconillendatiotis in this area.

, . -" . .. . - " - - ,
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,, fr,,uPO-lased Obsen'ations

ii ttc II 0)..wnations tie 1I 1030-8 A observations (like those currently car-
111 Lut at Kitt Peak. for example) should be continued (Recommendation

. .. These images of the solar disk provide a monitor of suspected coronal
holes that appear at the solar east limb and then march, often with changed
geometry. toward the central meridian. These solar image observations can be
,.cviciated with solar-wind-stream interactions detected by in situ techniques
and help to detine boundary conditions for solar-wind flow near the sun.
They thereby reveal certain features of the heliosphere's structure and are al-
ready used as an early predictor of sustained activity.

ii Radio Spectrographs and lntcrferoneters Radio spectrographs and
inotei eiomneters (like those at Fort Davis and Clark Lake and the l)ol) SOON/
RSI N * sites, ft, example) are needed to provide information for distinguish-
mg the various piocesses (energetic particle streams, shocks, or trapped par-
tiles) that give rise to radio emissions. These observations are essential for
hiuplementation of Recommendation 1.2.b on solar disturbances and the
interplanetary "transmission line" because initial solar transient conditions
(Ty pt Ill electrons. Type 11 shocks) can be determined in this way. These ob-
-rations also provide data on the three-dimensional structure of the helio-
,pherc ( Recommendation 1.2.a).

"iii Ncutron Monitors A minimal network of neutron monitor stations
,.:cesary for implementing three-dimensional studies of cosmic-rays with

energies > I GeV should have cones of acceptance as follows: (1) perpendicu-
!,f it, the ecliptic and at locations for which the threshold imposed by atmo-
spheric and geomagnetic cutoffs are 2 GeV and 15 GeV, respectively, and
2 a high-altitude station at a location where the threshold is atmospheric

rLther than geomagnetic. The neutron monitor data address the basic na-
turc, of the lheliosphere (Recommendation 1.2.a). To achieve the goals of
sru,tyig heliospheric anisotropies that arise from various transient phe-
nIomena and their energy dependence (Recommendation 1.2.b), it is essential
'hat ihe existing group of strategically located sites (maintained by the
o'ited S~ate,) he continued.

(ii hlr, rplattarv and Spacecraft Scintillations Scintillations of radio
v., , o'n Small-diameter radio sources provide important information on
, :-v. rt l vel.,,, tx and turbulence throughout the heliosphere oi a regular

R. omimuerdations 1.2 .a and 1.2 .b). Spacecraft telemetry signals can
f

(, ;" .![,I PSIN are ahhkcviations lor the Solar Optical Operation Network and the 1
, ,:: 1 elc,,'~ pe \cc k rk. repccmi ly.4 1
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also be used occasionally to probe the lower corona. Studies nf this type
(thuse conducted by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and University of Califor-
nia at San Diego, for example) should be continued and strengthened. These
observations, preferably coordinated with those at the IPS facilities in Japan
and India through the international program (STIP, Study of Travelling Inter-
planetary Phenomena) of the Scientific Committee on Solar-Terrestrial
Physics (SCOSTEP) would provide valuable information from as yet inacces-
sible regions close to the sun, following the recommendations on the basic

*-,' ±and disturbed interplanetary medium. During transient solar activity, Recom-
mendation 1.2.b would be served especially when coordinated with items (ii)
and (iii) above.

f h) Suborbital Observations

We do not consider that observations in this category can, at the present state
of the art, be given a high priority for studies of the interplanetary medium.
However, as in the other specific disciplines, rockets may provide a means of
testing innovations in instrumentation.

fc) Spaceborne Observations

As noted in our introduction, specific new spacecraft plans for the next de-
cade have been considered in detail in previous studies, and we fully support
those recommendations. Hence we consider here only recommendations for
continued observations and the use of data from currently operating space-
craft. We also make some recommendations for instrumentation and future
mission planning.

(i) Continued Observations The present network of deep-space probes,
*near-earth monitors, and ground-based observations should be exploited as

fully as possible by coordinating multiple spacecraft observations of both nor-
meal conditions (Recommendation 1.2.a) and nonroutine special events (Rec-
ormnendation 1.2.b) and by establishing mechanisms for rapid response. Ex-
amples follow:

* e Continued tracking and extended mission for Pioneers 10 and I1 and
\"oy(Agers I and 2 will enable us to explore for the first time the outer regions
of the solai system and will permit the study of the evolution of the heho-
sphere over one or more complete 22-year solar cycles.

* Simultaneous observations using imaging FUV, XUv, and x-ray photo-
spectrometers and white-light/Lyman-alpha coronographs would relate the
solar and terrestrial ends of the sun-earth system. Missions that incorporate
these techniques (such as Solar Maximum Mission, P78-1, System '90. and
Pin-Itole Camera) should be encouraged.

7 " • .
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,;.:,Prg-Tcrm Coordinated Obsenarions at I -It Plans ,hould be de-

,,ed fo missions near I AU at superior conjunctron permittine continlu- S
, f aid IN Old NOlar-wind observations with plasma, magnetic tield, ener-
cti, particle, and kilometric wavelength observations of high-speed streams

.:n, s1o,.ks from coronal holes and flares (RecOmnmendatiois 1.2.a and 1.2.b).
li ":c latter case. imaging devices on spacecraft that could view tile side of

ilen not vIsOhle from the earth would improve the reliability of predic-
il, .. It is especially important that adequate funds for the analysis of space-
,:att ohservations from multiple locations be provided on a long-term dedi-

.tcd basis. Coordinated studies of this type, like those conducted during tile
A.ust 1)72 flares and more recently (in 1977) by [lelios-I and -2. Im1,-7 and
-,. i1 t . and Vovagers 1 and 2. provide synoptic material essential tor all
undertarding of the sun-earth linkage.

It i. also important to continue long-term in situ solar-wind ohservatiors at
1 A. in the vicinity of the earth. The ISi 1 -3 payload made a start, which

iould be ont in uet by li Inteiplanetary Laboratory (IPt )of tie ()rigin o f

i'l,,nias in the Earth's Nei,,hbothnod 4PI p )missiom and pay load capabilities
icr deve!,peJ for the fur tire.

MU !,. rCoupliarn-Ma, c'trsp/wrc (;,zpling Srudic It is of particular ir-

,rncc .at we understand the coupling of interplanetary disturbances to

!,L...f. c t,,phcric processes (Recommendation .2.c.). For example. two
.. h.,,- ,,I !iuotglht are prevalent at this time. In one. it appears that solar-
*A,,t enicw% c.in be stored within the magnetosphere and explosively released
rW t i. tct -t a solar-% imd distuIbance (the arrival of a shock wave, or re-

t the field lines at the ,nagnetopause). In the other, it appears
1;;,: It Iaction (,of the order of I percent) of the energy in the solar wind inci-

dent on the mragnetilsplere cal be transferred to the magnetosphere with anI
c: -i,.e:c, that depend; on tile orientation of the interplanetary magnetic
'i-ij * hied by tie solar wind.

',inedlrtheorelical and observational program is needed. The latter
ti v,.ude dedicated monitoring of solar-wind plasma and magnetic fielhls

t he i Nri o-0ided } I SI 1 -3, together with geophysical index monitoring
, i, i >,iiran ce. ;t)o and At. (auroral electroje It). The former should

-c I .:c ',. en_.io:il and tliee-diniensional magnetohi drod\'nanic colrn-
, .c . slar-tllie arid L.0roilal-hlole di urlances idi th r piopa-
- , l) t l the Caitl. [Hie imnlated lkc!tlt1, "11,,11d he N.,1 rpav!ed

, .:!!r. ', lipstrearn horn and at ile earth. Ideally. t, Mln.made
. ! j:-,.! in the inrerplanetary medium w.,uld I11plo'. c 1nnttpoi lt

",Ct; .itioi ,,I ,.ir ideas abot t ire sut -iterplanct.r. -ragnct, sphcrce, -

-,, 1 lhe c, ,-Il'.i-etfect chldin should be checked I oh 'scr,.'aUl, in

'I.; t:: r.1 ,) e , the type to he p)ovided by'the 'I \ 1111,1,Il ln (1kIL

* ",,. . -... .: te !k\ ,,the ,es, A , l dace and rcltln of enoef ,

It
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(1, fl'l,,spheric Boundary, Probe Planning should start for a probe to tile

heliospheric boundary (Recommendation 1.2.a). Our horizon is at present
being extended by Pioneers 10 and II and Voyagers I and 2. Because an 5
understanding of the general structure of the heliosphere is essential to an
understanding of STR, it is important that our exploration of critical regions
of the heliosphere continue. They should be followed by a spacecraft with a
sensitive, sophisticated instrumental complement to search for the heliopause,
which, according to best current estimates, is possibly beyond 100 A U. Infor-
mnation on its existence, structure, and location will have an important bear-
ing on solar-wind parameters, turbulence, and cosmic-ray modulation at the
earth's orbit of interest to solar-terrestrial research.

(i) lnstntn'nt Development In order to use more fully the opportunities
that future missions are expected to provide, we urge that the following areas
of instrumental development be encouraged:

* Experimental systems for a solar probe mission (i.e., Star lProbe),

capable of withstanding thermal stress and offering large dynamical range.
* Solar-wind ion-mass spectrometers, providing better ion-mass resolution

and faster time resolution. The study of the rarer ionic species would benefit
substantially from the development of detector systems with larger collection
rates.

* Innovative and coordinated instrumentation, developed to study the
most significant aspects of turbulence and fluctuations in the interplanetary
inlediun. ('lose collaboration between experimenters and theorists should be
Ictura.edl for defining experimental design and goals.

o Cos n,:-ray detectors, able to measure particle charge states in the
tcm-,_",Vrange from I to 10 MeV/charge. The development of large-area

d.te,:tors to study particle composition, three-dimensional anisotropies, and
tavt tiric variations is also desirable.

(J) hc 'reti( al Studies

Sc'eral processes in the interplanetary medium, the theoretical studv of

\,hich , ould serve the goals of both Recommendation 1.2.a (steady-state
st i-nI-tre) and Recommendation 1.2.b (transients), arc noted below.

A .011pIt'iiensive study of physical processes in the interplanetary nedium

!i >r ficiS On some of the specific individual problems whose understanding
I, .t,!'"Cnttl it the overall goals are to he realized. NASA'"; Solar Terrestrial
TI co,; Prizram is mak,.q, a good beginning on this.

(ii ( hrecj-Partich Propatalon and iransprt We must understand how
iJ n:e,: ical pr,)cc~ses. inclu dinp transients in the inticrpla net ary medium, arc

aittcct c and Controlled by the three-dimensional structure of lie lid il splhcie.

. .. . . . . - _ _ .. .... .+ .. , .. i ::" : :i:: - ... .. . .. " "

: ... . " .. .j .' .... .,: ."1. .
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t, it *,ecessarJ, that we develop a theory of charged-particle propagation in the
..:rpletar} medium. This is an important aspect of implementing the rec-

.!vCeination on the steady-state heliosphere.

I, t ,: t nrart, .. cceleration Processes Theories of solar-wind particle
.I. rra~i,.- by propagating shock waves or by planetary bow shocks are
rie,!d. As in the propagation theories mentioned above, the understanding

LI"~ eacceleration processes also requires a knowledge of the nature of
,:.,!lanetarV tluctuations and of how particles propagate through such flUc-
ik..ouns. Althoudh current efforts have demonstrated good agreement be-
;, :1 numerical experiments and theory, these show serious discrepancies
'.~A ij O ervation. It must be that some important physical processes are miss-

i a the numerical and theoretical models. Two approaches are currently
* .in. idicd. The first is the stochastic acceleration of particles by shock
,..., .i~J tw! hulent plasma ahead of or behind these shocks- the second is a
_,: t -It J i ft sc t up by the V x B field in the shock frame. Both of these
*.: ; . h 2S > ,, m ld he fIly exploited, together with c,msideration of' lhe

S ,. filds provided by modeling and observational studies.

i r!) 1C,1C a1d t-lucruations To understand the observed nature (if

?L.: . ,,-d magnetic fluctuations, a vigorous effort involving analytical and
:,11.e;:c, techniques is necessary to answer such fundamental questions as
'2 : tol. v~i:. If fluctuations are waves, then which wave modes predominate,

;va io they evolve in the solar wind'? If these fluctuations are "turbu-
then what is the statistical nature of this turbulence? Other aspects

,ill rt':norv new missions, as noted above, in which experimenters and theo-

.ST\ " llalrohrtle closely on experimental design and goals.

* 'i; ;!jenc' ,uidr,,dvnanic lodeling Related problems requiring contin-
,.i. it not increased, attention include the development of magnetohydro-

u.- time-dependent two- and three-dimensional multifluid codes, includ-
01 011OUalos'" transport coefficients. Self-consistent models, including

!,i)er-ti ment equations, are necessary to examine non-Maxwellian distribu-
11,e," I LVn, ns, anisotropies. particle beams, heat flux, and thermal conductiv- ]
i cs. It i, esen tial that the theoretical computer modeling of shocks, various
.iltuiullleitles and Alfvn waves be .ompared with inl silu observations and

S,,t-rcd owbservations. These theoretical studies provide a codification of
* c. . a !d ,rmnulation of unifying concepts. These studies should proceed

.if )v.11 i, independent course instead of attempting to explain specific
' Jcl.htm,-, Their results should be compared with observations from several

, Ac ,. e4; ,eemed appropriate by the independent theoretician.

.6.
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3 Magnetosphere-ionosphere

-1 he accomplishment of the scientific recommendations presented in Chapter
i"oequies that a specific research program be carried out in the magneto-

,:heic and ionosphere. A quantitative understanding of the physical mecha-
:;ismin governing particle and energy transport in the near-earth space environ-
rncwit iequires a carefully planned program of spacecraft, rocket, balloon, and
rOUIid-based observations. In situ measurements with spacecraft in the solar
vind. in high-inclination orbits, and in the distant magnetotail are essential to

Uin an overall view of magnetosphere energy-transfer processes. These
.,iSL.surcients must be complemented at times with balloon observations,

:ia-I.titude rocket experiments, and appropriate ground-based measure-
tor the detailed study of small-scale structures.

\ii implementation strategy for space-based studies of solar-system
v a-ii,,nas in the 1980's has been developed by the Committee on Solar and

pace lhy<I,:s C(SSP) of the Space Science Board. The main recommenda-
tions of their study are reproduced in Appendix A. Their strategy has four

,,itlor elements: a two-satellite atmospheric research effort [the Upper Atmo-
spherc Research Satellites (IARS)] , the four-satellite magnetosphere-inter-
;,lanetary research effort (OPLN), a Shuttle-based program for solar physics
that bevins with the Solar Optical Telescope (SOT), and the Dynamics
I xpl,,rcr. This strategy is compatible with the science discussions in Chapter
" and is central to future national efforts in solar-terrestrial research. Because
th,se elements of the CSSP strategy are covered in depth in their report, they
,.re oyv outlined briefly below in Subsection (c).

Ou, implementation strategy for ground-based and suborbital studies of

,,Lir-% stem plasnma processes is based on the scientific discussions arid result-

:t2 recommendations in Chapter 2. Ground-based and suborbital observations
.tle ionosphere and upper atmosphere at high geomagnetic latitudes will be
! !Cat importance in the next decade to furnish crucial information on mag-

S:ct pheric processes. The advantage of passing relatively slowly through the i
%,,Pus ionospheric projections of magnetospheric regions offers important
, ,'prtunities for seeing temporal and spatial variations, which are often

S,,'d or are difficult to interpret from satellite observations.

r (;r( 'und-Based Obsenations

lou Wcgratcd Station Arrays and Unmanned Stations Developments in
c!cctrorics, and sensor technologies have provided, during the last decade, a
-ica:., increased capability for "conventional" geophysical instrumentation
uis a magnetometers, riometers, and V Lt- receivers. Similar improvements

!ave heen made in data acquisition, transmission, and processing techniques.

, S
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., ,;brvitories with such instrumentation are now being used to pro-
,.* *i'.,,-k-tiiie intformation on the state of magnetosphere-ionospliere

, ,*' ii:i,, ,; ll o eneral predictive purposes. They are also being used to per-
.C .:,ciliate assessment of complementary data sets (e.g.. auroral radar.

,,".,,' : detectors), where information on important boundaries in the
,. v.i ,,C such as the polar cap, the equatorward border of the auroral

v c i, pla,pause, and substorm-disturbed regions is a requirement (Rec-
,, l i t lio 1.3.a.).

-m:c de,.,de should feature the continued development of more effec-
. , p,-,eCi data-acquisition and preprocessing systems for use in remote

like :\Iitarctica. where, up to now, it has been almost impossible to set
n i ..V., optimum station spacing. These arrays should involve remote

-- : e atories. possibly powered with energy extracted from the
. .~, -Flt. There will be a need to develop high-quality softtware for

..I display of the various types of data that will be acquired.
I h vlnh the advanced development of remote array capabilities

' ,,: t- cntinued operation (either manned or unmanned or a combi-

F, of a high-resolution array to monitor continually the mag-
*,:.,.cenergy dissipated in the near-earth environment. A chain, like

htK- !i Alaskan sector, could be connected for data acquisition to other
t it , i. ii the Scandinavian sector to achieve a transpolar configuration

,' a magnetic meridian. Such a configuration is of fundamental
' ' C to stludy, on a continuous basis, noon-midnight and dawn-dusk

S, .re,.. of the entire polar cap and the auroral oval current system.

,,r ,:-Sattcr Radar The coherent-scatter radar technique is based
* rhe ae.,>urement of the Doppler shift of V1ii- radio waves scattered from

.i;_ plasia irrecularities associated with ionospheric currents. Through
o. .' ;inge-gatng techniques and two multiple-beam receiving antennas,

.4 .!, picked set of drift velocity measurements (about 400 points dis-
lied ver an ionospheric area of about 230,000 kmn) can be obtained
n1 t;,se regions where ionospheric currents are present with sufficient

, ,c2'ilt t, establish the irregularities required to scatter the viii: signal

In ,,dc; ,o obtain appreciable coherent scattering, the probing radio waves
1: tI kt! ditected nearly perpendicular to the local magnetic field at the iono-
pill.. !cithit Where the irregularities produce the scattering. This condition
Scc .n~c icreasingly difficult to satisfy as one progresses toward the magnc-
n, o!,," Tice is an observational threshold set by the relative velocity le-

,c ,e'lrons and ions: when the ionospheric electric field is less than
,:,: i '3 7 N m, there are too few irregularities to yield an identifiable re-
', ii I.'ll l

- ,' " :, -i , I - i " . . . .. n
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ts 11om the currently operating SI A R I. radar syste m in Scan dinavia
!.\Q K;\id,'d important new views of the distribution of the electric field

.ltc airor,, as xell as the temporal variations of the electric field associ-
.s ,ii. h% dromagnetic w aves. In conjunction with satellite magnetometer
k ta. ii t!az been possible to obtain some new results on the latitudinal distri-

i ii k,, magnetic-field-aligned currents. The economy of this technique
11h u , uster its deployment at several locations in the auroral zone, extend-

inI ifldtnde to yield an instantaneous view of plasma convection and the
....- c and transient electric fields.

;h It. ,,hcrctit-Scatter Radar The incoherent-scatter (IS) radar technique
I-!. ,- es the local plasma density. Ion-drift speed and the temperatures are

i ':id from the frequency displacement and spectral shape of the received
IA. Pulsed is radar provides range discrimination with simultaneous

i, .,1tplc measurements of the received signals at designated altitudes. Using
I altitude profiles of the derived densities, temperatures, and drift veloci-
t i.,ne can deduce additional information about ionospheric electric fields,

i 1ecion current densities, ionospheric conductivities, Joule heating rates,
',,n-neutral collision rates, F-region neutral winds, energetic particle precipi-

.n characteristics, and ion recombination rates (Recommendations 1.3.a

.lfid 1.3.h).
tor radar like that at Chatanika, Alaska, observations become difficult
en the electron density is less than about I cn - . For a nionostatic
Lir. the ion-drift velocity vectors are obtained from spatial and temporal

* ,ei.ces. Multiple receivers. such as those to be deployed around the Euro-
p,?icn incoherent-scatter (-ISC(AT) facility, can substantially improve the
,x:t ~iI resolution of the velocity measurements.

(urentlv existing is radars include those at Chatanika (Alaska), Millstone
1111 (\lass:ichuiisetts), Arecibo (Puerto Rico), Jicamarca (Pe ru), St. San1tin

(I Ar cc and in northern Scandinavia. The establishment of an is radar at a
Li :h geomaoietic latitude site is the foundation of our national plan fmr

unid-;hased studies of the polar cusp, the polar cap, and the high-latitude
,,cc of the nihilside auroral oval (Recommendation 1.3.a).

, )t,ria/ .lIlsurcMlt('nts Three distinct categories of optical Ieasu re-
t have provided a wealth of unique observations of the nagnetospheric.

ic. and atmospheric environment. First, optical imaging on the
'I c,pric 1 \ screen" proides information on magnetospheric processes
z. . cd in the torm of auroras (Recommendation 1.3.a). Second, spectro-

pi., i c,!,nations prnivide a quantitative tool for studying the coip lex
,2 ,:i i, io- n , n and neutral species In the high atmosphere, particulaly as
.cd 11,, iictataHle species and minor constituents (Recommendations

• . .I
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K 3 .~.i!id 13b .Third, interferometric measurements of' selected emission

S:!'W'" trc a relatively low-cost means for obtaining systematic data of ion m~o-

ik> imn, neutral winds, important parameters for studying global thernio-
liciccrculation and miagnetospher-ic convection (RecommendationI.b.

(Tilcal measurements of natural atomic or molecular cmissions can he
k: cost-Cffective and should therefore take advantage of recent develop-

.. ~isin detector technology. Innovation in some fuindamrental optical con-
p and radical changes in capabilities make possible new instrumentation.

P~ic \~l used photographic all-sky camera, imaging with light f'rom the
o.tal auworal spectrum, weighted according to the response of' the film used,

.uid he replaced with electronic monochromatic irnagers (e.g., image tube
~' J.1red-cupld dode arrays). Such electronic iimagets, providing both

a! and spectral information, would replace not only the all-sky camera
althe conventional mieridian-scanning photometers. ih-spectral-

r1,o1ii InI systems are needed for the observation of the daytime auroras at
* jY n, ni hern hiemispherie sites where adverse solar illumination is encoun-

iAd NI ultiple- talon Fahry-Perot interferomneters Would allow optical oh-
()I~ o da).side auroras. I igh-throughput spectrophotomietric f'acilities

* c&C :edto monitor tie low level of optical emissions from the mnetastable
-. l~phelcspecies. Optical D~oppler techniques are nowv being used to ica-

01t10o"pheric winds f'ionl the ground and will in due course be made f'romi

* ~Krhital Ohsenlaliofls

i us Instruments flown on zero-pressure balloons have provided in-
* Ion SuICh variables as electron bremsstrahlung x-ray fluxes and iono-

1, intield,. all of' which are important for studying a number of
* *1 '-Kre-ikonosphere processes. In the fuiture, zero-pressure balloon

* 1 " il C Ini1 u to be an effective means of' obtaining data at strato-
10A1 Ts InI support of active experiments and in conucto with

1111n , I .tlmpAigns tbr the study of specific phenomena. A major new
-- ini- hilloonine technology involves superpressure balloons that

i, h yo.econ1 lvi thle sou themn hermisphe re for long-duration flights
. * U 11i idte-arniosp here objectives. At present. there is no well-

X1 1()l eily obtaining lauinch support f'or su~perpressure balloon
'An l -11 )pport uni lies should be trea ted like satellite oppor-

.................... : ii ctansshould be chosen from in di vid nallN submitted
In Np~1ti mh~o obectives.

* ~ R i, ' A ' Smun ding iocke is are the only vehlicles alhe to lians-
1;li lls*i' ilmefliattoti f'or in situ mecasurements in the 40- 1I.) 1 '()-kinl-

ecllthe\ '1C 1Also the Inkv 'slow-Ioving'' oh'senvalion plalti is
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ailahle at satellite altitudes. Rocket launches can be timed for specific geo-
physical (auroral) situations and often afford temporal and spatial resolution
unattainable with satellites. The use of rocket platforms provides opportuni-
ties for graduate students to conduct original research for advanced degrees,
OpportunitieS that essentially no longer exist with the long lead times that
K tellite experiments require. In the last decade, several fixed sounding-rocket
II nlnching sites have been closed or reduced in operations. Further reductions

111 otld virtually eliminate this valuable capability.

In the future, sounding-rocket platforms will be used principally for the
detailed multiparameter and multipoint study of specific magnetosphere-
nh0,phere problems and for active experiments. "Cause-and-effect" experi-
nIents that use rocket platforms for both the active portions of the experi-
ment and for diagnostic instrumentation will likely become important facets
Of snborbital research technology in the 1980's. Some investigations of
natural phenomena will require active releases from rockets as well as compre-

* heiisivC eround-based diagnostics.
There is a clear need for rocket platforms capable of probing the impor-

tant auroral acceleration zone above about 3000-km altitude from appropri-
ately located launch sites. Multirocket launches for electric-field measure-
n, ents at lower altitudes below the acceleration region will also be necessary.

'iii; .c1ic h.vpcrint'nts The behavior of the magnetosphere-ionosphere
' nem is governed by physical mechanisms that are part of extremely com-
plex chains of cause-and-effect relationships. The dynamics of these strong
feedback s stems are difficult to understand quantitatively solely on the

,.,i> i observations of natural perturbations that are highly unpredictable
:,i ho ,e initial conditions are often difficult to establish.

There are basically four types of possible man-made perturbations: ( I ) in-
i cction of electromagnetic waves of appropriate frequency, intensity, direc-
ii, and ttrve envelope: (2) injection of charged-particle beams of given
e ,%e ., intensity, and direction, (3) injection of plasma clouds or beams of
_k,,l c m positi ,n. temperature, and bulk speed: (4) injection of neutral

x,,-ic ot thesc controlled experiments are of the type called "tracer ex-
l:ts or 'active probine." in which the injected signal does not carrv

p.: f\ ! r or energy to cause a measurable perturbation of the medium.
i.h expc'rilnwts it is the propagation or evolut ion of the signal itself that
' a I. a -ctive probe to observe the prevailing natural conditions. We are

t I ,note that N .AS is undeitaking a siguificant program of active ex-
!'nl[, "ii1' thlIeC Of the above four types ot perturbations. Translittels

i,,Ac atois on Spacelab are under development for experiments ( I ) and
'I , . . A Wit I .S.-(;erman effort. Active NIagznetosphere Particle Tracer

I
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xlorer (..\IP111), will trace the entry of tracer chemicals from the solar
,,'.lild into the magnetosphere. On the other hand, some man-made perturba-
Tk,,s arc nondeliberate," such as electromagnetic radiation emitted by

..2tm -,wer networks and radio communication antennas and chemical
i, ases itto the upper atmosphere as products of high-flying aircraft or
ieket motor combustion, and may cause significant overall changes.

(;round-based VLF wave-injection experiments have proven most valuable
: ,iady the interaction of waves and energetic particles in the magnetosphere

and iii energetic particle precipitation. Radio-frequency heating experiments
operated in the continuous wave (cw) mode have been used to study the role

P parametric instabilities in the ionosphere. Shaped-charge barium injections
f PEIm sounding rockets have been successfully used to determine the electric
iield n the vicinity of auroral arcs and to study the relationship between stri-
uti n, and ionospheric instabilities. Electron-beam injections from rockets
t~I'c een used to measure the bounce and drift motions of particles on mag-
Snetic held lines near the trapping boundary, to study beam-plasma instabili-
tie, N, space. and to induce local instabilities and waves. Chemicals released
it,. thC upper atmosphere and the ionosphere are used to measure wind pro-

ailc, ut hizh altitudes and have been used to modify the ionospheric conduc-
ti i1\ under controlled conditions. Finally, active experiments have provided,

:01d continue to provide, valuable information on some of the local effects
', ted to occur during high-altitude nuclear detonations.

ihec ,hemoical release module, the electron ,ccelerator, and the wave-
i;., ;ti iacility. all proposed for Space Shuttle flights, are examples of

.,al, i:cility-class active experiment developments proposed for the future.
*,: ;i rt heating transmitters operating in a cw mode are being built at mid-

U::,,iic& near the Arecibo iS facility and in the auroral zone near the Euro-
1>. ie,, ihty. There is laboratory evidence that experiments using high-

, A ..,.-Cfs,. pulsed-plasma-wave excitation can lead to caviton formation,
* ,~. L' ,c ,I~aton. and nonlinear interactions in the high-latitude iono-

• -*.. (); rcd in a double-frequency mode with beat frequency in the
I :*.ich high-power pulsed beams could be used to excite ion-

., !-\ .,Iron. vhistler, and lower hybrid waves. Further study
'. ... . t th c possible results and implications from such high-peak-

i. ii rC Toni experiments conducted near an IS radar and rocket

ii . the distant magnetosphere will provide an important tool
. , r mechanisms through boundary layers and associated

'. r, tie..nins. Multiple. or multirocket, shaped-charge ion injec-
:. : J smultaneously at different points in the' neighborhood of
1 . , .,,uld he carried out to provide information on the fundamen-
' , ,c nature ot parallel electric fields responsible for auroral particle

, ,i Il l J.i ,,. ita ioral arcs.

.... "0." " . . . -.- " i" 'F .~ -. ili" ..
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'c) Spaccb,,nze Observations _

lhe implementation of solar-terrestrial research in the 1980's using space-
KLine instrumentation was developed in depth in the report by the Commit-
1,-. on Solar and Space Physics. Solar-System Space Physics in the 198)'s: A
i,'scarch Srrateg v. The scientific basis for this strategy was largely laid in
tiec Space Science Board report Space Plasma Ph'sics: The Snitdv of Solar-
.i stcln Plasmas. The major recommendations of both of these studies are
,tnoted in Appendix A and may be summarized as follows:

i Ori,in of'Plasma in Earth's Neighborhood (O PEA) The OPEN program-
,i, currentl. conceived consists of spacecraft at four locations [upstream
i!,tclplanetary space, the distant (>200 Re) geomagnetic tail, the near-equa-
trial magnetosphere, and high above the earth's north polar cap] . A compre-
l!n1,i\e instrument complement will make simultaneous measurements at
ch. location in order to ascertain the flow of energy and momentun from

the interplanetary medium, through the earth's system and ultimately energy
deposit ion on top of the upper atmosphere.

ivi.lc Solar Optical Telescope (SOT) The sor is a Shuttle-based instru-
:u c;, with 0.1 sec of arc spatial resolution to study surface features of the
,sun. using a variety of focal-plane instruments.

f/W, I pper-A tmosphere Research Satellite (U, RS) In addition to OP-.N
,.dd sSol, the UlARS spacecraft will complement the ionosphere-atmosphere
ekment of these measurements. These programs will follow the Dynamics
I \plrer spacecraft, which will study magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling
lx,; means of comparisons of simultaneous high- and low-latitude measure-
m ents, comprising particle distributions, field-aligned currents, and electric
and magnetic fields.

Thee four NASA programs form the core of a national effort in solar-
iestrial research and understanding in the next decade. We fully support

,hese programs, and the magnetosphere-ionosphere implementation plan that
c piesent in this chapter complements these spaceborne observing programs.

'i hre ' ical Studies7

," ,ta-gathe ring phase 4f the International Magnetospheric Study (IIS)
0..1N 0conducted in tile four-year perod 1976-1971). Coordinated ground-based,
ii 1,, , ic;. and space observations took place during the I\ S on an unprec-
.cnrcj ,c:lc. Large amounts of scientific data have been accumulated from
ACC 111i-1)f1s. both I.NIS-related and nonrelated. In part. this is a result of the
, j! Pt mr, satellites continue to function long after their designated prime

• I .
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.'svr phases. Data handling and management have become a problem be-
,tise of the staggering amounts of data produced and tile ever-increasing

P*:,cd, to conduct multiparameter studies.
In period 1J)$O-l985 has been designated as the Post-INIS Data Analysis

t \ hoSe objective is to promote analysis and theory in an organized, co-
,dinated kiv. A major accomplishment of the INiS has been the quick avail-

atlhit\ at the World Data Center A for Solar-Terrestrial Physics, NOAA
1B,3,dei. Colorado) of data obtained from an extensive array of ground-

',_r~ed ,napnetoneters and distributed in near real-time by the NOAA Lnviron-
1,cit L aboratory Data Acquisition and Display System. This successful exper-
1.,e i1 data handling and management should provide a basis for the devel-

~, ,, (t , data systems for solar-terrestrial research in the next decade.

I heo.y and computer modeling must play a more integral role in the fu-
d \elopment of solar-system physics. In addition to basic theoretical

:.heso -In analytical nature, important contributions to the development
,I -;inetospheric physics will come through computer modeling and simula-

t< Ct i,,t. Quite recently, NASA has implemented significant new en-
r ,n tile support of solar-terrestrial theory as a result of the Space Sci-

ce ,,ard st ud, Space Plasma Physics: The Study of Solar-Sistem Plasmas.

S
,nr/ u ntdjarivx d Priorities

1 ternus of ,round-hased measurements, the principal priority in the first por-
t>,i )I tile decade should be placed on the development of new ground-based
re st, umenlaton and data-handling techniques for use in studies of high geo-

S ma !netlc lititLude phenomena and for studies of magnetosphere-ionosphere
0,,,,,ing, Of equal priorit" during this time interval should be the analysis
:--ni Theoretical interpretation of the extensive suites of data acquired during

1h % lMS.

I iic above two priorities for ground-based research can probably be accom-
;h!s!cd onl with a significant decrease in some existing conventional ground-
:.2, (,Kervational work. With the exception of the operational portion of

uC, e I t.(.) kcy U. S. chains, such as the multi-instrumented array in the
hka.an sector. the resources thus freed should be devoted to the interpreta-

on , IM s data and to instrumentation development, including sensors and
,la i, :ii.n. The selection of the research efforts in these two areas should

j'... the Niandard peer-review process.
ia'cT in the decade, new ground-based observations, carried out both in

.A1i, i and in coordination with the tARS and OPI.N spacecraft, ,ill be
JuICJ t,) implement the scientific objective for the study of geophysical
,.~.,,e. a very high geomagnetic latitudes. Many of the studies of these

pr *,'eN can he attacked well using the incoherent-scatter radar techniques
IT Ike.: latitudes. The full benefit of such a facility can only be achieved by _____I-
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the ready availability of data from suitably spaced arrays (unmanned or
marned) of ground-based instruments both in the vicinity of a radar and at
other appropriate locations. Such arrays and observational complexes should
ckltaifl modern optical. magnetic, and radio-wave instruments and data-
handling sN stems.

Studies of the scientific objectives involving nagnetosphere-ionosphere-
,itm,,,pere coupling will require the acquisition of data at auroral and
,ti;ururrai locations, both in cooperation with. and independent of. a very-
li,,h-latit ude radar facility and closely associated arrays. The appropriate
! !Ljlementd lion for these coupling studies will depend on the physical
proc2,sc:, being studied and the inventiveness of the individual investigators.
lie c heien (-scatter radar technique will most likely play important roles in

fl , research.
The advent of the Space Shuttle, even a polar-orbiting Shuttle, will not

nccae the usefulness of balloons and rockets as platforms for studying a
number of problems in space plasma physics. Investigations of the structure
of auroral arcs and studies of the high-altitude auroral acceleration regions
will require rocket capabilities. Balloons will continue to be of importance as
pl., urms for studies of electron-produced x rays and of atmospheric and
ionospheric electric fields. The appropriate development of the capability for
lon-duration balloon flights may, in the future, become important for
itUdies of high-latitude magnetospheric phenomena.

Actike experiments will play an increasing role in some aspects of mag-
netspheric physics, particularly those problems that elucidate specific me-

Ih1mSms in the geospace environment. Rockets will continue to be required

!or carrying gas releases into various regions of the geospace environment to
measure winds, electric fields, and other parameters and to trace magnetic
field lineis and elucidate physical processes operating along them. Wave-
r jection experiments will continue to explore the reasons for particle loss
toin the magnetosphere and provide crucial insights into magnetosphere-
::m, Nphere coupling processes.

4. The Atmosphere

1;, ,,rder to achieve the scientific goals presented in Chapter 2 it is necessary
, ,, carry out certain programs of research in the middle atmosphere and in the P
..*nino,,phere. The research needs outlined below reflect the judgments of the
prc',,nt study and are consistent with the previous CSTR study on the upper
2 :iosphce, ( /pcr A tinsphere Research in the 1980's: (;round-Based, Air-
,;) Ro; .nd I;,,c ket Techniques. The principal recommendations of this earlier
,,k' A' ie +u1ted in Appendix A. The fact that the plan described below is

*

6
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lit'nided to achieve the scientific objectives of the recommendations in Chap-
tC; _ does not imply, however, that new techniques and/or scientific needs
i-oi anticipated here should not also receive careful consideration. Finally, the
icquircnieits discussed in this section appear to be consistent with current
aeencv funding projections and so do not anticipate the need for any signifi-
:ant increase in funding.

-Le level of our present-day understanding of the chemical and physical
te.htavioi of the thermosphere is different from that of the middle atmo-
sFhciC, pinimarily because the two regions have not been equally accessible to
iiea.uements. The thermosphere has been probed by satellites, rockets,
ronrid-based radar, and optical techniques for a number of years. By con-

;wast. the middle atmosphere has been probed infrequently, chiefly by bal-
hlfflns and rockets and only recently (using remote-sensing techniques) from
.a.ellites. Therefore, the requirements for implementing the major scientific
,J,.Jectives are different for the thermosphere and middle atmosphere. We em-
phasize the impu, tance of recent discoveries in the middle atmosphere, as
related to effects of human input, and recognize that the momentum now
-stablished in studying this region of the atmosphere must not be lost. The
pioblem associated with the fragility of the ozone layer, to name one con-
,picuous recent problem, illustrates the importance of understanding all
r.gionrs of the atmosphere surrounding us.

These considerations have led to the initiation of the Middle Atmosphere
Plo2raM (MAP), an international program of intensive study of the middle
atmosphere that has been designed for the time period 1982-1985. The cur-
rent position regarding the U.S. contribution to MAP has been described in a
recent (STR report, The Middle Atmosphere Program: Prospects for U.S.

a,; C;round-Based Observations
,'i) an r-lti-Latitude Radar An incoherent-scatter radar at very high lati-

tude needs to be established in order to observe the energy and momentum
iput int, the atmosphere from the cusp and dynamic processes in the polar
cap. (onsideration should be given to a site that aligns the existing western
* iier'phere radar stations in a meridional chain to study global dynamics
e-C:cctivei. Since energy propagation from the high-latitude auroral region is
-ccuaor-v:,rd, ohe eridional chain is important for studying the equatorward
propaption ot electric fields and ionospheric perturbations as well as neutral
wind. "~'nperture. and composition responses. The appropriate upgrading of
• 1'e 1-st ITI subauroral latitude radar is an important part of this plan (Rec-
.,r',1Jndai(,n 1.3.b ).

-6 -L: i i: : -; _ 7 i: ; ! -7) i .. .= -,, . -
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fii) ..ttmosphcric (MST and ST) Radars Radars can detect echoes created
by turbulence in the neutral atmosphere as a means of studying atmospheric
motions. The mesosphere-stratosphere-troposphere (M ST) and stratosphere-
troposphere (ST) radar capabilities should be exploited to gain a better under-
standing of the importance of small-scale motions in the overall dynamics of
the middle atmosphere. Studies should also be undertaken to examine the po-
tential scientific return of a more extensive network of MST and ST radars
(Recommendation 1.4.a).

(iii Spec troscopic Methods It is now possible to study all regions of the
middle atmosphere and thermosphere from the ground by methods that
Jpply wavelength discrimination. Absorption and emission spectroscopic
studies, at a wide range of wavelengths, from the optical to the radio, provide
a powerful tool to identify particular atmospheric species unambiguously.
Observations of the shift and shape of the spectral lines at very high resolu-

tion lead to information on atmospheric temperatures and winds. Active lidar
techniques are now well established as being capable of measuring tempera-
tures, winds, and certain minor atmospheric species in the middle atmo-
sphere. The recent rapid advances in detector and data-handling technology
should lead to significant improvements in these observations, which need to
be continued and expanded during the next decade. Meaningful coordination
among the groups carrying out these observations should be encouraged in
urder to help in elucidating the large-scale dynamics and chemistry in the
middle atmosphere and thermosphere (Recommendation 1.4.b).

:'irt luroral Facilities Magnetometer, auroral imaging, and optical spectro-
s.2opic data are useful for estimating magnetospheric energy input into the
atnosphere and its spatial and temporal variations. Since these methods are
the only way to obtain information on global energy inputs, a means for col-
lectinc and disseminating data on high-latitude magnetic disturbances and
auroral images should be maintained (Recommendations 1.3.b and 1.4.a).

t, Suborbital Observations

A vigorous program of in situ and remote-sensing observations from aircraft,
balloons, and rockets needs to be pursued to investigate the chemistry, dy-
namics, and electrical properties of the middle atmosphere. Direct sampling
of the middle atmosphere is an especially difficult undertaking, and, there-
fore. the development of new and/or novel concepts needs to be encouraged.
Direct measurements are important for investigating detailed chemical-reac-
tion processes. Thus, even with a strong program of satellite and ground-based
remote sensing, it is essential that the capability for in situ measurements

o_ o * . ° . -. . * " - . - .
. - ,,+ % . - ..-- "".,;
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it. ,iaft. b:lloons, and rockets be preserved. The sounding-rocket pro-
!.ill hll ben cuL and threatened on numerous occasions in recent years. It
i, li v crative for the health of atmospheric research that a viable national

, ockt program be maintained during the 1980's (Recommendation

, pa, c,,,,1 Ohsen'ations

I iwcr-..Atmosphere Research Satellite (LARS) A proposed satellite
1r.')r 1Lil (t ARS) has been described in detail by an earlier planning group.

'11" is 3 :mUltisatellite program that will be able to investigate the radiative
,:-g balane, chemistry, and dynamics of the stratosphere, mesosphere,

,,v.:; thermosphere. This program is the backbone of our national plan
y,., the hasic state of the middle atmosphere, its natural variability, and

..,,.se to various sobr-terrestrial perturbations. The U.S. contribution to
the Middle Atinu~pitere rrogram iiA' ), , major international progra: that
W. estibli.hed to study the energetics, dynamics, and chemistry of ,.. mid-
l, atmosphere was, to a large degree, tailored and timed to take place around

the first tMo LA RS launches. It is important from both a national and inter-
national point of view that this satellite program be carried out soon (Recom-
niendation 1.4.a).

tii, .*-Pc.!74jtt Opportunities In the 1980's there is a need to develop
itmospheric measurement capabilities for both Space Shuttle and free-flyer
:pacefli.,ht opportunities. For short-duration Shuttle missions, support is nec-
. ar. for the development and flight of new facility-class instruments that
.-ill ,.fectively probe the atmosphere with high spatial, temporal, and wave-
l,.'Ptil Iesolution. The continued development of instruments, using the latest
*cchnlogy. must be an integral part of such a program. Moreover, as pointed
,,;it ty the (SSP report, "it is essential that Shuttle-class instruments be kept
in space longer than one week at a time." This is necessary for studying atmo-
sphe:ic processes having longer time scales than Shuttle flight times and also
tor itiestigating intermittent solar-terrestrial perturbations. Shuttle instru- ' -.

iments currently being developed might eventually be combined with a power
-* ,i surce (such as the proposed 25-kW Power Module) to create a free-flying

Solar-Terrestrial Observatory.

-, A l ('tellite for Investigating Global Thermospheric Dynamics Consid-
cratIoTi and planning for a satellite in a high-inclination orbit that incorpo-

* ites the latest instrumental techniques should begin in the late 1980's. This
satellite is needed to investigate thermospheric dynamics from F-region
heiL'its down to the mesosphere and should be able to probe composition,

S
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win ,, and temperatures in the lower thermosphere and mesosphere and
:itnispheric response to auroral activity. It will complement the meridional
..,Lain of incoherent-scatter radar facilities, spanning the region from the polar
SCusp to the equator discussed above. Together they will provide a unique op-
r',itunity for a systematic exploration of the global response of the thermo-
,phcre and mesosphere to auroral inputs, solar ultraviolet changes, and lower
atmospheric perturbations, such as planetary waves and tides, as well as de-
ternning the nature of any instabilities in the general circulation. The satel-
lite and radar measurements should be coordinated and supplemented by
measurements from the network of ground-based optical observatories with
3 capability of measuring winds and temperatures in various thermospheric
,orglow emission regions (Recommendations 1.3.b and 1.4.a).

(d) Theoretical Studies

There is a need for the continued development of general circulation models
for both the thermosphere and middle atmosphere to incorporate the findings
of the experiments identified in the recommendations and to guide furthier
the optical and experimental effort. Since these models generally incorporate
only parameterized chemical schemes for computational efficiency, there is
also a need for continued development of one- and two-dimensional chemical
transport-radiative balance codes.

*
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The Solar-Terrestrial System

. INTRODUCTION

[: i , .aa that the sun affects the earth, but until quite recently most sci-

S1-e, heved that the only important effect was the bathing of the earth
wilth a uniturm. constant flux of electromagnetic radiation, mostly visible
Liht and infrared heat, with a little ultraviolet radiation added. Indeed, this
tlux I- iled the "solar constant." Over the past few decades, and especially
incu Ci, beeinning of the Space Age, this view has changed. We have become
SaWare of the existence of a vast, interrelated system in which many forms of
-PTerzy pr,,pagate and matter travels from the sun to the earth, and on beyond

Lk- tho most distant planets. The study of the various parts of this system,
,.. ih lhcir couplings and interactions, has become known as solar-terrestrial
reseatch* (or solar-planetary research, if planets other than the earth are ex-

hc:.~v emphasized). The component parts of the ystern--the sun, the inter-
:lam'tar' medium, and the magnetospheres, ionospheres, and atmospheres of
;:,w carth and other planets-are described in more detail below. We shall call

Us'sc is not yet quite uniform. The term "solar-terrestrial physics" has the widest inter-
itional currency, and the Scientific Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Physics (S( OSTEP)
i he lIntcrn-itonal Council of Scientific Unions is so designated. But atmospheric chem-

itry is _,rtainlv involved in solar-terrestrial processes, and even biology, in that the vege-
• atn Lround c,, cr affects atmospheric chemistry: thus many prefer a term with a wider
,rnmotatin than "physics." Other terms enjoying wide currency are "solar-terrestrial

-. liions" or "relationships." In all these, "planetary" is substituted for "terrestrial"
wn ,he broader context is appropriate. [-or example, the American Geophysical Union

-:s the t,:rm "solar-planetary relationships" for its Section in this field of interest.

PREVIOUS PAG
01)
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particular attention to the close interrelationships and feedback between the
various parts of the system.

If. THE SUN

I . Introduction

The ,un is a glowing ball of intensely hot gas held together by it own gravita-
t nral tield. The mass of this gas is so large that the density and pressure, and
hence temperature, are sufficient to initiate and maintain nuclear reactions.
Fusion. or the nuclear combining of hydrogen atoms to create heavier ele-
nints. must be the ultimate source of the sun's enormous outpouring of
eneregy from the photosp'here, the deepest directly visible layer of the atmo-
sphere. (The photosphere looks like the sun's surface, because the gases above
it are transparent: but a gaseous ball has no well-defined surface.)

The energy derived from nuclear reactions does not all go directly into
heat that is radiated into space. In the deepest solar interior, the energy liber-
ated by the proton-proton, or p-p, chain first works its way outward toward
tile ,.arf: e in the foini of energetic or short-wavelength "hard" x rays, then
aVi ss-energctic "soft" x rays, and ultraviolet radiation. Eventually this radia-
tion is absorbed in the outer layers, and the heated gas expands and rises. This
outcr region is known as the convection layer or zone and extends to a depth
i. roughly a quarter of the solar radius below the photosphere. The motions
,.t the ionized gas, or plasma, in the convection zone twist and tangle the

01 ,'iternally generated solar magnetic field that is embedded in the plasma,
stret,.hing the field lines like rubber bands and squeezing them closer together
in places, thus Lreating intense local fields.

At any given time. a significant part of the energy generated near the sun's
center may be diverted in the convection zone and stored there in coils of
:',,sted magnetic fields, in the kinetic energy of convective gas motion, or in
jn TicreOJe of the sun's potential energy through expansion of the sun's diam-
eter. In Niew of the complexity of our star's inner workings, it would be

.,e. ,.,1t ',uiprising if the amount of heat reaching the visible surface, and
" s e Sun\' luinosity, % ere exactly constant. Thus an essential ingredient

Ia tC0 %Ot solar-terrestrial research is a better observational understanding
t h,., ilA s outpt of light and heat mighit vary. What we believe to be impor-

i:rto . :tcs in this direction are discussed below.
i ir itensified magnetic fields generated in the convection zone tend to

t the surface under the action of the sun's convective motions coupled
,.ith h remarkable property of their own buoyancy. The localized tubes of
in 'i : fi-dl appear at the photosphere as magnetic active regions of various
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-.ls wich are thle scene (.f dark sunspots and also [)right areas. called

I !"! 1 increasrne' evidenice that some o0, tie err'rey stored in subsurface
I', :i tid ~oils dissipates fien it ervrer ges at the photospliere and is con-
i .~~~ d 01oi!Conso energy, thus increasing the local output of x-ray,

anid :-adio-frequency (rf) emission by very large factors. Although
* ~~ t' ch io the sun's total radiated e.nergy emitted at these waveleng~ths

L :\ Y!Aal(Il> than I part in I0).the resulting modulaLtionl is prIof Oundlv
."II t or tile chemlistry Of thle earth's Upper atmnosphere ThIos

&-'oflocalized excess energy Output are associated with casrpi

LI I., I~ KIOM as 1lar-es. the x-ray emission miaN thlen rise liv a fact or of' 100
C0 a:0 f te% minutes. Thus, a close study of' changes in the distrihution
1- 1 La;C "V~g Ifl Wavelength, or spectral irradiance particularly at these short

TO. ni1T1 I>. is criticalN important to solar-te r rest rial research.
! ilpation of Magnetic fields at the photosphere , and above it in the

* ic ard coronal layers of the solar atmosphere, not mnly affects
J !,*,diJition and its spectral distribution but also the outtlow of ruag-
:1 'ca e into the interplanetary medium. At times, flares Unleash in ex-

k ,GUrGs'is the stored energy of the nmgnetic field accullated slowly
J vi.ction layer. Flare eruptions heat the solar atmosphere trernen-

C I i lso hurl1 large volumes of gas into the interplanetary medium
ii( e.I.at its orbit. The gas drags the embedded solar magnetic field

i C r ,OC magn-etiC fields also shape the general steady outflow of plasma.
* I;. .'~erepzofls. the Field lines emerge fromn the interior a-nd return lo-

il arjtes that cover only a small fraction of the solar surface. Else-
aiduAl evolution of the magnetic field produces the so-called

!wo;J les.- In these. field lines are open and stretch beyond the earth's

.. :.21 .\ngmagnetized plasma to be accelerated outward, eventually to
*!2H!f ite earth at speeds ranging from 200 to 800 km/sec (or 0.5 mil-

21nmiles per hour).
aJr ,c-ve1red that the whole field pattern extending beyond the

i ajjt,.1, leaUst as, far oult aS Saturn changes its magnetic polarity
C '!S. Ib hi, lone-termi pro ;ess is still mysterious.

a .ea ~~lri rest nia1 rese arch is to understand and pro-
.1 tlc ess, th1A Connect observable changes on the sun to signifi-

* irt ''r envir-onmnI1t. TO achieve this goal. WO Must observe
~II T pIt t radiatlion and magnetized plasm ia from the sun in con -

oA "till. I or the purpo-se of mnaking predictions, we also need to
t.1,1,17 he d( minan t physical mnechanismns responsible for thre mioduIla-

I- tr m llr; ti long timie-scales. We describe belowv three selected areas
-< ~ rseachThat are central to solar-terrestrial research.- These are the
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variation ot solar luminosity and spectral irradiance, the basic mechanisms of
.1ar m ignetic activity, and the variable solar output of magnetized plasma.

2. Variation of Solar Luminosity

The solar output of light and heat appears to vary, at least slightly, in total
power and more significantly in its distribution with wavelength. Both types
o variation have important consequences for the earth's upper atmosphere.
Theictore. a irst goal of any study of solar luminosity is to measure the vari-
-tion ot the solar constant over time scales from seconds to centuries. These
are necded as inputs to climate models and eventually in climate prediction,
ii solar variation can be predicted. There is no question about the sensitivity
,.t obal temperature and climate to variations in the total solar flux. Present
calculations indicate that a persistant change of 0.1 percent in the solar con-
,.tant niig~ht well produce a significant change in climate.

A second purpose of solar-luminosity studies is to discover why the solar
output vaies. To do this, we need to understand the mechanisms for the
generation, transport, and storage of solar energy in the solar interior. Exist-
i:ig measurements of the solar constant from ground level, from high-altitude
plattorms, and recently from spacecraft have established that the solar lumi-
ii'.,itv is constant to better than 1 percent over the roughly 50 years during

IC hic: there has been a U.S. program of ground-based measurements. Recent
IatisticA studies of these historical data, as well as observations of the depth

certain temperature-sensitive absorption lines in the photospheric spectrum
.nd balloon and rocket radiometer measurements suggest that variations as
Ix go as 0.4 percent of the total flux may occur. These variations, and the
0Ailer changes in total flux implied by the large x-ray, UV, and radio-wave

a,-,_ihursts during flares, have been studied on time scales of seconds to years.
The importance of solar spectral-flux variations in restricted w,"elength

bands (spectral irradiance changes) in controlling the upper atmosphere has
!,cn stressed many times. A problem of particular interest is the amplitude
ol variation in the ultraviolet (UV) continuum over the 1 1-year activity cycle.
fhese emissions are responsible for the formation and partly for the destiuc-
ti, )f atmospheric ozone, as discussed in Chapter 6. It also presents a cial-
enee to solar physics, since it is difficult to construct a physical mechanism
That can generate an I 1-year variation of the size indicated by the available
a at a.

3 Modem Techniques to Study the Basic Mechanisms of Solar Magnetic
Acti ity

!T) the last 10 years, advances in our understanding of the basic physics of the
son hased on data collected at UV and x-ray wavelengths from space have
, et'n natched by equally important advances from ground-based studies. The

*
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,.hiay of these results with new theoretical insights has substantially
ou, id , ,.,, about solar oscillations, magnetic fields, and velocity fields,

ii . ,,.:Iansnis responsible for tile supply of escaping plasma and
p.,il iclcs amd their acceleration and energy balance as they are ex-

." ,'J ,.trd the earth.
- ,.5-,,LOLIC velocity oscillation of the solar atmosphere was originally

, -, oafans f' ground-based optical techniques and has been inter-
.:..: a.> ,,.ar!,,d acoustic waves in the convection zone. The continued in-

,est,.I ! "Ito solar "seismology," as it is sometimes called, is well suited
LA -I.*J-t-ed facilities and should continue to yield productive insights

.',ee d 1 pt d structure ot the convection zone. Sophisticated optical
-, .a..tic-field measurement have revealed that all resolved solar
r,!., a! _,- k) .,tron. and lie in the range from hundreds to thousands of

;.., ield,, of this magnitude can be created on cartlh only in powertul
.. . ... : ......... o or in laboratory plasma devices such as those used in con-

' ~: ,.:clear fusion experiments. These solar fields had been pre-
, '- to he weak because the observations made with low spatial

', Ir v averaged over neighboring regions of the photosphere that
hv , no field at all.

R, -lit Atndies of solar atmospheric motions appear to show an increase
-,i; rotational angular velocity in a shalow layer below the photo-

I?; :. -Thi result places interesting constraints on the physics governing tile
-o ui .f ,the deepest layers of the convection zone.

\i; ::a of central importance to solar-terrestrial research is a continued
i du . vector magnetic and velocity fields at the highest spatial resolution.

~i> :j flCded if we are to understand the mechanisms of magnetic-flux in-
7, isitii.aiion. stable containment, evolution through transport. and ultimate

.. '~'i;Xi-1' into heat and accelerated particles. Investigation of these phe-
" .. a is cIcial if we are to continue to move toward a predictive theory

.,1 di, solar magnetic cycle, the evolution of surface fields to active regions,
S.C (,ronal holes. To achieve this goal, the detailed study of the dependence

j the actW.;ty cycle on the coupling of rotation and convection through dy-
* aim acti:)n plays a central role.

fhc t !IStruction of a dynamo theory will also require a better knowledge
. : i..,le-scale, low-amphtude solar motions in meridional planes and of

1)F!Xi-vnmetric convective velocity structures predicted by models of rota-
.i,.Tiallv .nstrained convection. This information is needed before more can
' le (- ih .,out the influence of stochastic variations of heat-flow efficiency

Kc ph,,to.,,phere, the cause of differential rotation with latitude, and the
" -. : !,nanetic oscillation. There is a distinct possibility that these effects

a're Intilmately coupled. We know that they are related to the observed large
vari,,tions (I spec .ral irradiance observed in the x-ray, t:\, and radio-fre-
lUeflcV lreions f tile electromnagnetic spectrum over the 11-year c cle. They

.
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may also modulate the total flow of heat to the photosphere and thus influ-
ence the solar luminosity.

4. Variable Solar Output of Magnetized Plasma

Studies of the solar atmosphere in the past few years have made impressive ad-
vances in identifying and understanding the phenomena and physical pro-
cesses responsible for modulating the solar output of magnietized plasma and
energetic particles. Observations from space vehicles have played the most
conspicuous role in increasing our insight, but ground-based techniques, par.
ticularly at radio wavelengths, have also been extremely valuable.

Coronal holes were discovered and identified with the long-hypothesized
mystery" regions on the solar surface that give rise to high-speed solar-wind

streams that appear to be responsible for increased geomagnetic activity,
which recurs at intervals equal to the period of rotation of the sun (27 days).
The recognition that the magnetic field lines over the holes diverge more
rapidly than radially has also helped to clarify the conditions governing the
acceleration of the high-speed solar wind.

The physical factors influencing the formation, evolution, and demise of
coronal hofes, such as large-scale velocity fields and solar differenItial rotation,
need to be investigated. The development of coronal-hole observations from
the ground using the He I 10830-A line promises to bear on this question.

Recent observations of the corona over the disk at -tiv and x-ray wave-
leo.,hs have allowed us to identify small volumes within the enormous cor-
,iI loops that link magnetic regions as the kernels of violent flare eruptions,
,.hih :accelerate large fluxes of high-energy particles. (See Figure 5.1 .) The

11rs Jirect evidence of nuclear processes at the solar surface has been ob-
,lci:ed in the gamma-ray lines seen in a few large flares.

Close study of the gas pressure, structure, and dynamics of these magnetic
l1. ps, particularly in the EUV, has provided some insight into their layered
'emperature structure and into the physical conditions required to initiate
::C pJ:.STlu instabilities that seem to be responsible for the flare outburst
! ,1 .

\laiestic configurations of magnetic field and cool plasma perched above
Wc photosphere. which are visible as prominences, sometimes also erupt.
L,2,e eruptions do not necessarily produce the great heating we see in flares.
\cvertheless. these transients also propel enormous volumes of coronal
plasma into the solar wind. In a few cases, transients of this sort have been
S!fh wed from the chromosphere (where they are visible in the li-alpha spec-
trum line of hydrogen) through the lower corona (at 1:uV and x-ray wave-
lengths), well into the outer corona by means of satelliteborne white-light

P
- . , , .: .+ . + - .. .. .•. .. . . . -. - . . , • _ . . . . . *1
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i k 5. 1 An x-ray emission spectrum of a solar flare obtained by a Naval
* Re-,ch i ki buritory (NRL) instrument aboard satellite STP-78-1 compared

S .. l "he spectrum of a plasma in the Princeton large tokamak. The spectral

..r..cs :irt: associated with transitions in highly ionized iron (Fe XXiII, xxIv,I nO x x v, with 22, 23, and 24 electrons stripped off, respectively). To pro-
au,:-c tricse ions requires an electron temperature in excess of 12 x 106 K.
F Fr: the -,pectra shown here, the flare temperature is 17 x 106 K and the
"qkaw~k temperature is 20 x 106 K. The resemblances are striking; the

* ,hfferer,:es are due not to the slight difference in temperature but to the
* 'aet that the flare plasma is close to ionization equilibrium, while the tokamak

r,!ama .s still rapidly heating up. (Courtesy of NRL.;

S ,rnagraphs and with radio spectral and spatial techniques from the ground
i i'! spacecraft.

-'Oar-xwind acceleration in the high-speed streams is thought to depend on

Jissipation and/or momentum transfer of waves but is not well understood.
O*servations using the ultraviolet Lyman-alpha coronagraph technique, kine-
niatic studies made with radar, and the analysis of spacecraft telemetry

rzsmissions all promise to be valuable.

75
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The question of coronal heating must be solved in a unified way together
Sih tile problem of the coronal mass-balance before we can say that we

understand it. Optical observations and u v spectra from rockets sho'w power-
ul acceleration and heating to coronal temperatures of tie material in the

network of magnetic fields. The polygonal elements of the network coincide
with the interstices between the upwelling cells of supergranulation' the in-
,ensified fields in the network are thought to be an accumulation of fields
ca::rried from the center to the periphery of each supergranule by plasma flow-
ing radially from the upwelling center to the downtlowing cell boundary. It is
M)'Sihle that a powerful ejection process, operating as low as the chronmo-
Sphere, contributes significantly to the mass and energy supply of the solar "
.Ind. The overall questins of mass upflows in spicules, relatively small jets
rooted in the magnetic-field network, and their relation to tile downflows
seen in prominences, loops, and the network itself pose challenging problems
for mass and energy transport in the coronal plasma and point to the possible
importance )f intense electric fields of as yet unknown origin.

Finally, it is of great interest to study the changing configuration of large-
Scale magnetic fields at the photosphere over the solar cycle. The reversal of
polarity of these fields over a 22-year cycle surely influences the magnetic
polarity structure of the solar wind near the earth. The relative orientation ol
the interplanetary magnetic field and the magnetospheric magnetic field is
likely t. be a factor in allowing magnetic merging (reconnection) between the
1iv, oields, thus influencing ultimately the access of solar-wind particles to the
earth's atmosphere.

Ill. THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM

1. Introduction

"lie .tia,-terrestrial system is physically located withini the heliosphere (see
Figure 5.2) a huge bubble in the interstellar gas. This bubble is created by
the radial supersonic outflow of plasma from the sun (the solar wind) and its
interaction with the interstellar medium. The solar wind expands beyond the
txrli to the farthest reaches of the solar system to where its momentum flux
is b3JTIicd by the pressure of the interstellar gas and magnetic field. Pioneer

ii. ,no well beyond the orbit of Saturn, still has not detected this boundary.
(C ismic processes that occur in this vast heliosphere are to a large extent

contr lled and shaped by this supersonic wind. Hence, the study of the
* phsics of the heliosphere - in all directions and away from the ecliptic
plane is fundamental to an understanding of the cause-and-effect linkage
bcteei the sun and eartl. We describe below five aspects of research on tile

• .- ". ., .,. • ..' " .. .. . i °  -.0 . : . . . . .. . . . .. . . .
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ii, t,.i pkwc ut'v medium or heliosphere that are currently of central impor-
taP,:c t0 sOlr-terrestrial research. These are (1) the interface between the sun
m: Inteiplanetary space (2) the average structure of the interplanetary med-
JW1t 13) transients and collisionless shock waves; (4) basic plasma processes:

.!h'd (5) energetic particles from the galaxy, the sun, and the interplanetary
, ?,edhin itself'.

Interface between the Sun and the Interplanetary Medium

>pczm lposeJ upon the normal solar radiation incident upon the earth (1 .4 x

l0 e:-s c1f- seC - . the so-called solar constant) is de quasi-steady solar-
,. in, eieigy tlux of the earth of some 10-1 erg cn-, sec' . This estimate in-

ti e kinetic, thermal, magnetic, and potential energy of the solar wind.
Th." (utttlow is locally interrupted by sporadic solar-flare eruptions in which
the ;nagnetic energy resident in intense field. :n the chromosphere and corona
*i suddenlh converted into thermal and nonthermal forms in an amount equiv-

!elnt to about 10'0 megaton H-bombs. The nonthermal form consists of
enCeretic solar particles that reach the earth at speeds close to that of light.
The thermal energy is in the enormous mass ejections that are propelled
through the ambient solar wind, preceded by shock waves. Very different

1a from and less vio!ent than solar flares, but potentially equally important to
the terrestrial environment, are the high-speed solar-wind streams that ema-
nate from coronal holes, as described above.

At present, we are able to describe the average properties of the solar wind
as determined during 20 years of in situ observation by spacecraft but do not
have a good understanding of the processes responsible for its generation.

3. aerage Structure of the Interplanetary Medium

I  (i, the ,mallest scales, the properties of the solar wind are found to be ran-
1-mlv varying and turbulent. At intermediate scales, the dominant features

.l ,,p variations that are encountered along various boundaries. On the
L.,x ,i scales, there is a surprising amount of structure, with gross variations
11 l directions. The term "average structure" refers to these large-scale fea-

* "'::. In the north-south direction, perpendicular to the plane of the sun's
r the principal asymmetry is associated with the dipole-like character

;he ,ilar macnetic field. In the east-west direction (that of the motion of
t; L ",LnCs around the sun) variations are associated with solar rotation and
1,;t 1k, shoIw solar-wind streams.

• As the solar wind tlows out from the sun, it drags solar magnetic field lines
I,, it. As a dircet consequence of solar rotation, the magnetic field is drawn

out to !(1111 Ai chimedean spirals on cones of constant heliographic latitude.

0
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Over most of the 11 -year solar cycle the magnetic field is now believed to
have the basic structure of the Archimedean spiral described above, but with

pp oite polarities in the northern and southern hemispheres. The signs of the
iietds change in alternate solar cycles. The oppositely directed fields are sepa-
"atel by a thin current sheet lying roughly in the equatorial plane of the sun.
iTis :urrent sheet (or neutral sheet) is slightly warped so that it extends up to
I§ -2C< :.tboxe and below the equatorial plane. As the sun rotates, an observer

rnia1r the earth sees alternately the fields on the north or south sides of the
The ,.,nfiguration is sketched schematically in Figure 5.3.

i* addition, the solar wind varies in the east-west direction. At any given
:ic. thc i otating sun is emitting several fast solar-wind streams, and these are
respcn.ible for the structure that is observed in and near the solar equatorial

.:.-, A, noted ibove, it appears that many of these streams emanate from
r .- ,r holes on the sun. i.e., the patches in which the coronal luminous in-

TA\ilard teniperature are abnormally low but that are characterized by
p .: :-gnetic field lines (as described previously) that give those regions rela-

tivei', unobstructed access to the heliosphere. p
When a tast stream overtakes the trailing edge of a preceding slow stream

: t!:c inerplanetary medium, a characteristic "interaction region" develops
(,,ee 'liure 5.4). A compression front forms, near which there are large in-

CLIaSCS III the density and temperature of the solar wind and in the magnitude
t, mte planetary magnetic field. S

A- the solar wind flows beyond the orbit of the earth, a change takes place
i:: the character of the interaction regions, leading to two distinctly different

Ja:-c PiJ regimes. This change is associated with the development of shock
, ,e: at the outer and inner boundaries of the interaction regions and the dis-

: afp:,:nce of the interface. These regions are called corotating interaction
reir> (Figure 5.4).

As i _e tor-vard and reverse shocks at the boundaries of the interaction re-
oins propagate beyond the orbit of the earth, the corotating interaction re-

.gin ,;-dens. It appears that when the solar wind reaches 10 to 20 AU. the
-.er regions may have been mostly replaced by successive and perhaps over-
,aping interaction regions, giving rise to persistent irregular variations.

'Pic properties of the solar wind are thought to depend on the solar lati-
'U*le frcn which it emanates. There are several lines of evidence that reveal an

mcrz-.e in solar-wind speed with increasing latitude. Spacecraft observations
the ecliptic plane have provided only limited excursions in heliographic

>.tit,. (±7!.4') but have demonstrated the existence of this velocity gradient
,Ir the solar equator. Ground-based interplanetary scintillation (IPS) mea-

>,ir, Ocnts have provided indirect evidence of solar-wind behavior at higher
itititdes, which have thus far been inaccessible to spacecraft. Thus, exploring
,he properties of the solar wind at high heliocentric latitudes by means of in

a2-

. .*. •
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JVERSE SH~OCK .

FAS

* iIHGIRI. z.4 A corotating interplanetary interaction region. (C'ourtesy of
0,. S. Intriligitor, USC.) A fast solar-wind stream overtakes and also leaves

* orhind the slo~ er ambient solar wind, thus creating an interaction region in
wxhich the plasma is compressed to higher density and temperature. Forward
.1nd rcv-rsc: shocks are also generated.

* Ptu measurements remains an important and exciting task for solar-terrestrial

Pilre is a variety of current sheets in interplanetary space about which we
S i01O') veiy little. The interplanetary neutral sheet, already mentioned, is only

(We t- !Mrlc. albeit the one probably having the largest scale.

* 4 Transients and Coillisionless Shock Waves

T. -, 2 Pieeding diSCUSSion concerns the average structure of' the solar wind.
1_h,, sun is. hlowever, active and variable. and these variations cause idrge-scalec
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t.:ansients to propagate out into the interplanetary medium. These transients
utten genera :e collisionless shock waves.

On the earth, shocks are encountered as sudden discontinuous junps in
pIeure. temperature, and velocity and occur in collision-dominated gases,
~, ilte t mean-free paths of particles between binary collisions are very
*;rnall. (Thunder claps and sonic booms are familiar examples.) In interplane-

r, space. however, the mean-free path between binary collisions becomes
large relative to. say, the distance from the sun to the earth. Under these cir-
cunmstances, the binary collision distances are replaced by much smaller ones,
which depend on tile collective interactions between the charged particles
(ions and electrons) and the broad spectrum of fluctuations in the resident
riagnetic and electric fields that govern the motions of the charged particles.
The net result is a "collisionless" plasma that behaves essentially like an or-
dinary gas through which shock waves can propagate.

Transient interplanetary shocks are of considerable theoretical interest and
arc matters If practical concern because they can initiate the onset of magne-
tic storms. They can also accelerate local solar-wind particles up to subrelativ-
i-,tic energy and deflect galactic cosmic rays and solar particles traveling
tihrou1 interplanetary space.

5. Basic Processes

In .:ddliion to the gross, large-scale interplanetary morphology discussed
.1h, ,ve, the collisionless plasma that constitutes the solar wind is of interest for
tile study of such fundamental plasma phenomena as heat conduction, turbu-
lence. and wave interactions. Understanding these phenomena is important
for a wide variety of physical problems involving astrophysical and terrestrial
plasruas, including thermonuclear fusion. For example, magnetic fluctuations
thiat have scales comparable with the scale of the helical motion of the par-
ti,:I,,s in ihe a,,erage (hackground) interplanetary magnetic field can rapidly
h .c the direction of, motion of these particles. The aniount of particle
atc is quite dependent on both the types of magneohydrodynamic

(',lit i) \\ s pic'erit and their directions of propagation. The problem of
U'>c.ihmta. this wave-particle interaction is a fundamental one in plasma-

i,, Koiv\ that has attracted considerable attention during recent years.
.,-,as sni'itcani discrepancies between theory and observation, and

h.i: re linon eiqiires coordinated theoretical and observational effort.
Hi 'I.f the m,'st important problems in the kinetic theory of t lie solar

0.. , lhat ,,l ti.ving to understand how the flux of heat from the solar cor-
;.;:),I i n ,.fllicd (,, it ard into the inteiplanetary medium. It was mentioned

h.tit s,,me c ntempt rarv fluid models of the solar-wind 11)w reqtnire
i1 .11 'um,,Ices to' account tor the observed particle t1 \ speeds aid

" .I
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the electron and proton temperatures. Damping of M t 1) waves is one attrac-
". ., v-.ssibility. Thus, an understanding of" the mechanisms that regulate the

ole rt on heat flux is an essential part of any complete picture of solar-wind
Annamics. The processes important to this problem are by no means clea.
One possibility is that the hot, supratherimal component of the solar-wind
elcctron distribution drifts with respect to the colder therml component
nd excites various local plasma instabilities that tend to quench the inter-
a, tion. thus maintaining a steady state. Other recent work suggests that the
-mgnituje of the electron heat flux may be governed by global effects re-
i.ted to the nature of the large-scale electric fields that drive the solar wind ''"

dlJughout the heliosphere.
riderstanding the physics of the regulation of electron heat flux is not

,,13 a solar-wind problem. Heat carried away by the electrons has been
. :.w, to be an efficient channel for removing energy from the vicinity of

e earth's magnetosheath-a region thought to be the site of significant
.eco,.omnction of maenetic fields. Thus, it is believed that the key to under-
>!a,1,1,ing the coupling of the solar plasma and its magnetic field may be found
1!iouO studies of the earth's magnetopause. the boundary between the
ho,'ked solar plasma and the earth's magnetosphere.

6, Fncrgetic Particles from the Galaxy, the Sun, and the
Interplanetary Medium

I particles (nuclei of atoms, electrons) with energies from about 100
-iv p to nuch higher energies pervade the inner solar system and constitute
I-- eatih's corpuscular radiation environment. Many of these particles can

' 'n,:tte deep into the earth's atmosphere and have practical consequences.
Simc ot these particles come from the galaxy, some from the sun, and some
itm [Ci l,,ls in the interplanetary medium. All are influenced by their pas-

4 ij _ trhrougl the heliosphere.
Galactic cosmic rays serve as probes as they are acted upon by the large-
l? ,!cr,:Tromagnetic features of the interplanetary medium that cannot

, e observed. Cosmic rays can be studied from space or from the
, !:k, .U Airav.s f ground-based instruments at appropriate locations around

4 J. 1c ,,n-tiate directional cosmic-ray detectors that scan the sky as the
:. I'. ' ese if(,vide otherwise unobtainable continuous high-preci-
', '!: ti , I relativistic particles ([ > I GeV ).
t v', 'W' kut StLrd\ int! the motion of galactic cosnic rays as test parti-les
.. i 11., the ti,.1 tihat they come ino the heliosphere essentially isotropi-

.i cCe Otev propagate through regions of high heliocentric latitude
-'"t c , spacecraft. The intensity (4 these , rticles varies over a

h: iI .r !'Me scales as conditions change in the solar wind ([iguie 5." ).

* I
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Type of
bCosmic-Ray Intensity Variation Cause

109,_

-- 22 Year Wave Solar Maqnetc Cycle

-Long Term Modulation Solir Actvity Cycle

*1 8

Annual Variation Solar Equatorial
Inclination

27 Day Recurrence Rotation of Sun

Forbush Decrease Interplanetary
Medium
Disturbances

Daly Variation Rotation of Earth

Ground Level Enhancement Solar Flares

Sc'ntillations Interplanetary

Magnetic Field

I'RI I ypes of cosmic-rAy intensity v'ariat ion, their associated peri-
!:'It%~~ dIrA tIon, and their causes. The time in seconds on tile scale at left

~rr~~pnd>to the period of t he periodic variatinns and to the approxinmate
Iud]nfr non perindic events.

* 84
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I a " ' l.,s with energies up to 1000 GeV (having a g,,roradius of 5 AU
field of 5 gammas, or 5 10-' gauss) are aff~cted by tihe inter-

, fancic ield and hence contribute most to the study of modula-

.. ical phenomena that are capable of producing the observed
, ,' tw, dljations and anisotropies fall into three general categories:

S_-le con~ection, diffusion, drift, and adiabatic deceleration;
', bOundaries through the interplanetary magnetic field;

. ,-lt.cnt particle drifts over large distances in the interplanetary mag-

AII 7.1 1.1 -actic cosmic rays discussed above are the dominant particles
_' 11C!1Ues (above about 100 MeV), other particles released from the sun

iw , the earth and Jupiter populate the lower-energy range of the
S,:o i cene,. llv believed that shock waves are capable of accelerating

S I C. hoth at the sun and in the interplanetary medium. For exam-
•. ,, k ,, that the bow shock in front of the earth's magnetosphere

-1 i.ites particles to energies of ten to hundreds of keV; these so-

.,i,.. l e~an " particle bursts have been detected several hundred earth
C , ..- :i ( -eral :nhilion kilometers) upstream of the earth's bow shock. Shocks

,I ,td 'kith corotating interaction regions (CIR's), which are often
,.(l. "d hev,mnd the orbit of the earth (see Section 3 above), accelerate par-

. ci,,eies as high as 10 to 20 MeV/nucleon. Shocks formed when a
s, .- ind stream, generated at the time of a solar flare, overtakes the

*~,, . .'-ient slar wind, accelerate particles locally to energies of hun-

\ PWTCJ in Section I1 above, the sun frequently accelerates and releases
'ntrplanetary medium energetic particles with energies up to a few

,:iii hI \V. Much less frequently, solar particles with energies extending
, (eV range are observed. Jupiter is now also known to be a strong
o t electrons (with energies ranging from a few MeV to tens of MeV),
!i -ceasily orserved near earth and are known to stream both toward

:\ aF from the sun. There is some evidence that the earth may also be a
, f SL.OI-M protons, and it is possible that some of the energetic ions
,iji it) the Jovian magnetosphere may leak out and contribute to the over-

'.e..etlc -particle ~population of the interplanetary medium.
\r 9'serer. at a ,iven location in the heliosphere at any given time, will

.e ,:c ect e gergetic particles from a number of different sources. The
• r e -. ,! rih t ikin Of the various sources of energetic particles will change

1:a % ell as rith the location of the observer.

6
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IV. THE MAGNETOSPHERE-IONOSPHERE SYSTEM

I. Introduction

lihe earth's magnetosphere arises from the interaction of the solar wind with
i,,- planet's intrinsic magnetic field. The magnetosphere is a cavity carved out

it) the solar-wind flow. Inside this cavity the planetary magnetic field domi-

iiatcs and organizes the behavior of charged particles, plasma waves, and elec-

ui' curtents. It also traps energetic particles, confines low-energy plasma, and
transports hydromagnetic stress from the magnetosphere (via the partially

c'nduciing ionosphere) to the upper atmosphere of the earth.

' Through work in the recent past, including that encouraged and supported

y the International Magnetospheric Study (IMs), research on the earth's
mci netosphere has delved into some of the problem areas of most ftindamen-

iv concern to laboratory and astrophysical plasma research. While concepts

;, basic plasma physics are important to any understanding of the micro-
scopic and macroscopic plasma (and thus energy) transfer throughout the

ni'a:netosphere-ionosphere system, the earth's plasma environment cannot be

Jecu-.iapled from its geophysical context. Thus, concepts of fundamental
,i,.,;nic and chemical physics are required for understanding the interface be-

vthe plisa system and the neutral atmospheric gases. For a number of

:-,c -11iti1 probleni-s associated with waves and ionospheric currents, concepts
'k ., ,lid-earth geophysics, planetary magnetism, and geoelectricity are needed.

Tlus. research in magnetospheric-ionospheric processes serves as a link in the
,d discipline that we call geophysics.

Thc developing understanding of our space environment from the IMS
s :hat the magnetosphere-ionosphere system also serves as an important

1i -: thie enetgv transter from the sun to the earth.
The ',, lar-energy output in the form of fields and particles is transported

ir!Wli, arid altered by, the magnetosphere-ionosphere system before most
t it i,; depcsited the upper atmosphere of the earth. Variations in the solar

1) J? tI les ird fields produce significant variations in the state of the magneto-
\,iere-i nusphere system.

l)escribed below are the regions of the rnagnetospheric-ionospheric system
:'-t ir,, ,t central importance to solar-terrestrial research. These areas are (1)
*, K;w hock and magnetopause and (2) the plasma, fields, and waves with-

K, ,c moignetospheric cavity. The latter provides another laboratory for the
-! v o hasie plasma processes, but with conditions or parameters (scale size,

-Ad ,tremth, and kinetic and thermal energy, for example) that are different
frn the interplanetary medium.

Following these two discussions, a number of scientific problems of high
.ufrent interest are outlined in order to illustrate some frontier areas of re-
,,erch in this field.

I[
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-W SIlloL I Nagnetopause

once. o theampi ching sol w\ill, '1th31 an obstalcle
* ~ C J. 1n Its h1 the rt 0 Linlhipt'le d flo"5. I3c2 t \ i tle shock xx ave

I k.. .. i I the shocked solar-wind flow becomeUs mnore iturbiolL't

11'd flowVs ar0ond thle magnetosphere boundary. The mag-

ci .. miiar\ is a dynamic (i.e., nonstationary,) region where tile
-. :Uplhisma and its associated magnetic field constantly inter-

'2 _Ianetar\ mnagnetic field and confined magnetospheric plasmna.
in dhe solar wind and its associated magnetic energy must enlter'

62 '1.op ePt oper by fundamental plasmna processes that are not yet
4 L> wdc, td. The steady flow of thle solar wvind around thle bounl-

......... '.t Lzc-sc:ale electric field across thle entire magneto)sphere. This
.rIJeiic plasmna in the nitthtside of thle mnagnetosphe.re (tile Ilae-

:0to il w toxxard thle earth.
D~i,,i ti show that certain orientations of the inter-planetary mag-

:~C1. li cdUto en:1hanced transfer of' solar-wind energy into thle magneto-
,I'-ergy release in thle magnectosphere. Changes in the solar-wind

1,1~.>.\eonl the magnetosphere boundary produce simlilar effcts.

(is of enhanced activity aecalled "magnetic stors(o"ub
11_7i11 fl u illler events). Th-se are periods when the magnetic field Inca-

ti _caith's surfacd fluctuates considerably.
A ILIWr!A!y tnaonctosphiere involves a system of many distinct, muLtuially
it crJiICplas'ma t eirnes: the streaming solar wind, the prernagnetosphere

cti>: 111 .12etosphelre boilndar\ . the :ol lisioniless plasma confined
4............:eto~ierCcavitvy and the resistive plasma of the ionosphiere.

10 ' :Alltitrtil ticd to the neutral atmosphere.
Nlltlrn isrl a emn ri ien ts ot' mxdely different scale sizes andl complexities

-,I~ ;In Jstrop K ,i cal systems. All active sunspot region is an1 e xample of
* . Ila~l-cale Vr.ii and taIdio, galaxies are co(Smllic-scale systems. In) fact, i
-it 'ptsyi c' tile C micp (d d1 a in agne tosphe re' has nlow ben gene ralie'l to

iii1,tc Imy ph lSin .t en velope around a cornpact magnet ized central b 'dV.

Pla-,aa, Ficlds. and WSaxes in the Niagnetospheric Cavity- A Laboratory
O t(nr Ole Studv of Basic Plasma Processes

a'. !2et1it'A pikjC1 pertv I a ageshrcV~Stell is its abIiit 11) t raisprtl
tn oIn", plasmna rcgire to another in the c~ase orl thle earth, froml thle

Lil v.plmU Oll' ~h Pe macdne tospheric bolindary to the itloolhele and
l~~t~~k[h Jif>4ClL ln oupling cot inlte enemey '111d inomtcliton dpo

!kT 11 1.- cath' If ppcr atopee.It is thi ough thI. I )I oceSS that manl%
LII it.,fl a>' 'ia ed 11P solar :Ictli!Vif . i.e.. tho se tirar ni ticd h\ tilhe

11I'V iic iransI ice d imu o f'fe.L ts detectable on man-made ,, stems mi

.. ,- - .A
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t-eriound. in the atmosphere, and in near-earth space. Finally, it is through
i1~ 1 nagni Iosphfe re-ionosphere -atmosplie re coupling that some physical
nwIcianisi should be sought that may be responsible for possible effects of
,A,11 %ariability on the lower atmosphere, weather, and climiate.

%..ink tospheres and multiplasmra systems often exhibit an ability suddenly
lk ' I -radu ally accumulated magnetic energy and thereby convert it into

'e.nonithermal energy of charged particles. On the sun, this process of
:~'u-cnrevparticle acceleration is called a solar flare: on earth and Mercury,

:~aietc >urm(or substorm for smaller events). In astrophysical magneto-
t. ic l paticle acceleration to relativistic energies is mianifested by the

rom~acicradiation emitted by these particles. Galactic cosmic rays
.j\ iikc ie be the result of an acceleration process, or chain of processes. in

miitpkiiuasystcm. The study of'such universal acceleration mechanisms is
( d'ne IIItal importance to the quantitative un derstandlin g of'

11,11'L -tec rest rial ch ain ot eniergy transfer, in which they par ticipatie so

11-e CJI i 'S in a1-nC tosphe re offecrs the opportunity to study in situ the re -
Ilied enrxstoragec and release mechanisms and their microscopic proper ties
i:rsponsitble for particle acceleration. Other solar-systemi p~lanetary mnagnleto-

pl s(see Sect ion VI of'this chapter) are now also accessible to in situ prob-
4iIg. although not in the samne detail as the earth's, thus, a wide range of'

11a1a--ntosph~re scale sizes ranging fiomi the "iminimagnetosphere" of Miercury
it, -. he "macromiagnectosphere" of Jupiter is available for comparative study.

in (mite a different area, a miagnetosphere with its miultiplasmia regions
-&par at111d by discrete boundary layers generates a host of plasma instabilities
mid ninonlinecar phienomrena that regulate the energy, momentum, and mass-

ritrprocesses from one region to the other. These processes and the
J>.l~atl~nprocesses mentioned above constitute basic physical phenomena

i"Lit ate equally interesting to laboratory plasmna physics. Fundamental
T.113a topics inlclude m1agnetic-field reconnection. the interaction of t urbu-

ith inac-netic: tields. and particle confinemient and transport.

-. Scientific Proil:ms

~ ;v.'\1c~icgloal(:ti> olpoed to localied) !opics ini magnotospheric-

,'1 ric: ifesearch 1 re d1i cssedc hKm o\) i iorat, somne general pioblen is

tetscen tific intecrest at present (see I ige 5c~.0).

I ()ri'in anzd iaUtc t4,1g , brplwric Ila ,na lPlasnia is l'ound in all regions

the C th1s nlienetosphle~e. *\flei 1%w dca,des of satellite explotatioti.
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ci~l 1,tin the ion/ato Uof' ftlie upper at inosphieic by short -wavelcrigtl
- -c In1112Wtic r~dia tion (see below): this plastm includes paiil e
'~i>sad. is hydrogen, helium, nitrogen, oxygen, and electrons. 1The solar

1!i c,,nsk~ts principally of ionized hy drogen and helium, as well as electrons.
r11am agnetosphieric properties or events are causally associated pri-

ih. 1!\r exclusively with one plasma Source. Other events are more complex
. PInVOlve more than one plasma source. As an example of a one-plasma

.thle plasinasphere is low-temnperature, high-density plasma that occu-
I1C innr magynetosphere and represents the extension ot' thle ionosphere

11: k) pacc. It is confined by magnetic shells or tubes of' flux of' thle earth's
qJ c]iud is usually quite distinct from tile more energetic plasma in thle sur-

1 tldine outer magznetosphere. By contrast, thle commencement of a magnetic
t;lIll. CILISed bv thle disturbed solar-wind plasma impacting the outer magneto-

iphere, involves at least two regimes. The minn phase of' the magnetic stormn i~s
Lvemi mlore complex. Here the mnagnetospheric plasma is mixed with solar

* v. m3i arid ionospheric plasmas resulting fromi direct injection of' plasma fro in
I L the geomagnietic tail and the acceleration of heavy ions upward out 01' thle

Measurements have recently been reported of' thle electric fields that exist
paalel to thle magnetic field in thle auroral regions at altitudes of a fewthu

,Wid kflorneters. These electric fields undoubtedly arise through ieroscale
p'rocesses in the niagnetospheric plasma. The electric fields are thought to hie
the awent that accelerates plasma out of thle ionosphere and causes magnmeto-
17lh, ic plasma to be deposited into the upper at mosphere, enhancing the

10 fl i/t on lie re. Such field-aligned currents can drive ionospheric cu rrent s on
J CItal scale and provide a possible explanation, for example, for thle correla-

o1 gf round-hased magnetic observations at thle equator anid at auroral

T)surilniarize thle fate of niagnetospheric plasma: Magnetospheric plasmla.
*h: 1edleaed ir captured. is either lost or "permanently" stored. Loss pro-

!al init o two categories: t he ret urn of p1 asnia toi the solar wind or to
01Cejrth atiiiospliere . Loss to the solar wind can occur by plasmia escaping,

lie imantopauise or by ejection down tile geomatmet ic tail. Under
kJillcundi is plasmia can also he stored in tlie miagne tosplie re for long

* v Ik of timle (ais 1(o:,g as many years in thle case (if tile radiation belt s).
K _vt ra quett irs relate to tile plasma sheet and its topo logical co nniectionis

t he ca cusp. thle boundary layers, and thle aurora. For example - thle rnor-
I-1Ikmgical charac:teristics and ion ct nposi tions of thle an ri ra and plasma

,GkeL1hCd~ a dlirec.t c!)nnection betwkeen thle two, but the issue is not re-
kcd. heXirthermore. understandinp thle nature of' thle auroral subsiorni 0on-

0to,~ grcat difficulty as the co~mplexity of' thme protblem grows niti
12I\tr)ml the )~ui~tfi hxervatwtiad evidence. Thle boundaiy 1Liver
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na have casiei access to the plasma sheet than other regimes, but this sug-
' !OT , I. 1, speculative.

CI. r\ layer at the subsolar point (i.e., at the nose of the magneto-
Si.C I characterized by diffusion processes and large pressure gradients.
TiLe .-i may play a role in driving plasma into the boundary layer on the

!av.! .the magnetosphere. These regions of the magnetosphere require far

.dv of the polar cusp regions deserve emphasis and will undoubtedly
;clk tio many discoveries in the next decade. Properties of dayside aurora,
polAr-,ap phenomena, and the degree of turbulence in the cusp regions all
l:. ie further study. Magnetic merging (see below) is a process that has not
.c 1 unanbiguously confirmed (but is nevertheless invoked to explain many

m,.aItospheric phenomena): it may occur in the cusp regions.

. iic Aurora Where the aurora occurs and why it occurs at the locations
1 ',s are questions that have received much attention throughout this cen-
1 i:ir',. heginning with the pioneering Arctic expeditions of Birkeland and
>t:crner's calculations of the motion of a charged particle in a dipole geo-
r::. netic field. Today, a great deal is known about where the aurora occurs,
.. Id :ertainlv it is understood why it occurs. The aurora occurs in both hemi-
pivre at high latitudes in oval-shaped zones. The auroral zones may at times
, .ei.ndl a full .,60 aiound the geomagnetic poles or may at times concentrate
p;ricipally on the nightside. The aurora is caused by the precipitation of par-
1 ies (principally electrons and protons) of magnetospheric origin, which col-
o:i raWlv excite atoms in the upper atmosphere. The excited atoms return to
.eir L,:ound or normal state through the spontaneous emission of light that

:o>.t(,itites the aurora. There are many morphological characteristics of the
-1,01 oa tt have been carefully measured and cataloged.

Mvs, early %ork on the aurora was based on visual observations, whereas
more rccut studies have utilized far more sensitive ground-based photometric

* ,'rvatiofls. satellite imaging and particle data, radar observations, and other
"chi.,.ilaes. Interpretation of the early visual data was mostly of a statistical
,,.ture. B\ contrast we are now able to study individual auroral events and
1>.!. detailed comparisons with other mqgnetospheric measurements. Thus,

ni the question of the origin of the aurora we now include the identi-
• .-atIin ,kI the source of the precipitating particles, the particle precipitation

,J ~ i, c ion mechanisms, and an accounting for the time scales of events
*..: . ihlc ect \er V tim e of a nagnetic storm or of a substornl).

lhe :1,,k ot understanding tile location of the aurora is no less complex.
"I .phlog cal studies established where tile aurora occurred on a

*'. Ic: . and associated correlation studies established that variations
, i, i, %c 'tr larec and commonplace. Many unanswered questions

.6 .. . .'
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remain. We still do not understand why the poleward boundary of the aurora
i-. so much more variable than the equatorward boundary, or what dynamical
factors control these boundaries. The dynamical (physical) connection be-
tween the incidence of auroras and the orientation of the interplanetary mag-
netic field, which correlation studies indicate may be related, is also not fully
understood. Only recently, on the DM SP satellites, have concurrent measure-
ments become available of the spectrum of precipitating particles and tile re-
sultant auroral images. The novel imaging experiments on the forthcoming
Dynamics Explorer mission promise to provide unprecedented coverage in
space and time of auroral occurrence and the development of auroral sub-
storms.

Advancing our knowledge of the nature of auroras will require the devel-
opment of better theoretical models and the acquisition of observational evi-
dence for the extension of the aurora upwards into space. The dynamics of
tile region inside the auroral oval (called the polar cap) will be a central issue.
Here electic fields of magnetospheric origin control the motions of iono-
spheric particles; models for this effect are still extremely elementary and ig-
nore much of the growing base of observational information. The location of
field-aligned currents within the auroral zones, the microstructure of electric
aind magnetic fields within arcs, across zones of field-aligned currents, and in
:he polar cap all require additional observational and theoretical study. More
L,,mprehensive electric-field measurements along magnetic field lines are
!ceded to trace the origin of particles and energization processes more
.nlJusivelv.

(iii, .11ass Coupling between the Magnetosphere and the A tinosphere The
P iitcipal constituents of the magnetosphere are hydrogen, helium, and oxy-
, lI ,ons, whose origins can be traced either to the photoionization of gases in
til ear th's upper atmosphere or to the entry of solar-wind plasma. Near the
edrli, charge exchange between ionospheric oxygen ions and atomic hydro-
gen provides a ready source of protons which fill the low-latitude magnetic P
flux tubes to form the plasmasphere.

Above about 60( magnetic latitude the magnetospheric convection elec-
Sti field acts to transfer ionospheric plasma to magnetic field lines, which
connect into the magnetosphere tail. The result is the polar wind, a high-
pecd, outward flow of low-energy protons and helium ions with a net plasma

denisity a factor of approximately 1000 lower than the ion densities in the

plismasphere.
A separate magnetospheric source of oxygen and helium ions is found at

4:'liitudes above discrete auroras. Through a mechanism that is not yet under-
stood, ionospheric oxygen and helium ions are heated and accelerated away

i
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S, .?' i, , Cl eililong magnetic field lines that connect to the aurora. The fate
I ,i&"c ikui-.s ;s not known as yet; it is possible that the hot oxygen ion corn-

" i,oui p la, in important part in the dynamics of the ring current.
- z::(tr ' outstanding unsolved problems exist concerning mass Coup-

n.' -;,: e !ni , ietosphere. These include the determination of (a) the frac-
;i. 'i Tile p'lU ,: ind ultimately lost from the magnetosphere, (b) the role of

znc i, ,.ns it the overall dynamics of the magnetosphere, (c) the contribu-
tion ,.t iii,. plasm.isphere to the overall mass budget of the magnetosphere, (d)
Ole .x:TT To which the solar wind may provide a source of magnetospheric
r aTsAt ind tare elemental species in the atmosphere, and (e) the validity of
,3a~fitmc, diffusion theory as an accurate explanation for the high speed of

', i ,- md flow.

, Iransp,,rt of Fner)v and Electric Fields from igh to Low Latitudes
Joule heating and particle precipitation at auroral latitudes are important
-ouices of energ' for the thermosphere, as well as perhaps the upper meso-
* here. "These lcalized heating sources launch gravity waves that propagate
i 0,,I .er latitudes and also produce meridional circulation patterns that sig-
:mt~i~ntl 5 alter the undisturbed global thermospheric wind pattern. As a
:.stdl of this perturbed meridional circulation, thermospheric temperatures
and co,,ipsitions can be significantly altered on a global scale during dis-
tu -eu macnetic conditions. The altered thermospheric conditions change

C':u-: densities in the ionosphere. These processes are discussed further
Ln Sec-,im F.

\laei'ict.spheric electric fields seem largely confined to high geomagnetic
*ijtitnds but can penetrate to low latitudes, where they affect the dynamics
*,! th plasumasphere and plasmapause, the ring current, and the ionosphere.
Pie .t!iciency wkith which high-latitude electric fields penetrate to lower lati-
muw.- depends on the distribution of ionospheric conductivity as well as on
'he rates to change of the electric fields themselves. Their variations arise from
i'e tedeny of the inner edge of the plasma sheet to shield lower latitudes
lIIo)n t)e steady, high-latitude convection field. However, more rapidly vary-
in- substorm electric fields are observed well inside the plasmapause. Tran-
,it + e! ctric fL :ds associated with interplanetary magnetic-field changes
hav,. kcen observed in the equatorial ionosphere. A fuller understanding of
his p: Ccess requires a more complete picture of the global electric circuit.

h .ic whwtijic Topics Regarding Localized Processes

Fhe !utllo ing research problems of considerable current interest have been S
,as examples of localized processes.

, ,.t. Is ex mple

F
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(i) Plasma Boundaries A number of distinct boundaries between plasma
regimes have been identified in geospace. These boundaries include the
plasmapause, the magnetospheric boundary (magnetopause), and the bow
shock of the magnetosphere. The plasmapause marks the boundary between
the region where the plasma motion (flow) is dominated by the corotational
electric field of the earth and the region where it is dominated by the large-
scale magnetospheric convection electric field. The magnetopause is formed
hv the interaction of the solar-wind plasma with the vacuum magnetic field
0of earth. The physical role that the magnetic field in interplanetary space
plays in the formation of the earth's magnetopause remains poorly under-
,tood jnd is an area of active investigation in magnetospheric science. The
Do%% shock, sunward of the earth's magnetopause, is produced by encounter
(4i, supersonic solar wind with the obstacle of the earth's magnetic field.

In recent years considerable understanding has been achieved in studies of
the collisionless bow shock upstream of the earth's magnetopause. The inves-
tigLtion of the earth's magnetopause has continued, most recently by use of
the dual ISFE spacecraft to separate spatial and temporal variations at the
boundary. Studies of the plasmapause have furnished new information on the
trapping and losses of ions and electrons and the generation of waves at an
inter al boundary.a Much work remains to be done in understanding the nature of the earth's
Mag netopause. The interaction of a magnetized plasma (e.g., the solar wind)
with a vacuum magnetic field remains a fundamental plasma problem. Not
,,nly is the interaction at the earth not understood, but the magnetopause
structure of Jupiter appears to be quite different from that of the earth. The
cAltisionless bow shock requires still further investigation, particularly its role
iini producing waves and energetic particles upstream (sunward) from the bow
>,hock. The effects of the plasmapause in the generation of hydromagnetic-
'aave phenmena in the magnetosphere and in producing particle precipita-
tion requires further work. In summary, plasma boundaries in the geospace
cuvironment represent some of the most interesting plasma phenomena that
,:re prkoduced by the interactions of magnetic fields and plasmas of quite dif-
t crent characteristics. Studies of these boundaries in a cosmic environment

ill coitinue to contibute to understanding of laboratory plasma boundary
0phcnr] unclna.

, Orizi. Con fiuration, and Role olttUectric Fields The dc and quasi-dc
elcct ic field has only in recent years become one of the fundamental observ-
.;1,14s ,,f the niagnetospheric plasma system. Commonly, in magnetosphere
rc'-earch, it the physical process responsible for the field (its "origin") is ex-
tcrnal to the plasma region under consideration, the electric field can he
viekcd as "driving- the plasma's bulk motion. On the other hand. if the
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'L. 's bulk motion is impressed by external forces (e.g., collisional or tur-
: ,ioi: '!,,. the elec'ric field is viewed as "induced" by the plasma mo-

. ;6%, il,. k,, electric field "originating" in the moving plasma).
, , the perpendicular electric field (El) discussed above, there

.:2 1li electric fields (Ell) in some regions of the magnetospheric
-i''. E ;.lll be uncoupled from the bulk plasma motion. An Ell can

"I . c':iscopic plasma scale under several possible conditions: in
II t I, -, ce ( ) a field-aligned current whose particles experience a finite

reit i' t e... electrostatic and electromagnetic plasma waves), (2) ions and
-c l;i :, -,.it h different distribution functions (double layers), (3) current-
dri'.en :,t<.I ,,satic shocks, or (4) as a component of an induction electric
i-id.

-li- :::,.a,,,phere is bounded on one side by the resistive ionosphere.
.I.'. t,, .' lcd in a neutral gas that can impress its own motion nii the

~ , cr,:t !tln dynamo E fields), and on the other side by its interface with
the > 1at c.iiid. is believed th,,t the combined effect of, and interplay be-
0.', C': he oo)indarv and ionospheric dynamos determines the large-scale

cm,.e:k,,ction in the magnetosphere and the configuration of its
'pen o,,nvOctin proper) and "closed" (corotation) regions.

c': !as been made in recent years in the study and understanding of
tl,: I\ O,'rn ,f quiescent, large-scale convection and its implications for ener-
,etic 1),1licle motion, the formation of the plasmasphere, and some dynamic
p, ,,es ot the magnetospheric tail during magnetically quiet times. A se-
11Wn ', causal relationships is generally accepted: (1) The solar-wind dy-
,,'am; imprcsses an electric field onto the open-field-line region of the mag-
:i.,pi'el" (2) !his region, connected to the polar-cap ionosphere, deter-
V.Iic, the electric field therein (3) given the polar-cap field, the ionospheric
,,,,i,, i itv electrostatically determines the electric field equatorwards of

p.,lr-ca p boundaries. (4) this. plus the corotation dynamo, determines
,:electric nield in the entire closed-field-line domain.

* \:AIl\ ;ulCStinns related to the magnetospheric electric fields remain. For

i; AuiesCnt electric fields, these questions concern (1) the relative impor-
>Jik ()I the dynamo in the boundary layer and any magnetic-line intercon-

m ,-twecl the interplanetary and magnetospheric fields and (2) the
*," i-.ale mechanisms responsible for the boundary dynamo. Two other
,': .: t concern (3) the mechanism(s) by which electric fields, impressed on

I -- .ti-cap ionosphere, are "transmitted" to lower latitudes and (4) cou-
pling c ,'.een the ionospheric-magnetospheric electric field and that in the
:rJ' ,,pm.'-stratosphere. which were discussed in Subsection IV.4.a(iv)

Sih.,,,. has local as well as global aspects. Quantitative information on tran-
, ,lectric fields in the magnetosphere is almost completely lacking. Info(r-

S,.,iimil and theory are needed for understanding the electric field acting on

*]
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'10ir )1-ial-/e Field lines .it Jaltides of several thousand kilometers, 11)1 Unde,-
standlin the nt1I nrMC aniid onset of instabhili ties in thle cross-tail Current, and for
an lde Is! an dine tile physics oIf nmagne tic field reconnect ion ( see thle fllowing

h; .11aiencti-NeNL Recom'etitm Magnetized plasma regions containing
IV dom11ains wkith differently- directed magnetic Fields in contact with each

di tal are pushied together lend to develop a thin layer of' plasma at the
.onltacl houndaiv containing intense electric current sheets. The magnetic

~aa t~ialplane of* the inagnetotail is such a region. Such current sheets can
a.C\ist inl intelplnetary space at sector boundaries and tangential discori-

11In111 i IeJan in thle solar ch ironiosphere and corona.
The etcalstudies. analYtical as well as computer simulations, suggest

11,1 1th e c~nnec ti~ m process involves a complex interaction, be txk cc iicro-
111~ ad microscopic plasma processes. The large-scale plasmra flow and

faele~ ields (i.e., the "boundary conditions") appear to control the over-
d'lJIklumics and eneigy conversion rmue. In thle small region surrounding thle

!11w neItC 1e til, electric current-driven plasma turbulence (microstructure phie-
ii iena. see ahove) may operate together with inertial and/or collisional pro-

t.esses 1o produce a resistivity in the null region.
Tht- applicability of reconnection to inagnetosphieric processes, and to

.. ti ori''sical systemis as well as to laboratory devices, is far from proven.
%Nukih wkr K is needed in such areas as (a) theoretical and computer simulation

n itf t%% o- and three-dimensional systems, (hb) laboratory experiments to
k!j.1,1plsmaj properties at the resistive limit, and ( c) miagnetosphere observa-

* i eCs111ned to resolve thle spatial and( tenmporal effects of'plasmia and field

a vt ~e~t> ha may be associated with the reconnection process.

ir *t .- Io. ccrtati)n and Hecatingz .lfthaiijsins It now seems clear that inl thle
Oliold region the "frozen-in" magnetic-field concept, derived from basic

1.c1 .tetolmdrodynanmic theory. is not completely valid. Magnetic-field-aligned
te!,itial drops occur that dissipate energy through the acceleration of

~a~uparticles', Figure 5.7 is a schiematic representation of' our contem-
O~icep t of the physics in Zucl argo f the inaitper iwhc

ma ~r ctai~n(itlow-altitude auro ral particle measurements (mnade wvith

an 11' 111 optical observa li ,ns of Ole motion of- Juror-a i orms.
ccae rom r 'c e ts and Skyla h wem e also usefull in revea hug Upwa rdl

O''1 . x :he. ato.- A epAm ImCni ot' Defense spacceraf't miade the first in situ
* 'e~uem (i t electric fields inl thle accelerationi region.

I) n i' acanestormls, enerlgetic ions and electrons aplpear mul thle trap-

ao te mnaanctos-phrcC. Flectronsl alre accelerated to eriel icies aIs
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(V;[- § . Schematic meridian cross section through the auroral oval,
* i o.ing the AtrucTrue of aurora-associated electric currents and fields aligned

ah t.1 .t' ( mr jeuct ic fi Id. (Courtesy of L. J. Lanzerotti, Bell Laboratories.)

: s Vlveal MeV. The appearance of these particles often occurs within a

tiinc sp.m if a le , minutes or less, gaenerally on the nigh tside of tle magneto-

)hrcal~ h i ,ugh cases have been reported on the davside . While such particle

,.Ihri , l sci, have been noted since ihe earlist days of magnetospheric re-

U,,Cii. ,in understanding it' their dynamics is fa trotm complete. AdiaIatic

* 'rocc,,c> such as betatron acceleatiom. an1d plhisima in stabilitics such as drift

-.. av.s . have been used to explain the appal pa t , ccelerati(i.

7
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* tA.me ta theretcaland observational work is nleeded to undleistand

V iiprocesses in the magnetospheric plasma. Some of' tile work
,iilde (a) a determination of' tile altitudes arid timle dependencies of

:iI aligned acceleration revim ()tIigepscal conlditlions for
oi> t~t such, currents, (c) iplasmia proc.esses thai produce energetic

&r< orticles- and(i thleaiosis if" any, between accelerated
Pj l ic les and particles accelerated at low altitudes abo)ve the auroral

nKPlasma 11avcs Thle term "plasmna waves" characterizes all those
thatl c,,n propagate in a plasma or that have their wvave characteristics

I.. I '. ~\ dined by the presence of' a plasma. Plasma waves c~an be pre-
J2Aimui-amt lv electromaen etic (having both electric arid magnetic fields Pro-

Ac o h C cU ri en t flctUaC11dtj inS) or- elect rost atic (having only an electic f ie ld
0.d!uCed by 1Ictuadtions of electric charge ). 1 lydromnagne tic waves are

plra.i wvcos that exist only in highly ionized, inagne tized miedia such as
* i.-sir plasmas. Most plasma waves are generated by thle conversion of'

vsaand energetic particle kinetic energy into wave energy through a vari-
i )t wave-particle interaction processes. In turn, these waLves may interact

%ithi tile particles and modify thre velocity distribution of' particles in thle

'_jiswith sigznific ant plasmia-wave activity in the earth's miagnetosphere
at.: s,1;12matically illustrated in Figure 5.8. A number of' thle observed Li

AVc.Kilometric radiation (50-500 kliz) observed above the auroras appears
t I-,, related to the auroral particle acceleration anid may be comparable to
herauio emissions observed from the Outer planets. Electrostatic noise is

e:qucn tly detected in regions containing hot o)r streaming plasmia. Waves anid
0 i > in the liidromavnetic Irequencv regvime are observed througho0ut thle

a ,i _netosphere and are often enhanced at boundaries such as tire plasniapause.
S,eeal onutstanding problem areas inl understanding plasma waves include

'K Utermiriationl ot, (a) thle con1ditions b'r izenein I lcrsaicW C n

:,t!1r S,:qtcs: ( b) mlechanilismIls fhr general i ng thle cajr tli's kilomletric,
iw ursts (arid radio bursts trom Jupiter, Saturn, anid UranlUS) ' C) tile roles

\%lia wve s in enierge tic particle dyniamics:, and ( d) tilie st tl ces of low-
2 V\o. yesc anid no(i se ill the terrestrial i getopen

* /(. 111( Tflc b 111"m-h'cc,, Ii.l~ltcspllcrc alldl 1 till /1hc'rc Re cent evi -
cc ~iC~e!\that C n lectrical coulpling exiSts b)Ceten th1 i0oinophCie

0
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,:veral inmortant considerations for further elucidating the electrical
... ,ing processes within the earth-atmosphere-magnetosphere system in-

(ia) a study of the solar-terrestrial influences on atmospheric electric
h., by simultaneous measurements on the ground, in the middle atmo-

and in the ionosphere, (b) determination of the role of electric fields
. ::nsm tting disturbances vertically between regions; and (c) determination

, 4 he role, if any, of mapped magnetospheric electric fields in modulating
,odc st~rms in some latitude regions of the earth.

i.i;j l,mloshhtic Dynamics The global-scale convection electric field
,!T ,,C2ly iluences the properties of the ionosphere. At high altitudes, in the

lC, ., here ion-neutral collisions are infrequent, the ionospheric plasma
fla> piAttern of E , B drift velocity that extends over the entire polar cap
id do n to magnetic latitudes of 600. Because of competing photochemical
.1d dv namical effects, the ionospheric structure is quite complex. At low alti-
ludes (in tll,, ionospheric E region) additional ionospheric complexities can
a; is-_, from a coupling of electrodynamic effects involving the relation between
plasma motions and electrical conductivity. Such effects are of particular im-
i.rtance in the ionosphere near the plasmapause, where very large convection
electric fields can appreciably reduce the ionospheric conductivity and mod-
0if the driving magnetospheric currents.

Scveral important problem areas involving ionospheric dynamics include
(a) i determination of whether plasma convection at ionospheric heights is
Sinilar to that farther out in the magnetosphere, (b) a determination of the
atniosplictic species by-products of ionospheric convection at high latitudes,
and (c) further studies of current theoretical models to determine if they can
predtc thc gross features of hich-latitude plasma densities.

V. THE ATIOSPHERE

!. Introduction

Ilhe re 1 ;I the eat th s atmospliere from an al n ude of about 10 km (the
"*a, * to near Q0O km (the 1 ase of the thermosphere) encompaswes the

i and te mesosphere. ill -ecent vears tlhis leul o has bec,'me
.,, ' I " ne middle atmosphcre. rhe thermosphee is Corisideced to extend

0 - th-)L! '00 km altitude and includes the ionosphere. The thermo-
,iltt cl an1d the middle atmosphere are sinks for almost all oft the known large
, 1 I z, n <olar energy, i.e., the energy in 1he electromagnetic spectrum he-

tamlu", 10 to 2000 A and the energy of the solar parttcles and !he intet-

-] I LI\k :n ne lc ietd that :(nstitutes the sklar wind.
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'1 Le ,iddle atmosphere absorbs solar electromagnetic eneigy at ultraviolet
(" V) vwa -lcngths t2000-4000 A), galactic cosmic rays, enl2rgetic solar pro-
t ,..d Prtlcles accelerated within the earth's magnetosphere whose inten-

-,:l modulated by the solar-contiolled interplanetary medium. The
.:-,v Velength extreme ultraviolet (t:UV) solar radiation is absorbed

in the thermosphere, as are x rays produced by solar flares.
:c' !Ucd below are these two regions of the atmosphere where research

s ,-.: ., ral importance to solar-terrestrial research.

2. The Thermosphere

'We .,hay encounter two problems in this description. The first problem is that,

1";,.I' As the ionosphere and magnetosphere are linked by electrodynanic and
pal ticle transport, so are the neutral atmosphere and ionosphere linked by

-,:.'irodynamic and momentum transfer, so that some phenomena described
i.erc are either identical to or extensions of phenomena described in Section
) ,bove. perhaps from a slightly different point of view. The second problem

that such aspects of the upper atmosphere as its composition, chemistry,
cegetics. dynamics. nd resulting structure, which are functions of location

:U' d time, are all so intricately interrelated that it is not really possible to dis-
"its-, each in isolation without mentioning the others. On the other hand, it
* l:S Se;ned best to organize a discussion of the scientific problems of this

'ss.entiaily' indivisible subject by using these aspects as headings. This inter-
!clated set of phenomena like the following could conceivably be discussed

LTn'der all these headings.
The rate ot absorption of solar UV radiation and the consequent conver-

"io>n of radiant energy to ionization or excitation energy or heat (energetics)
depends sensitively on the composition, including minor constituents. The
Tates of the chemical reactions by which the constituents then release energy
(temistr ) are dependent on the composition and temperature as is the rate
- ir',diation (energetics). But the local temperature is not exclusively depen-

efdent on these processes, because other sources of energy are involved, e.g.,
ianspor! of heat from high latitudes or by dissipation of waves from below
(cinerbtics and motions). Furthermore, some constituents involving absorp-

,,n, emissin. ,:nd reactions have lifetimes long compared with times typical
notiat mtons, so local composition is modified, which modifies the

,:e.s. , thich modifies the temperature, which modifies the chemistry,

The la, Time steady-state ionosphere is established .:; the thermosphere
, nnally by photochemical reaction of the dominant atmospheric constitu-

'nts. )xygeen and nitrogen. At midlatitudes under quiet solar conditions the
. , t he ionosphere can be reasonably well predicted, subject only to

*1
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ancertailnties in the solar UV and FUV spectra and (to a lesser extent) un-
cetadinty in the concentrations of the neutral species in the region. The
ctiects ot large variations in the solar electromagnetic flux (as during solar
tlarc) are reasonably well understood.

T he other principal sources of day-to-day variations in the thermosphere

ton 0d i ,here appear to be fluctuations in the energy flux of solar-wind
a odles arriving at the earth's magnetosphere and the interplanetary mag-

llfeld, the efficiency of which in transferring energy to the magneto-
ri . apparently governed by the relative orientation of the two fields.

,~*~,\It the energy extracted by the earth's magnetosphere from the solar
\.nt i- : deposited at high latitudes in the auroral zone. While the total energy
<:pi : from this source is usually less than the solar Uv and EUV flux de-

eglohally in the atmosphere, the fact that this energy input is concen-
• , ihin a narrow interval of latitude means that it can profloundly

.i! c-,t the global circulation of the neutral atmosphere (Figure 5.9).
The :,d'ar energy transmitted through the interplanetary medium produces

tllee separate but related effects on the thermosphere and middle atnio-

Hrc. Ileat is produced by direct electron and proton impact on the atine-
* - .!e during auroral and solar-flare events. Frictional (Joule) heating is

3-,, auced In the atmosphere by electric currents flowing in the lower thermo-
,I'cre (auroral electrojet). Momentum is transmitted to the neutral atmo-
,"hre, by fast-moving ions in the upper regions (> 1 50 km) of the ionosphere.

The heat and momentum transferred by these processes to the neutralI' in,phere i the thermosphere appear to be redistributed globally over the
':1i11 b, wrinds and waves. The winds in the thermosphere preferentially

.,m>pnri the lighter atomic constituents of the atmosphere and can thus
;n,.ity the global chemical composition. The overall heating of the thermo-
>pherc during geomagnetic storms can be a :q. ificant fraction (50 percent) of
The gl, al mean.

The electric field produced across the entire magnetosphere by the flowing
, .all wind is observed at thermospheric heights in the polar caps. Changes in
I.is electric lield, produced by changes in the solar-wind flow, can produce
.pitd monon of the ionized matter, with speeds of more than I kin/sec at

t,'nes. Changes in this magnetospheric electric field also appear to penetrate to
1.,,r, lLitiudes, wherc they are comparable in magnitude with the fields pro-

ikce.d h- the atrospheric d namo.
-T 1se v.o sl pe rimposed electric fields, hoth of which are highlk variable

i, th origins are variable, are mapped downward and superimposed

Ii! i, lct, i ficids established by global thunderstorm activity. The possible
* rat rln of these different electric-field generators in the global atmo-

,c electltc circuit has heen suggested as one means hy which solar activ-
i!,. mii,., iftect the earth's w eather.

* .. . . .. ,pi . _ _ -. . ... . . .. . .
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athti timne of the wPintcr solstice in the northern hemisphere, for three

o'I ;iujoral oJr geomagnetic activity. (Courtesy of'R. G. Roble, N('ARk.)

I 1lhe Middle Atmosphere

ic 'hem ical processes occurring in the middle a tmosphei e anid lower thernio-
mK ie very complex: not all are even well recognized yet. Photodissocia-

*-T Wn the no rinal oxY~en molecule (02 ) pioduces odd oxygen atomic oxy-
,:1 0 03n "1( CXand ( eitdlaomic oxygen 0(' M. The ozone is distributed
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im the atmosphere between the surface and about 100 kin, with a peak con-
centration near 20 ki, and serves as the most important absorber of solar UV
in the atmo ;phere. Any major change in the amount of ozone in the atmo-
sphere would have profound effects on many existing biological species.

The ozone abundance produced by solar photodissociation is largely deter-
mined by chemical radicals such as NO, NO2 , OH, HO2 , Cl, and CIO produced
irom chemical species that are to a large degree transported upward from the
troposphere (below about 10 km). The constituents from which these radicals
are produced by photochemical reactions include N2 0, C114 (methane),
(FM's (chlorofluoromethanes such as CCI2 F 2 and CCI 3 F), CH3 'I, other
halocarbons (including bromine compounds), and water vapor. All of these
constituents are relatively stable molecules that are introduced into the tropo-
,phere and that gradually enter the stratosphere where they act as sources of
radicals. The interactions among these reactive chemical species may be
slowly changing as man continues to add CO2, CFM's, and N20 to the atmo-
sphere in steadily increasing quantities.

The presence of radicals in the stratosphere leads to the formation there of
.,>'velal reactive chemicals such as HNO3, CIONO 2 , ltOCI, and HO2 NO2 , by
naloy with the same chemical reactions observed in the laboratory. Never-

thelcss, several of these chemical species, expected in concentrations of only
I ppb or less, have not yet been detected in the stratosphere itself. Atmo-
,.pheric constitue.ts that are important in the formation of aerosols include
SO'. ('OS. NI 3 , and H 2 SO 4 . Such carbon compounds as CO and various
1I1di, caibons such as H2CO are also of importance for middle-atmospheric
ci:e:-stry. Concentrations of these constituents must be known in order to
understand the radiative energy balance that establishes the basic thermal
siructure of the atmospheric region. There is a complicated feedback in these
i. 1 ecesses since the absorption of solar energy is related to the chemical com-
,i)ill, hut the heating itself affects the temperature-dependent chemical

reacti on rates, which in turn affect the chemical composition.

4. Scientific Problems

L,, (',P 1p .itbn aid Chcinistrv1
;, ra! ~whcrc The chemistry of the stratosphere is exceedingly compli-

,- i,.i, like description of atmospheric c niposiion must he very detailed
rd-r i, permit a realistic consideration of the ,.hemistry (Figure 5.10).

V,' ,, !' amilies of substances of interest are present in the stratospheie in

.ddimon to the normal background of clean dry air."Dry" is. of course, a rela-
t\, teM1. and enough water vapor is always present to affect the chemistry in
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'dr.- c hromine compounds), and water vapor. These are the relatively
1,.:I L!- ,m.Iecules that are introduced into the troposphere either naturally or

,::.11 and that gradually enter the stratosphere, where they act as sources
t.cs Another category of interest comprises the radical-radical reaction
,cL.t tese are generally inactive as catalysts, but they constitute a form
.+tr0 trot which radicals can be released photochemically, and t]hey in-

i.l'i:de such species as [tCI, E1N0 3 , CIONO 2 , H2 02, -102 NO2 , and HOCI. Con-
.:t thatr> iii: are important in the formation of aerosols include SO 2 , Nt3,

.m;, I lt SO4 .

Mo\,Iicules such as COS (carbonyl sulfide) are inactive in the troposphere
.*"can he photolyzed in the middle stratosphere to release S atoms, which

Lim cun he oxidized to form sulfuric acid aerosol.

t,, carbon compounds CO and H2CO are also of importance to strato-
-.p:crIlc chemistry. This provides an impressive array of constituents whose
-oncentrations must be known, along with their distribution in altitude, lati-
vice. al! time Just to describe adequately the compositional structure of the

.!at,,plRie. The concentrations of all of these constituents are small (typi-
i-m. parts per billion or less), and sophisticated techniques are needed

I, )".crve and measure them. Without measurements of most or all of these
cli. nial species in the stratosphere itself, there must remain substantial un-

C 'L.tIinlty if) our understanding of stratospheric chemistry, both on the aver-
I II resp'onlse to solar variations.

1 hk vaiouis processes of interest are also numerous and in many cases dif-
.,, a ,l ,hscrve. These include the generation of gases-the radical precur-
..,1, lo biological or physical processes at the earth's surface, the removal of

4 !JI>c and particles from the troposphere (i.e., tropospheric sinks), the photo-
cl,.ntical reactions in the stratosphere (and in some cases the troposphere),

.. ,, formation, heterogeneous reactions that take place on the surfaces of
iadiative effects of gaseous constituents and aerosols, and atrno-

., c t: aiiprt. In an oversimplihed view of the problem, source molecules
*.ccnerated at the earth's surface mix rather rapidly through the troposphere
and ire h)M~ly transported into the stratosphere, where they are converted

: ,heoically active species-radicals-by photocliemical reactions, lv-
""Cl, somle ot the source molecules may be removed by sinks in the tropo-
,onicie. reducing the number that eventually reach the stratosphere. Full

anlei ,andinc ol the atmospheric cycle of each gas includes knowledge of its
.. .,c re ,ase rate. its loss to tropospheric sinks, its transfer to the strain-

>piieie. a!d it' lw,'s t, stratospheric sinks.
\Iany radicals that are releascd in the stratosphere participate repeatedly in

,..,iVtic rectin, hut ,onle of them become converted into inactive formis
11,,e iadical-radical reacli,,ns products that piovide a form of stoiage. There

, ,Ii an, -port o.f hot h lhe radical.s and ihe inactive forms back
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int . -he tropo.,phere, where they are generally removed from the atmospheie
-., iiin. In this v ay a relatively steady state is set up, but many complications

2 a result of alternate paths that some of the constituents may follow.
, urt r,:ore, the chemical problem is complicated by the nature of atmo-
spL.,iic motions, tor example, where substantial vertical motions are associ-

te d -, d, xave iotions, the chemical reactions may take place preferentially
in r touit ,,f higher or lower atmospheric density than that at the level under
co.si(.cr'jti ..

Atinosp 1eric aerosols is a general term that has been applied to matter sus-
p-ncd in the atmosphere ranging in size.from I nm (molecular clusters) to
,uic;i,,iter-size particulates. Those with radii greater than about 0.1 nm act
as p:,iticulates in scattering fight, while smaller particles scatter light in the
c.ne ~,<,, that molecules do. A considerable amount of research has been
drcne ti ihe larger aerosols over the last five years. The stratosphere has been
,,.d to b a rather stable reservoir for such particles. Since sedimentation is

,very, . such tIxrticles remain in the stratosphere for relatively long times;
typiLal lifetimes are of the order of a year in contrast to lifetimes measured in
4avs in the troposphere.

i: is now believed that aerosols are formed in the stratosphere by gas-to-
particlc conversion processes and that the major constituent is sulfuric acid,
t1! SO., Fhe processes result in the formation of a layer of stratospheric sul-
'.ate particles at about 20 kin. Typical stratospheric concentrations of these
paoticles range from 0.5 to 10 cm 3 . The gaseous sulfur compound responsi-
hle 14.r the formation of sulfuric acid droplets is thought to be mainly sulfur
di,,xide, SO,. Carbonyl sulfide, COS, known to be a by-product of coal con-
11-bI0ti1 and possibly formed by other processes as well, has now been mea-
sured in the 0.5 ppb range in the troposphere, and theoretically it shouid not
icact substantially until it has diffused some 30 km into the stratosphere,
where it is converted to SO2 by photolysis. Thus, COS may be an important
:nan-made source of stratospheric aerosols.

i6) .11cs)spherc By comparison with the regions above and below it, the
inesosphere is usually described as characterized by relatively simple photo-
chem-istry. Atomic oxygen is produced by the photodissociation of molecular

4 (Oxygen by solar v\ radiation in the Schumann-Runge bands. Above 55 kmn.
ziu atomic oxygen remains mainly in that form during the daytime, bu, there

a !aige diurnal variation as it converts to ozone at night. Below 55 ki, the
.,1,,nic .e\ iln formed by photodissociation of nolecular oxygen mainly con-
"'t to o/onc. even in the daytime. Recombination oft 0 and 03 to 02 in
4i0,. regim ()t the atmosphere is believed to be accomplished chiefly by cata-
vt)i reactioin chains involving |t, OHt, and 110,.

fherc aie unly a Ife w observations of 03 in the imesosplicre, and these few

l-
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pir_,J,e little reassurance that we understand or are able to predict the con-

ccnujation ol such active species. In the tropics at night, the observed concen-
rations between 40 and 55 kin have been found to be 3 to 5 times larger

tiian anticipated, and above 55 km the profile is not at all like that expected.
Im'flarly, one measurement of NO at 70 km is about 20 times the expected

One v. ould like to measure the concentrations of 03, 0, OH, HtO 2 , NOx,
* 1 120. (14. and H2 and the diurnal variations of' these constituents. At pres-

ent. the most suitable means of doing this seems to be use of instruments sus-
pcnded from parachutes ejected from sounding rockets. Infrared spectro-
scopic instruments planned for flights using the Space Transportation System

U (SI S ) also promise to provide valuable information on the global distribution
)t certain minor neutral constituents in the upper stratosphere, mesosphere,

and ,loer thermosphere.

(iii) Thernosphere There are still no direct measurements in the lower
therm osphere of chemically active species. Atmosphere Explorer measure-
ments did not extend below 150 kin, and it does not appear feasible to make
in sire measurements below this altitude from satellites. A fundamental ques-
tion that affects the structure of the thermosphere in a dominant way is the
atomic and molecular oxygen distributions from 80 to 150 km. Measure-
ments of atomic oxygen have been made with mass spectrometers in rockets,
hut recombination of oxygen on the surfaces of the rocket and spectrometer
gives rise to questions about the validity of the interpretation of measure-
ments. Airglow measurements from above provide another means of obtain-
ing the atomic oxygen profile, since recombinations give rise to green-line
emissions that can be interpreted in terms of atomic oxygen concentrations.
I hevkever, such observations from O(;O-6 have not satisfactorily answered the
question of the atomic oxygen distribution. Molecular oxygen may also have
seasonal. diurnal, and latitudinal variations in tile lower thermosphere. Mea-
suring the absorption of solar radiation from rockets and satellites is one wa
to determine the 0 distribution.

An other important question relates to hydrogen compounds in the lower
theimii phere Although ('114 and 1120 provide the smilce niolectUles for

tomli,: hydrogen, and the escape llux from the top (4 the atniphere is in
I r tn o l atomic h,, diogen, the role of other species, e.g., H, in cari\ mig

tthe upmo i i flhx needs to he established. Thus profiles of ( 1. . I1I0. I0 . an11d
11 in the I er thetinospliere are needed.

In the I .er tlirmosphere and in the mesosphere, piobleis relating to the
I) t , in tI tle io nosphere remain, namely, identifying atnd understanding tile
... irc> t t ,lni/atimon. tlie steps leading to the formation of t he dominan tois
laidn d\n tic identitication of the dominant ions in the case of n.teative ion:,i.

-0
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aid dhe wn'chanisms leading to ion removal. The ionization may be intimately
itked with the NO distribution in the lower thermosphere and inesosphere,
,t ih,: i> go,Cned by solar and auroral causes. The highly variable auroral

xm:-i,,lcnt can be transported globally by wind systems, and vertical trans-
St (, !,wer altitudes may perturb the ion and neutral chemistry of the

Measurements made from sounding rockets, parachutes, and bal-
;,n ic 'c s1il required in order to provide such information.

,.)l of metals and ions in the lower thermosphere also needs further
,a',c§. . at . Somewhat higher up in the thermosphere, Atmosphere Lx-
, ;~c .!:s demonstrated the importance of metastable neutral and ion species
in ul,,trolling the chemistry; however, the global impact is still not under-

Tiic upper atmosphere is strongly perturbed at certain times and in certain
n~ht.cs by auroral precipitation, solar proton events, and plinetary waves.
,,.-::surements of the energy input, the changes in neutral and ion composi-
t.o,_ and the radiative balance remain a requirement. Measurements made
t:win sounding roc.,cts and satellitc remote sensing in certain alrg!.)l, "Inds
:::d atmospheric emissions, assisted by ground-based optical observatiOT-s and
vcohc0ent-scatter radar, appear to be the most suitable methods for attacking
tCis clJss of problems. Global imaging is necessary to provide time-dependent
intormation for models.

(i Lw: kxu)hcr' The current belief is that escape of hydrogen from the exo-
sphere is dominated by nonthermal escape, principally charge-exchange col-
lis,,ns between energetic hydrogen ions and hydrogen or oxygen atoms. How-
ever, there has been no direct observational confirmation of this concept.
Griound-based observations with new high-sensitivity optical instrumentation
n, v provide some of the necessary information.

Lu:,t tergetics

'i, AliJdlc .Atmosphere The term middle atmosphere is used here as en-
cmpassing the stratosphere and mesosphere. In the decade of the 1980's we
can expect substantial progress in the formulation and solution of three-
dimensional time-dependent models of atmospheric dynamics and electro-
uvnarmics through the middle atmosphere. The success of these models will
,.cpeid in part on the availability of data on the energy budget of the system,
i .the energy input at various altitudes, radiative energy transfer, chemical
truagc. of energy, and energy transport by dynamical processes.

Sitellots' provide optimal platforms from which to make global measure-
mciu, ,t enerv input in to the middle atmosphere. To evaluate the cfl'ects

01 n-nadc or natural perturbations on the composition ot the middle

: - . . : - :.. . . -. " . . .. . - . i . - . -. 7 2 (' :.'- i. .
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:ttm'hspl.re, more detailed information is needed on quantities associated with
The interaction of uv. visible, and infrared radiation with the gaseous constitu-
ents and ati iospheric aerosols. It is clear that satellite obseivations must be
supplemented and complemented by balloon, aircraft, and ground-based
measurements. The quantities to be measured include the spectral distribu-
twt, of the solar and terrestrial radiation fields as functions of altitude, loca-
tiPn, and season; the albedo of the underlying combined surface-plus-atmo-
sphere system; and the spatial distribution of radiatively active constituents

uCh ,'s 03 . 1120, and CO2 and/or aerosol particles.
Of the many problems and unknowns in the middle-atmosphere radiation

Iudget, we highlight one that presents a large uncertainty in calculating rates
". AitIospheric heating. Our present knowledge of the opti ,al properties of
,tratospheric aerosol particles leads to about an order-of-magnitude uncer-

t v in deriving stratospheric heating rates caused by the pirticles, and un-
Crtaint. even in sign appears in evaluating the effect of particulates on
0hjal-average surface temperatures.

Aer v',,l particles are known to be located in the stratosphere in the inter-
%A i,, aholut 15-2'5 km with highly variable concentrations, especially follow-
Ill- n ulor %o0canic eruptions. High concentrations of particles have also been

1Iund in other regions of the upper atmosphere, as attested to by the pres-
-,i- of noctilacent clouds at the mesopause and by occasional reports of

So! la.i ers at intermediate levels. Significant effects on the energy budget
ot It,' ,tnmspliere were associated with the increase in aerosol concentrations

I,, Pked attet the eruption of the volcano Mt. Agung in early 1963. Approxi-
a year after the eruption, for example, temperature increases of 6 to

K ;,e e hser~ed near the 20-ki altitude level throughout the equatorial

A igmauticnt uncertainty also exists i; our ability to specify the vertical
ditj 0,ition (It tihe direct and diffuse Uv radiation field. T*his is important not

f o or utic in calculating the amount ,)f energy absorbed by atmospheric
,,>:,it ,en ts hut also for use in photochemical calculations. Data on the spec-

Sd>t ibuti m of solar radiation outside of the atmosphere are available
! l:! r sensors on orbiting satellite platforms. However, the changes in the
I !! d diffuse solar 1)V radiation as it propagates downward are usually

C 1, ,,,,sitg empirical values in the models. The calculation schemes

UNt h'e 1,.sted. In situ observations u Vinlg instrumcntat ion mounted oi bal-
icd !kets to deterinine the direct :nd diffuse U v radiation fields are

llcd -the validation and inprovement of tile stratospheic nodels.
I, :_'et c particles provide both a quasi-ste ady and a sporadic energy input
.tc ,u pcr atmosphere at high latitudes. lu'\es of energetic protons follow

ar llares, and the bulk of their energy is dissipated in the fo;ln of

"I
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!nialion. mainly in tile mesosphere in the case of protons with energies less
•han about 30 NMe' and in the stratosphere in the case of higher energies. The

!I "aervy input during a solar-proton event can be significawn in compari-
,n ,.,tl, other upper-atmospheric energy sources.

In tlhe middle atmosphere the ionization process is accompanied by dis-
:.; ..tion o! nitrogen and water vapor, leading to the formation of a wide

of' odd-nitrogen and odd-hydrogen compounds that can initiate cataly-
ii,. ,iniJical-rcaction chains. The energy released by the catalytic reactions

-" v Cxcced the initial energy input from the particles themselves, since the
&auiytic chains effectively tap the storehouse of chemical energy in the upper
:': h,,ere. The largest single component of stored chemical energy in the

::IIdJI.: at:'iosphere is dissociated oxygen in the form of atomic oxygen and
, wc. Fhe catalytic action of N0x and HOx compounds has the effect of
,.;,e. n the rate at which recombination of 03 and 0 proceeds. The llOx

,.l_:.is most effective in the mesosphere, but it has a relatively short dura-
La; since the lifeti; ie of HOx is only of the order of a day at these altitudes.

Nihe Ox chain is most effective in the stratosphere, and it may have a long-
c.rdajitig effect because of the relatively long photochemical lifetime of NO.

An exciting prospect for the 1980's, namely, the possibility of gaining a
ht,:tter understanding of global electrodynamics, was discussed from the stand-
p .it of magnetospheric and ionospheric physics and is recapitulated here
Kc, ose ot its potential importance to atmospheric physics as well. Electric

.ac piesent at all heights of the atmosphere and have a significant im-
1oact ,),1 the energy budget in the thermosphere. High-altitude electric fields
ha',e he, r'shown to penetrate to stratospheric levels where they perturb the

* hJk;tai ;tflUs;Aieric electric potential distribution. On the other hand, electric
tic ! Vi.,:tcd with thunderstorms perturb ionospheric fields and currents.
T ii , ird and downward mapping of electric fields is one of the few clear,

iv stantane-,)us. coupling mechanisms between upper and lower atmo-
sp ;cli, p,,ccsses. To make progress, we need to explore the interactive ef-

S ~ lec t ,I ' mospheric, mesospheric, and stratospheric electric fields and the

~ m, tOu~ ,o of high-latitude electric fields to middle- and low-latitude
. i: ,.1 Jf-ial scale and for extended time intervals.

jcr' Ultraviolet radiation from the sun provides an important
'! steady heat input into the thermosphere. This input varies with

'h" cle and produces a solar-cycle variation in exospheric temperature.
Si.',,t.-'rr variations result from enhanced radiation associated with solar
".a-es A.* average energy input due to the absorption of solar tV radiation in

* "i t. ' wc )sphere is about 1092 W above 100 kin.

I eat jiptit irnto the upper atmosphere from the magnetosphere constitutes

6 -.
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:., ieT i:portant heat source. It includes quasi-steady components due to
. ,,h, h>v electric currents and particle precipitation around the auro-
l v that is present nearly all of the time, this has beeui estimated at about
-()' W for average conditions of auroral activity. During magnetic

to;,1,,s. 1he Joule heating and particle-precipitation energy-input rate can be
,~.~ oJv of magnitude greater (5 x 10"1 W). During strong geomagnetic
.1,,,rfi.s ahoJut an order of magnitude more energy than is deposited in the

i ..ut rJ1 /oies goes into the injection of energetic particles that become
i pipcd lit the earth's magnetic field to produce a ring current; this energy
e,.s at a Late roughly a factor of 10 times slower than the rate of injection.

m,e ,f this ring-current energy (perhaps 10 percent) is directly deposited in
thc mid.le- and low-latitude regions of the upper atmosphere (i.e., at a rate of
aho, t 5 , 10 "' W) as the ring current decays. Particle energy from the mag-
nett .phere can be directly deposited by ion and electronic precipitation, flow
of Joulc heat from the ring current, and energetic neutral-particle precipita-
tionr. Thee quantities are poorly known. There is a need for coordinated
measurements of optical emissions, ionization production rates, electric
fi.Ls, and electron- and ion-temperature gradients along the field lines to
c%,Juate the auroral-zone energy inputs and their variation in local time, and
ecrlcrixv transport to lower latitudes, as well as the direct energy inputs to mid-
die ,nd low latitudes.

Precipitation of trapped energetic particles into the atmospheric loss cone
ilwOced hy LI I -VI. waves constitutes an energy source for the thermo-
,phere and mesvsphere. Both coherent and incoherent wave forms are present
in ttie tmagnetosphere, and they may precipitate particle fluxes that have ener-
& ies ,,rers of magnitudes larger than the energy fluxes in the scattering

v~,es. A variety of wave-induced effects occur both in and outside the
pla',oasplhere. These effects have not yet been well described in terms of the
t pes of scattering waves, the particle energies involved, and the temporal and
spatial ciharacteiistics. The problem is further complicated by the presence in
tie magnetosphere of V i waves from communication and navigation trans-
mittrs and from power distribution systems.

In thl I )SO's, satellites and Shuttle-based techniques can play an inipor-
t.at ro)c in describing the particle inputs to the :t)sphere associated with
e itterin',z by \kaxes, particularly the quasi-steady effects. ilowever, the impor-

dynaiical effects such as fast temporal variations will require observ-
' :,.I precipitatimo effects (and associated wave activity) from tho gilnd

, l-,: 1halloon and rocket plattorms. Tle appropriate intiumetris include
)t ( ma'tr\, x-ray detectors, rionieters. nagnctomcters, and t L -\I ic-

* ~iver<. [.uh of these tecmiques is currently unuleiomng improveinenIs.
1 ie'e :npr cnts should be comnlirlued so as !o provide tile instrutental
", , :njppmi, pre,.it,iIOm, supportinm aSM,&::lted ,pc' expem me'nt , sup-
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pki in ! actinve A ave-injection experiments, and evaluating man-made pucecipi-

.'oi re Ilc Li.hiotions

i i, I o uu iphere Thle principal energy sources of the lower and mid-
ii" spre are, respectively, solar heating of thle earth's surface and of

:.l. Id ;Ver. This leads to a structure where thle temperature decreases
U;!:Oade through the troposphere, increases throug'I thle stratosphere to a
m-:amnear 50 ki, and again decreases through the mnesosphere. Tile lati-

Ai' i i2rential in the heating of the ozone layer by absorption of solar
cegand the subsequent infrared emission to space from ozone, car-

u!Ox ide, anid water vapor, drives a global circulation that is characterized
A wcst to east jet in winter and a strong east to west jet in sumnmer,

i at altitudes near 60 kill. Thus, there is a strong annual periodicity inl
111 '~dle-atrmosphere flow. Other notable periodicities in thle flow include

!.c *1-isi-hic nnial oscillation that is prominent in the lower stratosphere near
1 t: Cui-Tr aInd the semiannual oscillation that dominates at higher levels in

. tmi. I hc source of the quasi-biennial oscillation is believed to he the
i-l-~ eastward and westward acceleration arising from vertically propa-

i ~ ropic:al wave modes. The source of the semiannual oscil-lation is more
4 _",-in but is thought to lie in alternate eastward and westward accelera-

*i fsirom vertically propagating tropical wave modes and extratropical
!AI t~' -SCale disturbances that have their Sources in the winter troposphere.
A:d and high latitudes, somewhat irregular oscilations with one- to
P, ,2-%C periods are seen in the winter flow; these are commonly referred
to irIor wvarmings. Also, there is the sudden stratosph ric warming--a
mgtila:iud vhcnomnenon that appears during some winters.

ii vr~d[ -ind high-latitude phenomena are thought to be intimately
-i-C l v \'hert icallv propagating planetary waves that are evident on

'.. it! ma p as larp-e-scale U ndula tions Ii the flow. The vertical ri-
;!lik (nipa ny these global tlov~s are small. on lie . del ot I cml SC

>vopti-sc~edisturbances (those tV iws that are taiiharly secii as

~rj-f~ igsand low.s on weather ma1,ps) ate helievo.J t) play a 1muco.h ic-
~ii w the middle atiosplier,, compared \ktltl their foke in tile tropo-

~ ubervaionsare inadeq~uate io sc:itle thi st isuat picsent
icdej: global-scale itionm that art, driven h\ rIle suii ind

1i 1it-Jr thlernial and ' iravittlorilrlie \ they haive pliods'
111101:1J tra--tio! S Ot a 50ol1r (1 luinar di Iidal inds ite ohser'ed

* pirale ithpreailing writisi inl til upper miesosphere and lowecr
* ~ hec.Graiy waves are much shorter-period ot~ ioiianon titat arc

!I i~irorl disturbarices. severe A.,athci wnd hIear itisialhilities . as
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1,i l other iaeans. The vertical propagation of gravity waves upward
i - tile it yosphere is tlioughit to act as anl appreciable energy and iomlen-S

u11- air'CC for thle middle atmosphere and above.
TdlrI'Llenice arises in thle atmosphere from instability in thle large-scale

"VI well ats instability of tidal and gravity waves. Thle role, and indeed
tie soarce oL turbulence above the lower stratosphere, is quite uncertain

"is te.although there does appear to be evidence for an appreciable
* :aIceeu if In echanical dissipation above thle stratopause due to tile

_AjrIe 01 tidal and gravity waves there.
A cie i nher ot' constituents of the upper atmosphere have chemical

III:,- "eshat are much greater than the timie scales for transport. Examples

e )In tlir lo\mer stratosphere anld NO in the mesosphiere. For these and
t.CPtltLIe tS. consideration of' transport must he included in efforts to

~er~ndthe chemistry. Although transport of chemical consituents takes
i!n cPonse to mnotions on a variety of tini-e and lenI Ith scales, global

m!,!;1,uoins of species are thought to be primarily thle results of chernica!
;'It an1d planetary-scale motions with periods of sew a.l days andf- longer.
N ill :-salriotions aire important in, several contexts, however. Perhaps

,!P- !n I poitani of these is the stratosphere-i roposphere exchange of' air
0'. 'a, I,,Co i to occur in processes associated with the tipper-tioposplieric

I Ia XIa t I I i cat ai d the adiabatic heating and coolin i tat tc:onrxvany
.1 an ins lsoplay a significant role in Jet erm iningo tile telinpe rainre
)Inr thle m4iddle atmlosphiere. Obseivations fi-or satellite pla tforms canl

Jc!hc coba coverage nlecessary for the study of large-scale phecnomena.
11 I(MITeanCnts are appropriate for somewhat smaller -scale phenoin-

a nrar i or alloons act as tracers. (rotind -based mecasuremients that
_1 '111' Illors 1110asu e m~en tsa .ie suit able for the s tu dy of wave structures

>'lence ro study the full range of dynamics. ' proper combination ot
rnL surmenttecniques is requie

i i \Jazcrc andIL lontosplicrc' The circulation and temlperatuire stilt(c-
"i th l I - and iiddle-lat itude therm osphere aic primarily controlled by

tarIIL i e I;, tilte absorption ot' solar extremec ultraviolet (1-,L. and I v

11,.Yet tire structure established by solar radiant hecating is frequently
in lliedl b% tI erm ospheric waves and changes in thle mean circulation that
:cicral ed by auroral substorms and geomagneric acti\ ii' that propaca3te

,(IrtIWard throughi the region. Trhese perturbations are m anifestat ions of
i Johai redistrib)ution if auiroral energy that is deposited locally in the

iii hrrmosphere. Thermiospher ic dynamics is strongly goveined by
.icile aitudc ot tire hih -Ia tit ude heatinig becau~e thle varia tions in lhi i heait-
tII Je ,so atg cc (tic orners Ot magn~litude).

's4LIItoheinlportart * (anl\.elcri tirren flowvime at

A
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I 100 to 140 km and the precipitation of energetic particles. While
kl cUffents can be detected from ground-based measurements of

'U- -hld)0!tUrbations, the heating rate is best determined by direct
Av'''so tke ionospheric electric fields that drive them, together with
k .~~;cts i tle conductivity of the region in which they flow. These

caconl-y by mecans of ground-based incohierent-scatter radar.
* ) it WIto the energy input by particles, substantial knowledge of the

a.,J tcaI;purai variation of auroral precipiLltion has been gained from
t_, cptical and spacecraft observations. Local heating rates from

-1 i L r" pio,:estC can be mnuch larger than solar 1. U v heating, with con-
c I iuen1.0ce on the dynamics and composition of the tliermo-

A vio C Wiespread particle energy input occurs in connection with
otnevents that engulf the polar cap and auroral zone.

I I.- ience of the irregular way in which auroral heating occurs, the
C is dna mically active and id-is in a constant state of Imhlne

lcd renery transport is mneridional inl the thermosphere, thle
0 Nh' it (hrtn -ctter radars (Millstone Hill , Arecibo. and Jicanndrca)

i-IT ~ tu -ZO ?-'0 W meridian can be used to study the equatorward pro-
T lierniospheric waves and circulation p-rturbations that are

I i ihl latitudes. The data obtained by these and optical stations
J, l'ed% i the help of numerical models of thern--ospheric circula-

it in peratuire struLture. These studies will define the dynamic pro-
Aln _0~ imiportant in the global redistribution of auroral energy

i,,w :he entie upper atmosphere.
ullneof electrodynamical phenomena is more complex. As noted

* i''\.Uc\ tantial electric fields are present in the thermosphere. The total
c! uput t fr'm these inelds in the auroral zone and polar cap is compa-

I II it LIt I orn sola r F U V radia tion an d auroral p recipita tion. A partic-
vw1 CCIit~I0ano of such energy release occurs within the "throat" region

vtae~t pliricpolar cleft or CUSP, Where very large electric fields are
Ieit.Tere is curirently no way of obtaining direct inlorma-

A: "1! Lile behavior of the cusp or polar-cap electric fields, currents, or
-!t lp iion on a da,, -to-day basis.
,, Influience exerted through hiigh-iatitude electrical piiicesses is the

0 1 1nc'men tuni trom the ionospheric plasmia to the the mrosphere.
11 i Ie rnoSpheric dvnam 11CS in dic~ke thadt this momienturn source_ is of

ii . 1 I)r mit ersi aiidine thie (-lo hal 1)elavior of thle t erinislihe re
(d.'J otincospheriic disturhMnLC. 2\n inickheren t-scat ter radar

j)osI1!)T to )hserve the cusp in the l~cal-noon wctot a!nd monitor
;Il "I" -I ll lt ca tlies would be a powertful tool fm miia king progress

F> ,hleail. SCI!O Cou ioSiderition shiould hie gixen to placing a h1'ih-
'tradelan Wn 1uch at position to extend theC me1ridional Jiinof'exkistie

tit'.)J IcI. alTwvosphecric response to auroratl ceipre' Inputs.
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fe lowAer thermosphere (90-150 kin) is a region affected by thermo-
,',,eric pioccsses from above and by tidal, planetary, and gravity waves from
low. Since many species produced in this region like NO and ) are long-

lived. they are affected by transport processes as well as by fast nonlinear
,hom ,lrr. To understand this region it is necessary to determine the mean
_.ituiatno and temperature structure as well as the response to changes in
;ie tidal structure and changes produced by geomagnetic activity. That is,
,kx.'Iliics has an important role in determining the compositional structure,
V,!Il i W turn affects processes in the thermosphere above and the meso-

tiCie below. Observations of tides by incoherent-scatter and meteor-wind
i dars lla~e shown that these are variable in both time (from day to day) and

',Oloi (over distances of 1000 km), apparently retlecting the effects of
: > ,und winds in the mesosphere in coupling energy from the fundamen-

'A :111k) hilher-order modes. This greatly complicates the dynamics of the
-, fTcrmospherc and has made it difficult to establish the average tidal

~avi,.Ar. A\ c(certed effort is needed during the next few years to achieve

N u;i:,- rczl models of the global distribution of temperature, density, and
.,,otron are extremely useful for a number of upper-atmospheric studies,

th,, conveniently summarize the large-scale structure of the thermo-
r. The growing collection of observed quantities should be used to peri-

.. l. Lpdate models arid improve their performance. The pressue forces
% ,. these semi-empirical global models of neutral temperature and

: lt "s can be compared with those deduced from measurements of
' . incoherent-scatter radar, optical means, and possibly satellite tech-

;ff,,_S. I ., Le studies provide a consistent check on the longitudinal and lati-
" d: ,;!eradren ts of neutral temperature and composition in the semi-empiri-

'-. since these variations primarily govern the thermospheric wind
-,c,. re. P-ticular emphasis should be placed on improving the time-

. ent predictive capabilities of the models by including the effects of
4 iJv- ,a ing into the lower thermosphere and the respnmse to auroral

l'idetdr and gravity waves launched by weather fronts and other sources
i; "he t, p()sphere o stratosphere appear capable of propagating into the

7i1,,in,,phere. where they dissipate their energy through the action of vis-
, . :,. Fle imnplrtance Of these phenomena h r creatirg motions in the

.. ,phe re that give rise to significant heating and/or transport effects
..T'MmAis uncertain and must be explored. It remains to he seen whether they
_w ewn he incorpi)rated in the models outlined above.

Re d narnics of the ionospheric plasma constitute a separate scientific
.. ,, hut related to that Of the neutral atmosphere. At ther|nospheric

h'i t,\ electrons arc set in motion only by electric fields. At midlatiudes
1i.C zerrated by tidal wkinds that Iranspor! jol)s across 1)apneltic field
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,I'd is polarization electric fields, while at high latitudes electric
i~in11 -cssed into the ionosphere by the interaction of the solar wind

tI , I ol h's wagnetosphere. Ions can be transported horizon tall N by
o ..!itiodes below about 130 ki, but at greater heights winds drive
1; in flie magnetic-field direction. Above about 150 kmn. electric

J.. z D- 1*5 across field lines in the same direction as the electrons. These
sreas tracers of winds and electric fields for the incoherent-

Kir1 tuchitique.
* I ip . >ncc-Of strong density gradients combined with electric fields,

. lasma c~an become unstable in the sense that small density per-
it n~ ~ ceatinlg large density fluctuations. Irregularities result jug

ii wc~scsappear to exist, and under appropriate conditions they
............ 'k creatle 1aige iirgularities in the plasma densityv with scales Wl

1 ss n to) centimeters. It is possible to stimulate these irrgulartes
......... !_% \ Lkh nmeans as using a large high-frequcy1C transmitter to de -

4 :~ *~ j :~i~.in ithe ionosphere. Research on these phienomlena con tribuites to
c (&i ici plasma~ proc,1esses in a way that is often difficult to
............ ii ti: ~ o rv.

* 'i. t'ONP-\A~lvE STUDIES OF THE PLANETS AND
TfiIll SOL XR-TERRESTRIAL SYSTEM

I . latroiduction

'1 0,111 Is onl1y one of the planets in the solar system. Thus it can be said
* at ceircli ii, solar-terrestrial physics is a special case of research in solar-
~.afleia' latrmos. Comparative studies of such features of the planets as

tieir mnugnett spheres. ionospheres, and atmospheres are a stimulating experi-
-,1( andlad toward an understanding of the solar system as a complete

IlL( onsequce1 is that fresh insights into solar-terrestrial relations
he miovided by understanding the wide range of interactions displayed -

o :-c oithic solar-planetarv systems. We describe below two areas that are
4 1impr i~ceto sol)ar-terrestrial physics .the miagnietosphleres-ioniosphieres of

f. 2 I, a mndciet s and thle atmlospheres of thle planets.

The Nlagnetospheres-lonospheres of the Planets and Comets

I eCeld pllets that are know n to have >ti on,- enough intrinsic imae-

:icllt "e!J, ito stand ott the solai winid and create maenerosphc'res above their
1( it s;p'ier es These are Mercury. earth, Jupiter, Saturn., and perhiaps 1I:ir s
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li' i is nk properI atmosphere on Mercury, so that the m1agnetosphere

cic eparticle belt s in the region of tire intdistorted p~ aretrary

p. 11r Ij of %Nirs is so 'Acak that the solar wind nmay iwiIerac~ di -
e i;iper at times. Un fort unately despite tile m1anly p
I eit to Mars, only tile U.S. spacecraft Mariner 4 carried inStruL-

di to study the solar-wind-magnietic-field initeradction.
1 rt iplireof i apiter has been the suhject of' Iairly intensive cx-

jot, x~Jvand is scheduled to receive even mToreC attentlion. It is
~ti<K:Cd aPO shape possibly unlike that of the earth's, is miodulated at the

10Q-h ri irAtioij period, anid displays rapid changes in corioguiation and
4,! Ctle of minutes. In contrast with the eptrth's magnetosphere to
jrcdparticles are supplied mainly by the solar winid, the sorrce o

wipartics in tile Jovian magnetosphere is the ionosphere of Jupiter
Iand the torus off heavy ions anid electrons that surrounds Jupiter near

IC -,ii lo. 9) e.ctrons in the energy range of tenis of' MeV escape from the
flir :tctoptee!nd constitute the major source of such particles in the solar

Pioneer I I and more recently Voyagers I and 2 detected a miagnetosphere
at Sa-turn anid found it to be more like the magnetosphiere of the earth than

£ J~~itr's. It lias its own interesting singularity in that it is strongly perturbed
'thle sxk cepine action of'Saturn's rings on thle trapped particles.

ThePh ncer Venus mnission has demonstrated that Venus, inl contrast with
* bcdhc platiets. has little if any intrinsic magnetic field . The consequence is

a stitii J irct interact ion between the solar wind and the ionosphere and]
* Plo~l~hC he rnai-net ic interact ion is withi the induced field created hy

Ircwnts rI owing- in the ionosphere. [he solar wind also interacts with
it> t. V.1hich orohably accounts for the long, ion comte tars tails that1 develop

55 : 'etsapproach the sun.
tIII. o this rich variety of' solair wfind-planetai interactions pn Aides

L11 Hakgrnnilld for our efforts to underIStand the mat~c rspliere of' our
;,:lnet earth.

3. J lie Atmospheres of the Planets

c .ii-osplieres of the planets offer uis a wide rarwe of ma css r rtationji

1ii. ( . piraphical effects, atmospheric constituients, therimal ill])! co1-
Ia t' ,)t oat heating. Thus we are presenitedJ with a widle 11aryc oi mixtures
H1 11 tior"Ce and proILesses that conltrol atmiospheric circulation and tempera-

tun-s;. !'he effects of' individual piocesseS c.an1 he isolated on Some1 planets. SO
lh1al de Conirihutwon of Similar procex--eC to licr estrial weatheri and climate

clhe e aluated.
itil the rslsobtaiined by the Pioveer Venus mission." irnd Soviet
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Ias 1 and 12 can be fully digested, the atmosphere of Mars will remain
thc ioiiterrestiial atmosphere that has been most intensively studied. The

, rtact temperature, length of day, and solar illumination are roughly
kw_- i atble for the planets earth and Mars, although their interaction with
iw > ,:L.t 'ind is different. On the other hand, the Martian atmosphere exerts
,(, tcC pressure that is only about I percent of that on earth, and it is com-

pus.d almost entirely of CO,. The surface features on Mars are so large that
lhc; C.\t,,nd over an appreciable fraction of the atmospheric layer, i.e., their
e , c cxtent is of the order of an atmospheric scale height. Consequently,

',Lc ,..ct of topography on winds-so-called orographic forcing-appears to
- ii i:ptoitant. Martian probes have in fact obtained evidence that this is the
,..'c. NLis offers an excellent laboratory for testing theories of orographic
!01(.Mn! and propagation of forced waves. More detailed studies than those
tw, a~ailable are needed, however.

wicoe latitudinal and seasonal variations of temperature have been ob-
,,'!ved on Mars, while tides and gravity waves are prominent dynamical fea-
tures in the atmosphere. Surface wind velocities as large as 60 m/sec have
ine n observed. The atmosphere of Mars is extraordinarily dusty, and enor-
mPIus dust storms systematically occur. The absorption of radiation by dust is
impirtant in determining atmospheric properties, as are processes involving
the exchange of atmospheric CO2 and t,0 with the polar caps. Yet, despite
tile lesults of the Viking mission there is not yet an adequate data base avail-

abIC to allow us to sort out the influence of latitudinal, longitudinal, seasonal,
tpouraphic, and dust-relate4 effects on the Martian weather. Further study
\ !1 be rewarding.

The atmosphere of Venus consists predominantly of CO, , with a surface
temperature of 700 K and a pressure 90 times as large as that of earth. The
Pioneer Venus mission was designed with the study of the atmosphere of
Venus as its primary objective. Analysis of the data obtained is not yet com-
plete hut promises to provide us with a great advance in our understanding of
the pioperties of this extraordinary atmosphere. Already we know that large-
scale circulation is so important in transporting heat in this massive, ocean-
like atmosphere that there is little difference in temperature between night
du1d day. equator and pole. We know that deposition of energy in the cloud
lvaers lying 40 to 70 km above the surface is important. Probably the most
-.iliking property of the atmosphere is the large zonal wind velocities that are
attained even below the clouds, where pressures are greater than that at the
earth's surface and wind velocities are greater than 100 in/sec. The amount of
Cne gy stored in the weather machine of Venus is enoi mous.

Jupiter has a massive atmosphere and a large rotational velocity. Under-
,Iandim the extraordinarily stable zonal cloud and circulation patterns sepa-
rMed h regions ot gieat turbulence as revealed by the Voyager images pre-

II
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zreai challenge to atmospheric scientists and the promise of rich

A most interesting discovery made by the Pioneer Venus and Voyager
,,.iu15 was evidence for lightning in the atmospheres of Venus and Jupiter.
- existence of lightning in atmospheres that contain no clouds like the ice

arid ,at, r droplet clouds of earth is surprising and difficult to understand.
Li view of our incomplete understanding of processes leading to the genera-
IA,,n* of terrestrial lightning, these discoveries could conceivably lead to impor-
,.nt advances in our understanding of this phenomenon.

Historically, our present conception of the genesis of planetary atmo-
YThcres was the consequence of the discovery by the Mariner 5 and Venera
I;,- iYSonis that the atmosphere of Venus contains approximately as much CO2
as -an be accounted for on earth in the inventory of CO2 in carbonate rocks
,,n buried sedimentary carbon. This discovery, along with discoveries in
n:kcobiologv. has stimulated dramatic advances in our understanding of the
Jev, opment of an oxidizing atmosphere and various life forms on earth.

Another achievement that resulted from the need to understand the sta-
t~iiitv tuf CO2 in the atmospheres of Venus and Mars, despite the tendency of
t v radi: *ion from the sun to turn them into atmospheres consisting mainly
of CO and 0,. was the development of modeling techniques involving corn-
pie,, ,,:as-pliase chemistry and vertical tTansport of gases. Techniques were
Olen available to understand the effect of man-made pollutants on the ozone
layer in the stratosphere when the need arose in the early 1970's. Examples
;i ,c these are illustrative of the benefits for solar-terrestrial research that
a.cw e rom solar-planetary studies.

" '1

I4 ... I
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6
Societal Impacts

... ... , i

The creation of many of today's technologies--satellites, global communica-
tion and weather monitoring systems, and national defense activities-has
corme to rely on the knowledge gained iom solar-terrestrial research. Solar-
teriestrial research has contributed to our appreciation of the fragility of our
environment and the increasing understanding of the effects of the variable
sun on several aspects of this environment. The re-entry of Skylab excited
kidespread popular interest in an event that contained as ingredients such

,ssues as our ability to pr-dict solar activity on an operationally useful time
,.cale and the response of the earth's upper atmosphere (and its consequent
densit\ increase) to the variable sun.

\,liile some applicatL ns have been discussed briefly elsewhere, this chapter
higldights by selected example the impact that solar-terrestfial research has
iileIC on society and technology and points out how the research objectives
cited in other chapters are connected to several areas of present or potential

l)escribed below, then, are the following four areas in which solar-
terrestrial research is central to impacts on society and technology: (1)
prc iictions of the space environment: (2) stratospheric ozone, a feedback
I, ,p between the biosphere and the solar-terrestrial system; (3) the evolution
o)f ionosphcric physics: and, last but certainly not least, (4) the sun-weather
-or muction-a great enigma.

q DI
1. PREDICTIONS OF THE SPACE ENVIRONMENT

The United States has developed sophisticated operational space capabilities
that are essential elements of national welfare and national defense. Thus, the

4 12 2
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veiy capabilities-rocket and space technology -ttat fosteied the rapid ad-
v'ance inl solar-terrestrial research have evolved to become consumers as Well
a, ,.wcrccs o1 knowledge. The development and operation of fuoderni sace
. stems be they interplanetary research spacecraft, meteorological spacecraf t,

c-ommercial communications satellites, manned Space Shuttles, or rnflitary
.il1s"'1ofls depend on ani accumulated fund of knowledge in solar, atmospheric,
'41d ion-osphieric research and understanding o, h rprie fmgeo
s;olic: ic radiations and plasmas as well as knowledge of the expected fluxes of
solar and valactic cosmic rays. This fund of knowledge needs expanding and
updatig as the ever-increasing complexity of space systems highlights thle
!io d tor information about new areas. The recent interest in the differentia!

4 ~ ~ IL~ u ~ Pacecraft by space plasmas as well as in the effects of high-energy
ct iL rws on microelectronics are examples of the use of established

il Ylcs of physics in new applications.
-ti2 tC pora I varia bil ity o0 thle space environment of' initeicst typica:lly

~ ~Kranee from) secoiids to many years. Somec systems, for example,
4 .ai~cJ piccrat .have an urgenit need to be immediately in~formed of the

irU~eof i )terl nill - irus solar-proton evetits. Siilarly,, highi-flying
* alt L2Vc ilte polar regions are also routinely aler-ted when solar-
eN 1. x nhs are inl progress. Thle spacecraft designer anid operator, onl the

k ici !L %v ould like tn see the properties of the eniviroiien , lin which

cic0atohIIS 1must operate, predicted years in advance. Thus space environ-
!,,iIl piedicnonis oj\er a Wide range of timne scales are of practical and neces-

p; c'*,_cn t 1cm e is a pmowing interest in applying ourl imiproved knowledge
01111i% 1( torecast distulrbances in space to the forecasting of the effects

Ni,' dJistum ances onl ground-based systems. [or example, it has been
'At :()I1 WI many y'ears that geomiagnetic storms cause difficulties inl cable

iona:.catmm~systems and can disrupt power-distributioni systems. More
it ilas' beeni observed that gcormatgnetic activity can induce substantial

:Unl t'S inl il a iid eas pipelines. hastecning corrosi )hI arid dlisturb~ing
1' cn l . Utilities and commun1~lication corporations are thuIs inter-

A in Ole pt )5 ihility thadt a forecast of miagne tic-field variations onl a re-
i"I is 1rt1iht provide a technique for alerting the operators that unusual

i tk nai\ he epcd.Conversely, exploration eophy sicists could

I afoeastofgtcomlagnet call quiet conditions ill ol der to opli-
A ti c i i (A airborne survecys anid searches for oices anid iner

* ti 'x eo>of sc'lsitivc Ilagnieomieters.

:':;iiracA ncrdN i the, uIliZationl Of hCpuix S (ecus OIC heAVail-
I h Sp)ace Shuttle SUECesTS that in creasm ig dcMammJS Will he I)IacCL

A KatOT~lcaahihities to t(4ccdIst the, behavior I0 tile ' ace enivironmenlT
* I ~!chie 1'nplexmty of spacecmaft and~ thle very taict that puoplle whfl be
* .~1- hc ltllc withl irincismnL: l'reqiec imi t tic I)Uswill brinri
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,,.ditional requirements for warnings and alerts. While, in many instances, it is
p, sible to make space systems relatively immune to environmental effects
thruugh careful engineering design, such immunity is often purchased only at
considerable cost. The cost tradeoffs depend on the presumed accurate
knO~wledge of the space environment and the variability of tile envronment.

ihe development of advanced space systems-such as the Solar Power
Satellite (SPS ) program, which is currently under discussion, is already draw-
ing oil the intellectual resources and data base developed by solar-terrestrial
research of the past. In this instance, such issues as the disturbance of the
Ntrat,)spheric and ionospheric chemistry by the large advanced launchers--far
laruer than the Shuttle-which would be required to boost an SPS into low
eaith orbit are of concern. The effects of ion engines (required to transfer
sPS to synchronous orbit) on magnetospheric particle populations and energy
t1h vks. as well as the effects of the transmission of gigawatts of microwave
prxer through the ionosphere to power converters on the ground, are also
,lea l,, problems that require detailed consideration. These problems span
h rad areas of solar-terrestrial research and address crucial questions of tile
effect of man on the relatively fragile environment of near-earth space. Such
qLICstiIIS may well be typical of what future planners of advanced space
,s~ste~ns will face: the scale of the problems will, of course, depend on the
le~! c, Acommitment that our society will make to the "industrialization"
M 'pJice.

(cital to such questions are fundamental problems in mesospheric and
ihermo,,phcric chemistry and dynamics as well as in interplanetary-magneto-
,.t)10.c and mflatiet ospherte-ionosphere coupling. The answers may be obtain-
The)T i v y sound, well-structured research programs beginning with small-
* !Ie ['lot p0 oects. It seems almost inevitable that some of tile issues will he
,, .l,,d ,l,, by active experiments involving several specific disciplines of
:,lar-t1.'rrcnal research.

11. STRATOSPHERIC OZONE: A FEEDBACK LOOP BETWEEN
[HE BIOSPHERE AND THE SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL SYSTEM

Peri ,vs the clearest e\ample of a solar-terrestrial effect on man and his
.. :' ,,, is pt,,vided by the ozone layer. Ozone is formed by the attach-

o t ! ,, c.., ( \ygcn atorn to an ordinary oxygen molecule, and the free
Tn temselves are provided by photodissociation of molecular

A.,.1A ,,ltraviolet (tv ) sunlight in th0e 175- to 242-nm wavelength range.
l),:snpt. it thinness (0.3 cn at atmospheric pressure) the ozone layer plays an
:'.e i i roile in the preservation of life on earth, since it absorbs nearly all of

ti p titCrial lv lethal solar L'% radiation that enters the atmosphere. In par-

I.
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"_ial, the so-called UV-B radiation, from 280- to 320-nm wavelength, is
a, 1 ah -rbed and is thus prevented from irradiating surface-dwelling organ-

ihc sun's radiative output in this wavelength range is relatively high,
id t', a!(,orption cross sections of DNA and protein are also large- thus it

,ais th-,t the existence of an ozone layer must have been a necessary con-
K t'.:i tot the development of most of the life forms that we know today.

i.. ,L.n controls the amount of ozone in the stratosphere directly, by
. ,d. tle IV radiation necessary to create ozone, and, somewhat 1cs., di-

i! , influencing the ozone loss mechanisms. The sun's radiative output
-.. al k:hly constant at visible wavelengths, varying by at most a few tenths

,..oen over a time period of decades. At extreme ultraviolet (I UV) and
, A\ lcngths, on the other hand, solar variability is pronounced on a

* .c *:r ,f iime scales. The uV radiation responsible for producing ozone
I -,en these regions, but the sun's variability in the I 75-242-nm w:ve-

01, O! L : hoc has not yet been studied adequately. There are, howvc.er. indica-
-hat sinificant variability does exist over the 11-year solar cycle, and

. j'(], LS, have shown that corresponding variations in stratospheric ozone
i. dl,, occur. Some indications of such variation have been obtained

1- taken with the Nimbus-4 satellite, but coverage did not extend
. npte solar cycle. In addition, the occasional large solar flares pro-

-V nd itOx in the mesosphere and upper stratosphere, and variations
01 , . ,Oitent are both calculated and observed in high-altitude, hit'h-

' rionf the atmosphere.
rtcrc ,trial effects also play a part in determining the effectiveness of

'i, \()' soik for stratospheric ozone, both directly through the generation
* ]L a'j.tion of energetic particles (which, in turn, create NO x in the

01_m.31+11erc) and somewhat less directly through the modulation of galactic
.N,,-: ra, !'luxes. The importance of these effects in terms of total o/one

-, I. ho\xver, is difficult to assess quantitatively. The full consequences
;,'r ix,ct .1od technology of changes in the stratospheric ozone content are

* , Ji,:ult to assess. The chief areas in which the impact would be felt.
" ,'. ,,'r. can be briefly described as follows.

1. Lirect Ultraviolet Radiation Effects

' : ned above, the V V-B radiation that is filtered out by the ozone
! a h igh crt ss section for destruction of t)N A an d protein, which aT

,,- ic h uilding blocks of most life forms. Cells are thus quite vulnerable t.
,-:., ,cs in the intensity of t v-fi radiation, such as would result from a de-

c .in oizone content. Fortunately for the biosphere, both plants and ani-
.,al, h-:v, developed highly effective defense mechanisms against such effects,
n,-I-.j-!i,1g the development of such tanning pigments as melanin in man in

I
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io, prevent penetration of the UV radiation, and of enzymatic repair
nifechiisiL, for radiation damage by both plants and animals. Many orga-
Tl.isj ,s exist, in fact, in a continual state of delicate balance between destruc-
ti[,: adi repair of cells, and any external effect that upsets this balance can
_dv2, e'erely detrimental effects.

ihe eftects of decreases in UV-B radiation, such as would result from an
increase in stratospheric ozone, may not be negligible. In man, UV-B radiation
i, ,. have a role in tenerating vitamin D, while in plants it is used to some ex-
icni in rhotosynthesis. Although global photosynthetic activity is probably

tirlmcd mcre by the availability of nutrients or water than by photon fluxes,
iii:: iatter may be important in certain environments.

2. Clinatic Effects

()., hts a, dominating influence on the climate of the middle atmosphere,
since the i.,diation that it absorbs is ultimately turned into heat and provides
the driving force for stratospheric and mesospheric wind systems. Although
tkle 'Inate of the middle atmosphere has apparently little or no direct cffect
,,1 the tr)pospheric climate, there may be an indirect effect through the fact
Iihit upv ard transmission and reflection properties for tropospheric planetary
g md ,ravity waves are determined by middle-atmosphere parameters. The po-
iential influences of man's activities on stratospheric ozone are complicated
t ill further by the possibility that preferential attack (e.g., by chlorine) might

., cur :ri the upper stratosphere with a resulting change in the vertical distribu-
i] l,1 Of ozone. A substantial diminution in ozone at 40 km should lead to a
l-,.cncd absorption of UV radiation at that altitude, and therefore a smaller
:eatirr effect, and overall cooling of the upper stratosphere. Another poten-
tial elfect arises through the influence of stratospheric ozone in determining
the height and other properties of the troposphere, which in turn determines
the depth of convective activity within the lower atmosphere.

III. EVOLUTION OF IONOSPHERIC PHYSICS

.\n enitirecl different range of solar-terrestrial effects on society and technol-
.v arises through the influence of particle and x-ray ionization on radio

propagation. With the advent of communications satellites, operating at fre-
quc;:ies far above those at which ionospheric effects are dominant, much of
mec earlier importance attached to ionospheric propagation seemed to de-
vrease. In 'dct. thowever, recent years have seen an increase in tie use of the
-,I\ver-frequency ranges, frorn about 10 kliz to 30 Mhltz, in which ionospheric
.Aects are indeed important. There are several practical reasons for this in-

*!
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171 iricunngte h facts that some parts of the earth, particularly
.11 o. c c(itIns. ire inaccessible to synchronous satellite links and thadt

t7n~it of satel-lite ground faci-lities effectively rule themn out
1,~ Particalarly in the loss industrially developed countries.

A i, i:.lk )iopaigate1 radio Aives are currently being used for a wkide
"including aircraft commn-unications (especially onl truns-

P ci , ship-t o-sh ore and ship-to-ship comnc imand long-
Con(1ditions inl the low~er ion ospliere can have ail limportant

* I L !ppho.ations by causing loss of signal at mendium mJd high fre-

~i'* - sof phase in the If and vif signals that are used for nivi-
d >e Najor entiancemcents in ionization occur In aIss)ciation! with

( . i m ngritic st orms, but tile ionCSPher-ic e ffcct S tend t o he
e:Lli i "'l -.ort inl duration. A m-uch more severe problm arises

-,ALocc polar-cap absotiptiofl events in which in tensu joi/atilul

Ir h%~ sikt 1)~ rotons blankets both polar caps down to oraizoctic !atitudes
ir several days at a time. Durn,, these eventIs lit' co mmunicatiions

al .; . .1* - -graded and way even) becomle iiipossiblC for

c eriefield Af ionospheric physics has been thoroughly penet ratedl
111,, of solar-terrestrial research and has re-emerged, in renaissanco.e,

Li accessible cosmic-scale plasmia-physics domain whose understanding
i (iucia1 to any advance in our understanding of the exchadnge of mat tet
ind womentum between the interplanetary miedium11, the miagneto-

~re. asthle lower atmosphere. The appreciation of the importance (A

dc ci-v s uresinl driving ionospheric dynamics has led to improve-

P7!71,1i tctpei forecasting and m-ay contribute to more efficient usc o)I

usthat solar-terrestrial research c-an make: while resec cl can ot

A: Ij~ti~id badwithsintho already crowded spectrum., continue
ir )k it :h( c aea )I' ITnagne 10osphere-ionIosphere-a tmospher'ic Ci )l ing 11i Mii

* 1 nw lu AS cli Oi ion ispheric- disturbances can improve thle Lit iliialt on A'
2 x in j ren cy allocations. Such reseairch will pro),,ide essential in t u ma-
.1:.d tiained personnel 'io that decisions onl frequency allocaion> arc.
t,;,A~. the1 best phy sic.al undcrsta ling ava ale.

II cnd!)erstandtrg Of thle rile Of thle Sm11,ll-Scale Strmciume Ot 111k i'uo0-

t - t : n driius communi111cations. naviV,3tioir. anld radar VstmUS had, Ilk

InJ. Ii.:csinz use ol Satellite communicatlonl link, 11nd ',JtClliteaC-1J)d
vn1a n t systemns hads focused iteres! on thle cliaiacterrtat ion o!ia>

ii -pc: I proagato i- elect romnagnet ic cnergv and hias cifhat~iocii
Jiiiudesadn thte snial--cale struLctureS 01 tile ionosphere.CW whICh ci

et, ,iu ciiitillations. even it frequencies in tIie C(I lz range.
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I.THE SOLAR-VARIABILITY-WEATHER-CLIMIATE CONNECTION:
D)OES IT EXIST?

kr~s da)r-terrestriai research has Lcenerated somc citcvrvi re-
-(1 timehS :IS thec queSlioll Ut a Pflo,,ih1L cCoflfloctiof between solar 'activity or

* .:ili'()ii thle one hand an1d teriestrial \elcrand climate onl theother.
he\c\sof thle proponents ot~ aconntec'tioni find their w ay inio thle national
%0h :,onitfl regularity, enid the cot oversy Njas e vei JjcrcOlt"" nto) tile
iihrp[r'Ss The oppol nu view. Imaintained so fatr by 1117, mattttrii m

Tlo'It 1dI, IC0 hou-git h.itas not bkc n so well1 pubflicized.
w e ncea to distimitaisit between wcather tit-cls(hours t',

k11, 't~aid uSl l and climte time-sc-ales iva o hundreds, (, nmilleia ).
Ihe1k inlertia of thle at ilosphe re-oca fs sys tktI is such that att the >,h itcr a tic

!InJ S, rlIV scj vsolir tranlSients could h11ve aviv cct on td !1 he loit.et
ttm-sels.\aliahilit, of thle su'sLuin1inosity %wold dolmitni'e: it thc n:

a aICIt e ~caeof long-range weather forcasts, it 15is iC\ah !c lt tc

* nec iAive~ eileC:I of solar ac- tivity might play a rolke.
Sccllf. Vle need to distingifsh between Sciettflflc it:s iIte cjlues-

'kill" !ild. tf thle relationships are shown to he rathe practical tunlit\ )t
Aplvn 1 1 llA to prediction-s about tle v\ eiTher and climlate. Wea'ther precdic:

iws w~ill depenTd on predic:tions of' solar activty ad idhe Transmissin of tile
C re's~dllin ney.Particles, and fielids through thIe sun -eat tli stefll. At prcs-

C:lt, thi. c jredictions arc Larcl\ statistical, with some hours to a couplec of
waritt insonC ases tHat S0rnetlit from tile Mitn is Comling orwax

i cn 0t". mlost enithusiastic 11arttsan of' tile reality of' the solar-ac.tivity-
\kethrConne1cktion would probably concede that such effects \wuld he lost

le fitntrinsic 1tteteorologicAl vaiability, with i' s much lamger
1:Il~tccN it' potential slratvt-crtrrelationiship tihus appears to

sctenttfi11c interest. On the other hanrd, tile (lue>tionl of a po)ten-
t1i r at si 't een solar vat iabili Iv and ( liuzatc is c lcarl of !rea practi-

* ! nIc ethecajuse !h e wkater supply and alg, cultura! Svsteinils of' the, wo id,
xi s fIhcm.l app)I'a to be onk.llyargitia!le 'tibhle. ie hit

Lit [ill ni tmaic o! to, predtc wixtt thle next eanswill brine
J!' ill-, rlan1t !o01 iont plxtii;:na and Ic,(vi1calcio ott icet t vial.

* S)~CIL1hcltCC as hJS !)iceil presented to suppotl thle hvpothesi> thatsoa
'; :atce tile wveathler and cliate has, been in the form of' correla-

~ ccvi I~nttccls hu dec ribe solar outputs dtrecthv or-indirectly
'ai.p laedel. nmplanetar fited tecersaks, geomagnetlc Aistrhaines)

.::xl ;;t ."t'~Ii (d lerre~tl i wveathe; and climaite(tm ttlieprsre
IMT ltt tlk'. tle-'llel)c 0! Ithuntdoitorwlf. Opponents of' thesehymlee

<c- 'v ti '~ltdv nd aInaiN ' of, the da1ta sets, for examlple on thle Pgiout10S

data0: oca orrecona raherthan e-dlhAl that1 da'ai t'il'!cul have
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been used, but were not, destroy the correlations; that correlations estab-
lished for short time-series disappear or change sign when the time-series are
.x\t.nded: and that the results are not subjected to critical tests of their statis-

tical signiticance.
There is also the problem of physical mechanisms. The mechanisms for

linking variability in the sun's luminosity to longer-term weather or climatic
change, namely changes in direct heating, is perfectly straightforward. The
main dilficulty here would be to separate such effects from others of gener-
ally accepted validity with comparable time-scales-for example, the buildup
tol carbon dioxide, or volcanic dust (or, for time intervals comparable with

inteiglicial periods, changes in the earth's orbit). The case is quite different
tot mechanisms postulated for linking solar activity to weather-scale effects.
The latter appeal to various "trigger" mechanisms in which a relatively mi-
nute amiount of energy can push the unstable weather system off balance. But
i quattitative analysis of the efficiency of such mechanisms is difficult, be-
cause the coupling of the known solar input to the magnetosphere-iono-
sphere s, stem with effects in the troposphere proceeds by way of intermedi-
ate regions. Steps in these processes are still subject to such great uncertain-
ties that the hypotheses are hard to test.

With an assured flow of both solar-terrestrial and meteorological data, . .
iowe% er. and with a growing understanding of the links in the solar-terrestrial

chain that might reach into the troposphere, we shall certainly be able to
anskei questions like the following: Does solar activity or variability affect
the either or climate? If so, how? The Geophysics Research Board's study

,'ariahilitv, Weather. and Climate similarly emphasizes the importance
Si treatin,_ he possible influence of solar variations on weather and climate as
part ,, the more general subject of solar-terrestrial and atmospheric physics
and stcses the need for development and testing of models of the effects of
solar perturbations on the atmosphere. If effects on the lower atmosphere
exist and are understood, and if we could predict solar activity and variability,
Ae SLOuld be able to estimate their effects on weather and climate, and con-
,equtcnti\ evaluate the potential impact-possibly the single most important
:;npact -()I solar-terrestrial relations on our immediate environment, and thus

.,'ety and its technology.
*

S

*
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Appendix A: Principal
Recommendations of Recent
Reports of the National Academy

of Sciences Relevant to
Solar-Terrestrial Research

We have assembled the conclusions of five recent reports that we regard as
being the most generally relevant to solar-terrestrial research.

Space Plasma Phy'sics." The Study of Solar-Sysiem Plasmas

In 1976, NASA requested the National Academy of Sciences to undertake a
review of space plasma physics to assess its scientific content and NASA's
role in this field. The resulting study led to the Space Science Board's report.
Space Plasma Physics: The Study of Solar-System Plasmas (National Acad-
emy of Sciences, Washington, D.C., 1978). We strongly support their recom-
mendations. The following conclusions and recommendations from this re-
port (also referred to as the "Colgate report") are reproduced in full:

1. (a) Space plasma physics is intrinsically an important branch
of science. The intellectual significance of the study of solar-,vtcm
plasmnas is documented by its contributions to the development of
general plasna physics and by its role in illuminating atrophycI
phenomena both internal and external to our solar system.

(b) On the directly practical side. a better understanding of
solar-system plasmas might have substantial importance for terrctriAl

communications and meteorology.

2. Now that #he initial exploratory stage olspace pla,ma ph2
has been completed successfully, the fruitfulness of future proicct,

131
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will depend on addressing basic scientific problems. The solution to
these problems will call for a logical cycle of theoretical problems
definition, the planning of experiments and hence missions, data
collection, data reduction, and theoretical analysis, leading to a pro-
gressive refinement of the science.

3. The theoretical component of' the space-plasma-physics effort
needs to be strengthened by increased support and, most particu-
larly, by encouraging theory to play a central role in the planned
development of the field.

4. We agree with the unified recommendation, of the advoc,,c
panels.

The unified recommendations of the Panels on Plasma Physics of the Sun,
Solar System Magnetohydrodynamics, and Solar-System Plasma Processes
("advocacy panels") are as follows:

p

6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

1. We recommend that solar-system plasma physics should have
*.... high priority in order to remain an integral part of the space-science

research effort of the United States.

2. We recognize and encourage the existing trend toward
problem-oriented missions in solar-system plasma physics. We recom-
mend that the specific scientific questions discussed in the overviews
serve as a focus of an active problem-oiented missions program de-
voted to observation and interpretations of the plasmas on the sun.
near the earth and other planets, and in the interplanetary medium.

In solar-system plasma physics, in particular, theory and data
analysis play a crucial role in generating the objectives of new mis-
sions. This fact motivates the following recommendations.

43. We recommend that future mission planning and implem,-nta-
tion be guided by the following considerations:

(a) The research program of solar-system plasma phy'ics
including solar and solar-wind plasma physics and terrestrial and
planetary niagnetospheric and ionospheric physics ,houldi e pl,!,nd
together.

(b) Since theory and new technology are rapidly cvoVng,

3SN3dA J INUMN8JA9 .v U.3J.)IjU.JOdqJU
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planning and its implementation should be regularly updated by
Space Science Board review of ongoing missions, theory, experiment,
and new technology.

(c) Planning for future missions in space plasma physics
should be based on assessments of priorities derived from considera-
tions of potential scientific return in relation to mission costs.

4. To realize the benefits from space missions in solar-system
plasma physics we recommend:

(a) Support for extended mission data analysis in cases of high
scientific interest;

(b) Specific support for ground-based observations that com-
plement the objectives of space missions;

(c) That the institution of guest investigators for detailed
analyses and theoretical work on specific mission programs be con-
tinued and extended.

5. To realize the benefits from the nation's program in solar-
system plasma physics, we recommend:

(a) Strengthening theoretical solar-system plasma physics and,
to aid in achieving this goal, support for computer modeling-,

(b) Stable support for data analysis and interpretation outside
of missions;

(c) Support for ground-based observations and laboratory
experiments that can increase understanding of space plasmas.

6. Since advances in neighboring fields now are important to the
advance of solar-system plasma physics, we recommend that com-
munication between the major plasma activities-laboratory, astro-
physical, and solar-system plasma physics and solar astronomy -be
strengthened by means such as interdisciplinary working groups and
conferences.

The Colgate report also states:

We have identified six general abstract problems, vital to further
understanding of ,pace plasmas. that have already received consider-
able theoretical attention and have important implications beyond
tie study () solar-systein plasmas. These are: (I) magnetic-field rc-
connection, (2) the interaction of' turbulence with magnetic field.,.
(3) the behavior of large-scale flows of plasma and their intera,'tion
with each other and with magnetic and gravitational fields. (4) i:c,.el-
eration ol energetic particles, (5) particle confinement and transport.
and ( ) collisionless shocks.

3SNidAJ .NL N83AOU IV HJ1 0(JOkid3U
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Of these problems perhaps the only one that has hitherto been
addressed by the space research program in a reasonably systemuitic
way is the last, and it is precisely the collisionless shock problem on
which space science has had the greatest impact. The other tupic,.
especially (I) and (5 ). are clearly of key importance to controlled
fusion research, while all six are of considerable atroph.,.icil
interest.

Solar-System Space Physics in the 1980 's." A Research Strategy'
Following the Colgate report recommendations, the NAS presented to NASA

the report by the Space Science Board's Committee on Space and Solar Phys-

ics, Solar-Syvstem Space Physics in the 1980's." A Research Strategiv (National
Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C., 1980), which makes recommienda-
tions that implement those in the Colgate report. The present study is in
strong agreement with the recommendations of this report (also referred to as
the "Kennel report"), and we reproduce here the principal recommendations:

1. RESEARCH PROGRAMS

We recommend a balanced program of research devoted to interactive solar-
terrestrial processes. In particular:

For Solar Physics

1. High-resolution observations are needed to advance understanding of
active regions and the small-scale velocity and magnetic fields important to
the chromospheric and coronal energy balance, as weU as of solar flares. These
require Shuttle instruments that achieve 0.1 arc sec resolution in the spectral
range from below the HI Lymanck line to the infrared.

2. In situ measurements are needed to provide qualitatively new informa-
tion critical to understanding coronal plasma processes and solar-wind gener:t-
tion. These require a solar flyby or probe that penetrates as close to the sur,
as possible (4 solar radii seems technically feasible).

3. Space observations lasting a significant portion of the next solar cycle
are needed to infer solar interior dynamics from large-scale motions and os-
cillations at the sun's surface, to study transient events, to observe the large-
scale magnetic and plasma structures instrumental in coupling energy to the
solar wind, and to monitor solar luminosity. (It may ultimately become
necessary in the decades following the 1980's to monitor the effects of color
variability cn luminosity over several solar cycles.)

4
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For Terrestrial Magnetospheric Physics

To advance quantitative understanding of the time-dependent exchange of
energy and plasma between the solar wind and magnetosphere requires six
simultaneous studies of plasma processes: (1) deep in the earth's magnetic
tail, (2) in the solar wind upstream of earth; (3) near the midmagnetosphore
equatorial plane; (4) well above one polar cap; and (5) from the ground.

6. A low-altitude polar orbiter is needed to measure the dynamical and
chemical response of the atmosphere to magnetospheric variability.

This global research program should be supplemented by active experi-
ments that can increase our knowledge of magnetospheric and plasma
processes.

For Terrestrial Upper-Atmospheric Physics

A series of space observations is needed to advance understanding of the inter-
acting dynamical, chemical, and radiative processes in the mesosphere.
stratosphere, and thermosphere. One low- and one high-inclination spacecraft
are first needed to establish basic atmospheric properties and their geographi-
cal, diurnal, and seasonal dependences. Thereafter, magnetospheric coupling
processes should again be addressed. Continuing upper-atmospheric observa-
tions throughout the 1980's are needed to provide good solar-cycle coverage.
Complementary high-resolution studies should be made using Shuttle facilities.

i. EVOLUTION OF SHUTTLE SCIENCE

It is essential that Shuttle-class instruments be kept in space longer than one
week at a time. Solar, atmospheric, and magnetospheric Shuttle instruments
currently being developed could be combined with a power source to create
a free-flying Solar Terrestrial Observatory. This would combine the best
present advantages of Shuttle and smaller spacecraft-namely, high resoLutiOn
and long duration. We recommend that Shuttle solar-terrestrial programs
evolve toward such an observatory.

0

III. THEORY AND INFORMATION HANDLING

Theory has to play an increasingly central role in the planned development ,)I
solar-system space physics. Moreover, theory and quantitative modeling

Sshould guide its entire infoirnation chain- data acquisition, reduction, dis-
semnation, correlation, storage, and retrieval - to a higher level of sophistica-
tion, to provide prompt availability of coordinated data of diverse origins.
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IV. COORDINATED RESEARCH

Coordinated research is an important general objective of solar-terrestrial
physics, which is concerned with time-variable phenomena spanning severa: "
regions of space and scientific disciplines.

The research programs proposed above are justifiable on their individual
merits. Coordinating them with the approved Solar Polar Mission in particular
can greatly increase coverage of the solar-terrestrial interaction.

(a) Detailed examination of the three-dimensional structure of the sun's
large-scale magnetic field is made possible by in-ecliptic coronal observation.,,
that are simultaneous with those from the solar-polar spacecraft.

(b) Simultaneous in-ecliptic and solar-polar measurements of the solar
wind can provide important information about the large-scale structure of
solar-wind disturbances. These in-ecliptic measurements can be provided h,
the interplanetary element of the global magnetospheric study proposed in II.

(c) As we recommended in 1i, simultaneous measurements in the polar
upper atmosphere and the magnetosphere can provide new insight into how
solar-wind perturbations couple to upper-atmospheric winds and chemistry.

(d) We believe that such coordination is feasible and, it achieved, would
permit the heliospheric and terrestrial response to solar activity to be studied
on a solar-system scale.

The NASA research proposed here provides a foundation, and the Solar
Polar Mission an optimum time-1986-1987-for coordination of research
sponsored by other agencies of the U.S. Government and possibly foreign nai-
tions. For example, coordination is critical to provide the ground-based ob-
servations recommended in I1. We urge that NASA play a prominent role in
developing and coordinating a joint program as rapidly as possible.

V. PLANETARY RESEARCH

Measurements of plasmas, fields, and energetic particles must remain integral
parts of each planetary mission.

4

The Upper A tmosphere and Magnetosphere

The third NAS report that we cite, strongly approving its recomrnendatioii,.
is The Upper A tniosphere and Magnetosphere (National Academy of' S,:ience.
Washington, D.C., 1977). This study was produced by a Panel of th,_ !eo-
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physics Study Committee under the chairmanship of F. S. Johnson. The fol-
lowing are excerpts from its principal conclusions.

Increasing interest can be expected in the macrophysics of the theimlo-
sphere. The Electrodynamic Explorer Program represents a first step in this
direction, but in situ spacecraft measurements are not ideal for gathering
synoptic information on conditions in the upper atmosphere. Simultaneous
measuTements are needed, and to get these a global network of ground-based
upper atmospheric observatories and remote-sensing satellites will be needed.
... The influence of the ionosphere on radio communications therefore re-
mains important. It is even of importance to satellite communications, where
small-scale ionospheric irregularities sometimes make communications unreli-
able even at the high frequencies that are used in such systems.

The upper atmosphere provides a natural plasma laboratory, one with
parameters that are often difficult to reproduce in the laboratory. A great
variety of plasma instabilities and physical processes have been discovered or
demonstrited in the upper atmosphere, thus providing an interchange be-
tween the fields of geophysics (including the upper atmosphere, ionosphere,
and magnetosphere) and plasma physics. Many of the plasma-physics effects
in the upper atmosphere are important to the overall behavior of the iono-
sphere and magnetosphere. An understanding of these effects is essential in
the prediction of many ionospheric effects, including some that are of hn-
portance in the field of radio communications.

... how does solar-wind plasma penetrate the magnetic field of the earth.
and how is energy transferred from the solar wind so as to drive a global pat-
tern of magnetospheric convection? These questions are about as basic as anly
that can be asked. A nswers to such questions about the physics oJthc upp r
atmosphere and Inagnetospherc will be forthcoming soon if appropriate e'f-
forts are expended.

Because of the immense size of the magnetosphere-atmosphere sstem
(relative to the size of the earth) and the extent to which processes in one
part of the system influence distant parts of the system (mainly by clectrical
transfer of energy), coordinated simultaneous measurements are o1 ereat im-
portance.

... the interactions between the magnetosphere and that part of the a1t1n1,-
sphere known as the thermosphere, and the overall behavior ot the thermo-
sphere as it is pushed one way by solar ultraviolet heating and another )v
energy input through the magnetosphere (both variable), are siiie, is ,i!
which important progress is to be expected. It has become incrcaairg,.ly .Iear
that weather responds to solar events through physical mechanisms that h v-
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not yet been visualized; they probably involve the magnetosphere and the
thermosphere. The expectation of progress in the area of sun-weather relation-
ships is speculative because physical links have not been identified, but it is an
important area to pursue.

The appropriate means of attack on problems of the thermosphere is with
satellites of the Atmosphere Explorer type, two of which are in operation at
this time. The Committee concludes in agreement with the Space Science
Board in its report, Opportunities and Choices in Space Science, 1974, that
additional satellites of the Atmosphere Explorer type will be needed in the
early 1980's ....

. . Balloons provide an important means of making in situ observations in

the stratosphere, and their continued use is important.

... Satellites such as those required for thermospheric investigations and the
AMPS Shuttle payload are appropriate for attack on F-region problems, and
incoherent-scatter radar observations provide a powerful technique oil the
ground. The Committee recommends that steps be taken to reassert U.S.
leadership in the latter area.

'... rocket programs must be preserved and remote-sensing techniques de-
veloped for use in satellites.

•.. investigation of the earth's upper atmosphere and magnetosphere should
be considered a part of the foundation upon which planetary and astrophvs-
ical investigations are based.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

In many geophysical problems, there is a greater need for international co
£ .operation than in most other fields of science because coordination is required

in the making of observations in different parts of the geophysical systein
that are interrelated by physical processes. Programs are usually arranged
through the relevant International Scientific Unions, their parent body. the
International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU), or special committees of
ICSU.
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The Middle A tmosphere Program. Prospects for U.S. Participation, 1980

The fourth report that we cite is one by the CSTR Panel on the Middle Atmo-
sphere Program, The Middle A tmosphere Program: Prospects tibr U.S. Partic-
ipation (National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C., 1980).

That report recommends, and we strongly endorse (sections cited refer to
that report):

1. That a national MA-%P coordination office bt estab- p

lished within an appropriate lead U.S. agency to, act a.s
a focal point for planning, implementing, and coordina, ii
a U.S. program for MAP both among the agencies cvnccrnu i
and between those agencies and the scientific cortmiit.
at large. (See Section 2.4 for details.)

2. That the U.S. support the efforts of the intlr;,,-
tional M\P Steering Committee to establish meciani <:s
for the collection and exchange of information and dat i
on all appropriate time scales. (See Section 2.) ,'..
for details.)

3. That the U.S. scientific commllunity in c p.r,:
with the U.S. agencies concerncd reviw th e foil,,';
areas (seuc Section 3.1 for detai is) in deciding v.it
investigations to pursue, as theiCs appear to K t . r.

in which the U.S. can make tht mst fruitful contrii,,: .

tzone .. iimatol o v; tratospl,uri c Composition; ,cs' 011
tofl,0s it ion ; op. ic climat locv ;, til, middle it -,, i•

:n la etar'. ..',v i ht middic i::.os;}er,, equ,:t r
V :ves; t ides, rvit' 'o v I111d t 1: r 1 1ti('. t t -

ra- !nd CL rod.tratsn.s'ir,. ,,,±:,iin ; the. inf-ltn,. ,,: :viddl t .
:)!er i c,,nd i ,,n - ii WLtr- k.v, 1 ,'i :at .; .,.vr -,

tion and pr, ,,rti ts; solar radiation, especially in t
iltravilt the cfI t, cts of energetic parti "les ,ind x-rav-;
on t e middle atmshe re ; ion co,pos it ion; and the.
dynamics of t' h..e ,dde at ,js !:Lrc. Thes t fourt ctn rv-

Ilave be en t .t . .-. rvat i onl 1 or ..p r i , ,nt a I

initiatives' ( i a,,-d ntu,) rted tor readv re: rnc.
4. That thcorct ti,i! -ttidic, and :'ode1 inc K- : -

(S ee Section 3.2 , >.
5. That a pr,,r r ! ,T1 ,n> ani rocket t

* ~ ~ -L tI L reqiiirsd ( Z' Co.t :1 1v~~ sv1

And theIt. llnch 1_'1 1 .1 t*t -tk

It is clear that these four prcvi Hs studies %%ill clntinue to have \l,:, 'v::,'
impact on nany aspects o s ,oar-tcrre srial research. Man of il, 1p.' I.iI
recornmendations il these studies mat h those of the present ( S I I I,.
Taken together these c,'llected studies point the \ay toward maimi/in,i ci-

entific progress in S1R for the 1980"s.
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Upper A tnosphere Research in the 1980 s. Ground-Based, Airborne, an.
Rocket Techniques

This fifth report (National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C., 197))I
the outcome of a summer study conducted by the CSTR in 1978 under the
leadership of F. S. Johnson. That study was the forerunner of the present
study, and many of its principal conclusions have been integrated into the
present report. We reproduce its principal conclusions below. The order 6,
which they are given does not necessarily reflect their relative priority.

We recommend that an incoherent- tter radar fac-i--
ity be established [in the subaur _,l zone] for the
observation of a variety of importa. :er-atm-s: -

phenomena such as thermospheric winds and i ,-,f
over a range of subauroral latitudes. [The tur:.os, o t
this recommendation was to study disturbanct-.: crmanat: ;
equatorward from the auroral zone or polar ca;.]

We recommend that various options be explored fol
making incoherent-scatter radar observations at c:e_-
:nuanotic latitude A -z 76-78° and that an apropr ,
observatory be established at the earliest oppn!rtun:-
ty. [The purpose of this recommendation is to :easr
the im:;ortant energy and momentum sources cf t u-.,-
amros~here at the throat of the auroral zone convecti:
,attcrn, where there is major heat input.]
We recom,2end that efforts be made to exploit meso-

sphiere-stra tosphere-troposphere (MST) radar ca,-pc2)i '
at midlatitudes [where it would be of sp~ecial vau-.Iu
in studying stratosphere-troposphere exchange and
transport properties in the stratosphere and mesa-
s1,-ier by sampling as feasible in a few places.]

We recommend that the newly demonstrated capW 7 Q .
of the [stratosphere-troposphere] ST-radar tecb niq ::e
be exploited using existing instrumentation 1, or,aer
to gain a fuller understanding of the import:nce cr.
small-scale motions to the overall dynamics o-4 the
upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. St''L'ies
should be undertaken to examine the potentia7 cz:J-
entific return of a more extensive network of (-;T
radars. Preliminary design studies of a tr.c;t
ST radar should be undertaken in order ta ,: L.

the specifications and cost of an ST raai:-r netwo}k.
We recommend that advances in optical te'hn-
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recently developed for use on spacecraft be expioy t,,
by further development and upgrading of instrumenti--
tion for ground-based studies of the energy sources,
chemistry, and dynamics of the upper atmosphere.

We recommend that the balloon and sounding-rocket
program be preserved during the Space Shuttle er. t-<
make important atmospheric measurements that cannor
be made from satellites. We further recommend the
maintenance and, where required, the expansion o'
rocket and balloon launch facilities to accommodate
the need for data acquisition at various geograph-
ical locations.

We recommend that the momentum now established in
stratospheric investigations be vigorously maintained.
To do this we need to exploit present methods of both
in situ and remote sensing of chemically active minor
constituents and to develop new methods. We also
strongly encourage study and development of methods,
particularly those using tracers, for examining the
global-scale horizontal movement of air masses within
the stratosphere.

We recommend that a program be undertaken to deter-
mine the distribution of mesospheric constituents.
Relevant photolysis rates should also be measured.

We rocc=-n'InW thit more observational and theore-
tiCc. .3aLLdies be devoted to the stratosphere-tropo-
sphere interchange process and that fast-resoonse
instrumentation be developed for measurements of
chemic. l constitutents such as 03, H20, and CO in
support of these studies.

We recommend investigation of atmospheric elec-
tric fields of magnetospheric, ionospheric dynamo,
and thunderstorm origin to determine their role in
middle atmospheric transport and chemical processes.

The report cu.tains some 20 additional recommenda-
tions that were accorded somewhat lower priority.
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Solar 1ariabilitY, Weather, and Climate, 1980

A comprehensive study of the evidence ol influences of solar variablit,, oll
weather and climate has been commissioned by the Geophysics Stud, Co-.,
mittee of N RC's Geophysics Research Board. This study on Solar I 'arialdit.v,
Weather, and Climate is being prepared by a panel under the chairrnanshtp ,
J. A. Eddy. It provides an important complement to this present study,,"
to the reports cited above, by pursuing the specific question of solar variabilit\
influences on the troposphere. We paraphrase below the main conclusi01I o
this study now in preparation.

A central focus of this study is the great interest of improving wr phrs l
, understanding of the influences of solar variability on the complex scheme

of factors that determine weather and climate. The scientific interest in iso-
lating subtle effects of variable solar inputs on the troposphere will rema in.
even if future research were to demonstrate that the effects of solar variabiit\
itself are too small to be of practical use in understanding past climate change;

S or in predicting changes in the future.

The study notes that important advances have been made in our under-
standing of both the variability of solar outputs and also the sources of weather
and climate change since early atempts to correlate the sunspot ccle with
local weather. This evolution in our knowledge suggests certain basic chan.ge,
in our approach to the problem.

On the one hand, it now appears likely that predictable changes in the
earth's motion around even an unchanging sun could produce variations of
climate with the power spectrum and phase of the major ice ages. Advances

*in climate dynamics also lead us to a better appreciation of tile many complex
internal feedbacks within the atmosphere-ocean-continent system itself that
could produce quasi-periodic oscillations on time scales that overlap those
observed in solar magnetic activity.

At the same time, the many aspects of variable solar outputs in electro,.-
magnetic waves, charged particles, and magnetic fieids have been inuch better
understood. We now see clearly that the sunspot number is only looel\, ,_w-
nected to changes in some important solar outputs, such as ultravi ict 1?ai.-
tion. It is a poor estimator of other important outputs such as particle fluxe-,

The complexity of the sun-earth system, revealed to us thr(,ugli grado -1
accumulation of careful observations and theoretical explan:tion stroi :i,

suggests that a continuing quest for simple correlations between ran mini
chosen weather variables and solar indices is unlikely to be fruitfi.

The study recommends that the newly acquired understndin t ',vW

defined variable solar influences on thretosphere !IILI kiler M' iphc.

be used to reformulate the classical sun-weather queslion is :i np! ,p: J ,t.
fined physicdl problem within the context of modern SIai - t erre I l r I, I!
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The process of measurement and theoretical evaluation promises to be
intellectually stimulating, since the mechanisms in question will surely stretch
our knowledge of the many elements of the solar-terrestrial system and of
their interfaces. This broadly based cooperative endeavor between the in-
dividual disciplines of solar-terrestrial physics cannot fail to yield new in-
sights into the operation of the individual elements themselves. It is possible
that the results will also reveal a sun-climate link (or several) that would
prove to be of immense practical utility to mankind.
Particular attention needs to be directed toward the formulation of consistent
physical mechanisms to explain the better established existing connections
between solar or interplanetary variables and tropospheric parameters. More-
over, future empirical studies must be guided first by careful choice of phys-
ical variables whose changes can be related to climate and weather through
realistic dynamical models.
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